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Raj Armani is co-founder and COO of
IMbesharam.com, an online shop for
adult products that focuses on Indian
consumers.
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It is not ready for the market yet, but
Claudio Pelloni’s dildo Closee aims to
combine sex toys and hypnosis in a
fascinating way.

Maeglin Harmsen has something
interesting for retailers who want to be
ready for Fifty Shades Darker: Scala’s
‘Mr. Grey’s Darker Choice’ collection.
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If you want precise data on your
performance between the sheets,
Oring might be just what you are
looking for.
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Lovehoney oﬃcially presented with the

Queen's Award for Enterprise
letter
from the editors
Dear Ladies and Gentlemen

H igh est o f f icia l U K a wa rds f o r B ritish businesses

To be honest, it is hard to focus
on the bright side in this, our final preface of the year. It would
be a lot easier if we looked only
at our market and our industry
and forgot about everything
else that is going on around us.
But that’s easier said than
done, so all we can do is look
at the situation as a whole, and
there’s not all that much reason
for buoyant euphoria in the big
picture. Maybe we should resort to motivating exhortations
like 'it could be worse' or 'every
cloud has a silver lining' – but
that’s not really our style, and
neither are forced optimism or doom and gloom. Therefore,
we decided to end this year
without soaking you in worldly
wisdoms, but with heartfelt
thanks on behalf of everyone
at Mediatainment Publishing
Verlags GmbH. Thank you to
all our loyal readers. Have a
merry and peaceful Christmas
and a happy new year – may
2017 be filled with good health
and successful business for all
of us! Of course, we’d also like
to thank our advertisers and
supporters for the trust they
have placed in us this year, and
the years before. And in lieu of
pearls of wisdom, we’ll simply
promise that, even in this
quickly changing world, EAN
will remain what it is: "Europe's
first choice for the erotic trade“!

Bath, England - Lovehoney have officially received the the Queen's Award for Enterprise for
boosting international trade. Owners Richard Longhurst and Neal Slateford were handed
the coveted chalice and scroll at a ceremony at the award-winning sex toy retailer's Locksbrook Road headquarters on the 26 October, 2016. Everyone based at the Bath Headquarters was in attendance.

T

he Queen’s Award for Enterprise
is awarded to British businesses
who excel at international trade, innovation or sustainable development. They are the highest official
UK awards for British businesses.
Lovehoney co-owner Richard Longhurst said: "It is a huge privilege for
Lovehoney to be honoured by the
Queen. The award will help us to reach new markets and create more
jobs in Bath and in our offices in
Australia and the US. The Queen is
Britain's greatest Trade Ambassador
and to have her backing means the
world. Long may she reign over us."
Neal Slateford, co-owner of Lovehoney said: “We’d like to thank our
fantastic team for the support they
have given us, we seriously could
Lovehoney owners Richard Longhurst and Neal Slateford were
handed the coveted chalice and scroll at a ceremony on
not have done it without them. We
the 26 October, 2016
never thought back in 2002 when
we started out that one day we’d be given the
siest six months in its history with the new Fifty
thumbs up from the Queen. The crystal chalice
Shades Darker movie being released globally
we have received will take pride of place in our
around Valentine's Day next year. Lovehoney
packed trophy cabinet.” In April, Lovehoney
has the exclusive worldwide licence to make all
was given the Queen's Award for International
official Fifty Shades pleasure products and it
Trade for outstanding growth in overseas sales
has developed several ranges with E L James,
over the last three years - on the day of the
author of the trilogy. Sales at Lovehoney have
Queen's 90th birthday. The award - described
increased four-fold since the first Fifty Shades
as 'the highest accolade for business success'
book was published four years ago, sparking a
- allows Lovehoney to use The Queen's Award
boom in demand for Lovehoney’s products
emblem in advertising, marketing and on pathat show no sign of ending.
ckaging for a period of five years as a symbol
of quality and success. Lovehoney's turnover
has shot up to over £50 million per annum and
the company employs more than 250 people
all over the world. It is gearing up for the bu-

That's it for this year!
Matthias Poehl
Randolph Heil
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Happy holidays and
all the best for the next year
to our clients and readers!
We say thank you for your loyalty,
support, and your trust
in this partnership.
Sincerely, your
MEDIATAINMENT PUBLISHING team
Company Holidays: December 27 - 30, 2016
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Net1on1 takes Fiﬅy Shades Darker:

The Oﬃcial Pleasure Collection to UK retailers
T h e r a n ge i s n o w a v a i l a b le to p urch a se in time f o r C h ristma s a nd th e relea se o f Fif ty Sh a d es D ar ker in Feb r u ar y 2017
Shoreham-by-Sea, England - The highly anticipated Fifty Shades Darker: The Official Pleasure Collection is now available for UK retailers exclusively from www.1on1wholesale.co.uk.
The launch of the new collection follows last month’s announcement that Net1on1 is
now Lovehoney’s exclusive UK wholesale distributor.

The Fifty Shades Darker: The Official
Pleasure Collection is now available
for UK retailers exclusively from
www.1on1wholesale.co.uk

D

eveloped in association
with author E L James, the
new range is now available for
retailers to purchase in time
for Christmas and the release
of the Fifty Shades Darker film
in February 2017. It includes
a number of brand new products, from vibrators, anal beads and three new couples’
gift sets / bondage kits to glass
and steel toys (for the very first
time). Danielle Warn, Head Buyer at
Net1on1 said: “After our initial launch of
Fifty Shades Darker: The Official Pleasure Collection we sold out within just 24 hours, so we
certainly have high hopes for this collection in
the lead-up to Christmas, Valentine’s Day and
the second film release in 2017. These new
products just ooze class and really take the official Fifty Shades of Grey sex toy offering to
new heights. The franchise has clearly had
a phenomenally positive impact on the
adult toy industry over recent years, and
we are thrilled to be the official UK distributor for both the first collection and
the new Fifty Shades Darker licensed

Johanna Rief (Head
of PR & Social Media)
and Lina Marie Gralka
(Brand Manager) mit
dem Award 'Retailer
of the Year –
E-Commerce'

products.” Some highlights in the collection include: Release Together USB Rechargeable
Love Ring - This sophisticated love ring is textured to enhance clitoral stimulation for her
while simultaneously helping him to achieve
longer-lasting and harder erections. Boasts a
powerful motor offering 8 patterns and 12 different speeds. Carnal Promise Vibrating Anal Beads - Boasting seven vibration patterns that are
powerful yet whisper-quiet, this toy also has
four soft silicone beads that gradually escalate
in size. Kinky Fuckery Couples Kit - Travel-sized and ideal for wild weekends away, this
kinky bondage kit includes wrist cuffs, a mini
flogger, silicone nipple suckers, anal beads and
a vibrating cock ring. Delicious Tingles USB
Rechargeable Clitoral Vibrator - Discreetly sized
and ergonomically shaped, this ‘pebble’ vibrator has a tapered tip for precise clitoral stimulation. Made from smooth, dark navy silicone
with contrasting gunmetal detail. Net1on1 is
also the exclusive UK wholesale distributor of
the original Fifty Shades of Grey: The Official
Pleasure Collection, which includes sophisticated bondage products, sex toys and accessories – from rope, cuffs and floggers to bullets,
vibrators and cock rings.

Appendix regarding EROTIX Award 2016
Berlin, Germany – As is widely known,
the EAN EROTIX Awards for outstanding
achievements and innovation in the erotic
industry were awarded at this year’s
eroFame. In the “Retailer of the Year –
E-Commerce” category Amorelie.de was
able to score the coveted award. Due to a

08

very tight schedule the trophy could not be
given out at eroFame, so on November 16th
this was made up for. Huda Lutz (EAN) and
Wieland Hofmeister (EAN) presented
Johanna Rief (Head of PR & Social Media)
and Lina Marie Gralka (Brand Manager)
with the award.
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‘Just Glide' now also available as a 2 in 1 Cleaner
Po w e r f u l d i s c r e e t v i be s
Flensburg, Germany - ORION Wholesale established the high-quality medical lubricant
“Just Glide” for great pleasure at a low price.

F

lensburg, Germany - ORION Wholesale established
the high-quality medical lubricant “Just Glide” for
great pleasure at a low price. The slogan 'Just Glide –
Enjoy the Ride!' is perfect for 'Just Glide' lubricants
because they are long-lasting, safe to use with latex
condoms and also stand out from the rest because of
their high-quality, 100% vegan formula 'made in
Germany'. They are skin-friendly and dermatologically
tested. The '2 in 1 Cleaner' has now been added to
the popular 'Just Glide' range. It is a spray for gentle,

nourishing cleaning of the outer
intimate area and for cleaning sex
toys. Just spray onto the area of
the body or sex toy that needs to
be cleaned and then wipe it off
with a clean towel or cloth. The '2
in 1 Cleaner' is antibacterial and
dermatologically tested. The product description on the packaging is in 8 different languages.

The '2 in 1 Cleaner'
has now been
added to the popular 'Just Glide'
range
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The international b2b trade fair for the erotic industry
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Only for trade members. Free to attend.
Toys • Fashion • Pharmaceuticals • Consumables • Movies • Magazines
and much, much more

the eroFame 2017 is sponsored by:
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Europe’s most important trade
fair for the erotic industry
• Only for trade members
• Free admittance for
registered trade members
• In-depth conversations in
a relaxed atmosphere
• International and marketrelevant exhibitors
• Bus shuttle to the
partner hotels

• Catering service for
your customers included
• Unique exhibition area at
the EXPO City Hanover
• Oktoberfest for all
exhibitors and visitors

*as at August 2016

Contact:
Mediatainment Publishing
eroFame GmbH
Große Kampstraße 3
D 31319 Sehnde
Germany
Tel: +49(0)5138 60 220 - 14
Fax: +49(0)5138 60 220 - 29
hlutz@mptoday.de
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Lovehoney starts

sex toy design competition 2016
www.lo veh o ney.co m/ design-a -sex -to y/
Bath, England - Lovehoney has launched a competition to find the next sex toy of the future.
It is offering a $1,500 prize in three categories: best sex toy for women, men and couples. A
further $3,000 will go to the overall winning design.

I

f the toy goes into production, the
designer will have the chance to
earn up to $250k in royalties.
Fifty Shades of Grey author E L
James and sex and relationship
expert Tracey Cox have judged
previous entries. To enter the
competition, go to the Design a Sex
Toy Homepage or post entries to
D.A.S.T., LH Trading, 100 Locksbrook
Road, Bath, UK, BA1 3EN. Lovehoney
shared the story of Artist Trevor Murphy,
who made $250,000 in royalties by inventing a sex toy. Trevor, 42, invented a
toy which simulates oral sex with a rotating wheel of ten teasing tongues. He entered his design in the competition and it went into
production after he won first prize. From Trevor’s
plans they created the Sqweel. Hundreds and
thousands of Sqweels have been sold and Trevor
cashes in every time one is sold. Trevor, who designs collectible card sets for big movies like Star
Wars and TV shows like Doctor Who, said: “I’ve

Sqweel was created by Trevor Murphy,
who made $250,000 in royalties by
inventing this sex toy

been squealing with delight ever since
my sex toy went into production. I am
so happy that I have brought so
much sexual happiness to so many
people.” Lovehoney has made three
versions of the Sqweel because it
has been so popular. The first three
replicated oral sex for women but the
most recent Sqweel XT was aimed at
men. Trevor came up with the Sqweel
when he was dozing one night. He said:
“The idea for the Sqweel came to me fully
formed as I was drifting off to sleep one
night. I’d been thinking of small, compact
designs all evening, especially circular shapes. I snapped awake and told my partner Veronica: ‘I’ve just come up with the winning sex toy
design!’ Using my rough sketch I drew multiple
angles of the toy design on my computer. It
wasn’t difficult as I’ve used computer design software for years in animation. I had my Lovehoney
competition entry in the post after two day of sitting hunched over my PC, tinkering away!”

Cottelli Collection Plus
Flensburg, Germany - Exclusive fashion
for extravagant women – this shouldn´t
always have to be a problem for curvier
women. Cottelli Collection Plus offers
high-quality lingerie in sizes up to 4XL for
women who want to show off their beautiful
curvaceous body. Due to the increase in
demand, this collection is being expanded,
once again, to offer more lingerie in larger
sizes: seductive suspender sets with fancy
functions, thrilling and exciting lingerie
dresses and chemises, as well as figure
flattering panties made out of corset fabric

Cottelli Collection Plus
offers high-quality lingerie
in sizes up to 4XL

12

with a layer of delicate lace over the top.
These are just some of the highlights from
the new collection for curvy women who
are sexy, stylish and seductive! The
Cottelli Collection Plus lingerie is available
in the (European) sizes XL (48/50) to 4XL
(60/62) and are delivered in
environmentally friendly and promotional
packaging. At the moment bras are
available up to size 95E. However, bras
up to an F-cup will soon be available
because of high demand. Selected
costumes are also available up to 4XL.
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New Nicole Aniston Fleshlight now available
N ‘ Ni c o l e A n i s to n Fi t’
Seville, Spain - Fleshlight released Nicole Aniston’s Fit model on November 1st. Her special texture was named ‘Fit’ and can be
suitable for any size and girth. ‘Fit’ is a unique texture that is made for stamina interval training and uses superskin technology.

‘F

it’ features riveting ribbed-nodules with 9 inch long
sleeve to support all size of penis. ‘Nicole Aniston
Fit’ has joined ‘Stoya Destroya’ into the new Fleshlight
Signature Collection, the new Fleshlight Girls’ line that
features customized textures for each Fleshlight Girl.
Nicole Aniston was born in San Diego county, she was
raised riding, training and breeding horses with her
family. Nicole graduated high school at the age of 16
and jumped immediately into the corporate world
working every facet of corporate customer service and
sales imaginable. In 2010, the blond women grew tired

Fleshlight released
Nicole Aniston’s Fit model
on November 1st

of working the standard 9 to 5. It was at
this time, Nicole entered the adult entertainment business. In 2012 she was
named one of Penthouse’s Pets of the
Month and in 2013 she was crowned
Penthouse Pet of the Year. Nicole was
Twisty’s Treat of the Year in 2014. Anyone
who knows Nicole knows she is an avid
fitness expert who prides herself on living a
healthy and balanced lifestyle inclusive of
working out and a vegan diet.
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Fiﬅy Shades Darker
New o f f icia l to y co llectio n a t th e O RIO N wh o lesa le a va ila ble
Flensburg, Germany - Recently, an extensive product training has
taken place in the ORION wholesale headquarters: Merlin
O’Doherty, Sales Executive at Lovehoney, presented the new
official 'Fifty Shades Darker' toy collection to the ORION
wholesale team and the product management.

H
Merlin O’Doherty, Sales Executive at Lovehoney,
presented the new official 'Fifty Shades Darker' toy collection
to the ORION wholesale team

ardly any cinema release has been so much longed-for as the screen
adaption of 'Fifty Shades of Grey'. In February 2017 the sequel called
'Fifty Shades Darker' will be released – even more sensual, even hotter,
and even darker! To the new film, Lovehoney has launched the same-titled,
official, and new 'Fifty Shades Darker' toy collection that is authorized by
E.L. James. From now on, this collection is also available at ORION wholesale. The new collection comprises numerous high-class sex toys, that allow open-minded couples to experience the interaction of dominance and
devotion, and playful punishment resulting in sweet pain of passion. The
Highlight is three fetish sets coming in three 'degrees of hardness' - for beginners, advanced users, and experts. All products are made of high-quality material and come in a premium and exclusive packaging.

Swiss pjur retailer with extraordinary
superhero advertising campaign
Wasserbillig, Luxembourg - The Swiss lifestyle
shop plusherz has launched a unique promotion
campaign for the pjur superhero products. The
campaign’s main attraction is a life-size pjur superhero made of cardboard, which the pjur group has
already unveiled at eroFame. In addition, a promotional film on the pjur superhero products will appear on a television. Tester stations, flyers and
posters round off the advertising campaign. “We
especially wanted to gear part of our business towards male-oriented products. Of course, the pjur superhero products as
well as the new pjur MAN XTEND cream and the pjur MAN STEEL gel
have slotted in superbly. Thanks to pjur for the great PoS materials”, said
Steven Stebler from plusherz. “plusherz has listed almost all pjur products
and showed great interest in the large superhero stand-up display at eroFame. The campaign has been a resounding success and we wish to
thank plusherz for carrying it out so wonderfully well”, stated Stefan Daniel,
Key Account Manager at pjur. All retailers interested in the superhero
stand-up display can contact the pjur Sales Team. The pjur group will produce more stand-up displays in line with demand.
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Find the P-spot at Scala Playhouse
Pro sta te p la y
Almere, The Netherlands - Prostate play is quickly gaining popularity, becoming one of the
hottest new trends in adult novelties. As consumers are getting more curious, P-spot stimulation is a great alternative to standard anal play and is a new adventure for couples to enjoy
together, or during solo play.

I

t is no surprise that
Scala's assortment
already boasts a great
selection of prostate
toys; ranging from basic and budget to innovative and highend. The Xeno is a
premium prostate
massager from the
TOYJOY Designer
Edition collection. This sleek silicone beauty has
all the right curves in all the right places to make
him wild with desire. The ergonomically shaped
silhouette will hit his P-spot with pleasurable vibrations, while the perineum stimulator provides
even more intense sensations. The Xeno is USBrechargeable and comes in a luxurious packaging
that can also be used as a keepsake box. Anot-

her great brand for prostate play is Rocks-Off.
They fun and playful Rude Boy collection includes
various prostate massagers with unique, thrilling
silhouettes. Go for big and bold, or smooth and
streamlined. The Rude Boy designs each have
their own unique thrills, but all feature the same
powerful vibrations that will blow his mind. Packaged in an eye-catching, trendy way, the quality Rocks-Off prostate vibes will definitely catch
your consumers’ attention. More interested in
simple and sleek? The Optimale prostate massager by Doc Johnson doesn’t vibrate, but that doesn’t make it less interesting! This perfectly curved prostate stimulator slides into place
effortlessly, hitting all his most sensitive area with
its sensational silhouette. This flexible design follows the body’s natural contours and is made of
premium silicone for the most comfortable session of P-spot play imaginable.

OhMiBod unveils new
mainstream ad campaign for Lovelife line

S

tratham, USA - OhMiBod has
rolled out a new sex-positive ad
campaign targeting mainstream
audiences. The campaign’s video
spot was created to be a memorable
conversation starter that shines a light
on OhMiBod’s Lovelife line of sexual
health and lifestyle products. “Our
products are continually evolving and it’s important for our ads to reflect that,” said OhMiBod cofounder Suki Dunham. “During the creative process, we decided that we wanted to create an ad
that could be run during say, the Super Bowl.

OhMiBod has rolled out a new
sex-positive ad campaign targeting
mainstream audiences

20

Many advertisers develop racy commercials to
promote their brands. Our approach lead us to
go beyond that focus. This new ad is clever, playful and fun. It is tasteful and raises awareness for
and lessens the stigma of sexual health among
mainstream audiences.” In 'Life's Essentials,' the
audience learns that no matter what changes one
makes in life, pleasure is essential. The setting recalls a situation familiar to all: the annual spring
cleaning ritual. The audience watches a woman
get rid of all the things she no longer needs—clothes, gadgets, board games, accessories. Then
she opens a drawer and spies her Lovelife toy.
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Kama Sutra oﬀers
romantic giﬅsets
Ei gh t s e ts a v a i l a bl e
Wijchen, The Netherlands - Kama Sutra offers
eight different sets to give, or buy as a test-kit.

T

hese gift-ready
kits are suited to
surprise a loved
one, or newlyweds and are also
a way to test all
kinds of Kama Sutra
products, because
they are filled with
(small) tester products to explore the
world of Kama Sutra. One of the giftKama Sutra offers eight
sets is the treasure
different sets to give, or buy as a test-kit
trove, a gift ready
box filles with three full-sized Kama Sutra products.
The box contains kissable body treats and love essentials; it is filled with an Oil of Love, Honey Dust
with sexy feather tickler, and a pleasure balm.

The MALESATION
Measurement Guide

W

adgassen, Germany - ST RUBBER has introduced the MALESATION Measurement Guide as a
tool to determine the appropriate diameter for penis
rings and condoms. The article is now available at ST
RUBBER. The scale is labeled in German as well as in
English. The Measurement Guide can be ordered under
the item number PROMO_MALE22 on
www.strubbi.com.

21
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Velv’Or’s Anal Relax and Penis Delay

now available in the Manhood collection
AID B eO p en & AID B eStea dy
Amsterdam, The Netherlands - The Velv’Or’s AID collection now
also holds products from the MANHOOD collection, the Anal Relax
and the Penis Delay. Jelle, the founder of Velv’Or, created AID
BeOpen to enrich the pleasure of anal intercourse.

T

The Velv’Or’s AID collection now also holds
products from the MANHOOD collection,
the Anal Relax and the Penis Delay

he unique formula of this water based lube slightly numbs the top layer
of skin, making it less sensitive and more relaxed to receive. BeOpen is
also a lube for foreplay penis massage; it makes the skin less sensitive to
perform longer and can delay the orgasm. Jelle advises to apply the lubricant to the anus some minutes before intercourse so the body can absorb
it. The same counts for the penis. Velv’Or AID BeSteady is created to delay
the ejaculation. According to the company, about 30% of all men in the age
range of 18 to 58 suffer from premature ejaculation. With this special liquid
men could be able to hold on longer so they can give their partners as well
as themselves more time. After a quick firm shake of the champagne colored liquid, spray 2 to 5 times on the penis – Jelle advises to spray on the
underside of the penis and on the head. When used before oral pleasure
Jelle also advises to let the liquid absorb into the skin, dried by air for a few
minutes and then be washed away with the MANHOOD Penis Cleaner ensuring the partner will not get a numb feeling in the mouth. The Penis Delay
Spray comes in a 12ml bottle.

New fetish items available at EDC
Wholesale
Veendam, The Netherlands - Over 30
new items from the
EasyToys Fetish Collection arrived at EDC
Wholesale. New bondage products were added to the collection to offer a more comprehensive assortment of bold items. EasyToys wants to take BDSM to the
next level with this Fetish Collection, offering a tough series of products
to play with. The new editions are presented in luxurious boxes. The
highlight of this premium collection are the soft padded faux leather
items, which include handcuffs, collars, hogties, position belts, swings
and spreader bars. These items were showcased at eroFame 2016 and
received many positive responses from the trade the company
says. This collection offers an assortment for the curious and more experienced user and is available at EDC Wholesale.
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The Big Bold Rabbit
N ew a t S c a l a P l a y h o u s e
Almere, The Netherlands - The new Big Bold
Rabbit from The Rabbits by TOYJOY is now ready
to order at Scala Playhouse.

T

he new product is –
like its name already
suggests – big and bold.
The Big Bold Rabbit features 10 pulsating functions,
6 rotating speeds and 3
vibration speeds. It has birotational pleasure beads and comes with a clit stimulator with vibrating bunny ears. This twin motored vibrator is presented in a contemporary, sleek packaging.
The design is a value for money choice for any consumers looking for a pleasurable rabbit-style vibrator.

Leg Avenue’s sexy
hosiery
Wijchen, The Netherlands - According to
Leg Avenue, women love the company’s hosiery because it’s unique and fun
with a frisky twist for a mid-range price.
Leg Avenue has a wide collection of hosiery, which currently consists of over 400
different styles of fine quality fabric. With this
collection, Leg Avenue wants to offer hosiery for any type of occasion and also for
any type of personality. The company claims
that hosiery has become an important part of
a woman’s wardrobe and that their hosiery
can complete any outfit. As examples they
name a kinky or naughty look, a romantic
look, or a sensual look. “Every retailer can have an unique and competitive product with Leg Avenue, its hosiery collection has become well-known and is respected all over the world,” the company said. Leg
Avenue also would like to draw attention to their marketing efforts in regards to influencers, bloggers, and celebrities such as Niki Minaj, Katy Perry, and Beyoncé who
all wear Leg Avenue hosiery.
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Magic Silk and Male Power
present new collections
Purp le H a z e & Ka leido sco p e
Hauppauge, USA - Magic Silk’s new lingerie collection Purple Haze comes in sizes S/M, L/X
and Queen (fits 1-3X). The collection has hanger appeal, but is also sold in contemporary
Exposed packaging. It is available for immediate delivery.

A

s an example for the collection, the
manufacturer presents Nighttime, a
style with black lace infused with purple
diamonds, black mesh and black lace.
Matching lilac bows and satin ribbon add
some nuance to this line of boudoir wear,
made in four different styles: Baby Doll &
G-string; Corset and G-string; Chemise &
Spit G-string and Bra & Split Back Boy Short

Magic Silk
presents two new
collections:
Purple Haue and
Kaleidoscope

set. Kaleidoscope is a new collection of
men’s underwear from Male Power.
Constructed from body hugging nylon spandex, this line of shorts, thongs and bikinis is
imprinted with an assortment of bright, bold
shapes and colors. The polychromatic pouch
is offset by a basic black trim and embossed
logo’d waistband. A decorative crisscross
elastic on the sides offers a glimpse of skin.

ST Rubber now oﬀers Malesation displays
W

adgassen Germany - ST Rubber now
send out POS-displays for it’s brand
Malesation with the purchase of three items
of the respective article. „The MALESATION

displays should not be missing in any bricks
& mortar retail shop! A must-have for every
store!” says Werner Tiburtius.

Now available at S&T:
Malesation POS-displays

Skin-tight bestseller now available in red
Flensburg, Germany - One of the bestsellers from
ORION Wholesale´s large assortment is the
black wetlook jumpsuit from Cottelli Collection
Party. This bestseller is now also available in red
in the sizes S-XL due to the amount of customer
requests! The bright red, short sleeved jumpsuit
combines exciting shiny wetlook inserts with
seductive transparent powernet sections – just
like the black version of the jumpsuit. Both of
these skin-tight jumpsuits are made out of stretchy material, are extremely comfortable to wear
and cling to the body to emphasise the wearer´s
beautiful figure. There is a discreet zip at the back
that goes from the neck to the buttocks, which

The wetlook jumpsuit
from Cottelli Collection Party
is now also available
in red in the sizes S-XL
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makes this outfit easy to put on and take off.
There are also two more discreet zips over the
breasts and another in the crotch area, which can
be opened as quick as a flash and makes
seductive caresses and spontaneous sex
possible… The extremely sexy jumpsuit stops at
the ankles, which means that high heels will go
perfectly with it and will make her legs look even
longer. High heels will definitely add the final touch
to this stunning outfit. A jacket or striking
accessories can also be worn with this outfit.
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MaleEdge advices to prepare for increase
in demand due to New Year’s resolutions
Sc a l a P l a y h o u s e
Almere, The Netherlands - The MaleEdge
penile enlargers guarantee lasting gains in
length and girth, plus have a good sales
margin for the retailer.

T

he company advices to stock up on this
brand in penile enlargement devices at Scala
Playhouse, as MaleEdge products tend to sell fast
in the December, January and February period.
According to MaleEdge this is the period most of
the people make their ‘New Year’s resolutions’ and
that one of this resolution could be to give the
penis an upgrade. MaleEdge guarantees lasting

growth and can also lead to more
stamina and more sensitivity.
Scala Playhouse stocks various
MaleEdge kits, such as the
MaleEdge Enlarger Extra Green.
This kit includes the MaleEdge
device in green color and comes
in a green and black matching
case. Also included is a travel back, so the user
can continue his training, wherever he goes.
Scala Playhouse also have matching MaleEdge
POS materials.
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Impulse Novelties

partners with System JO
I m p u l s e N o v e l ti e s’ Cl o s et C o llectio n a nd B la ck Do o r p ro ducts include a f o il sa mp le o f System JO lu b r ican t
Chatsworth, USA - Adult intimate lifestyle brand Impulse Novelties announced a partnership with personal lubricant innovator System JO to include a foil sample of System JO lubricant with Impulse Novelties’ Closet Collection and Black Door products.

T

he partnership between the two companies
offers consumers the opportunity to try a
sample of System JO lubricant that has been
thoughtfully paired with each Impulse Novelties
collection to enhance the user's overall experience. “We are happy to be partnering with a
company who shares the commitment to providing an outstanding quality product to the consumer. The System JO lubricants are the perfect
enhancement for our products and we are excited about this endeavor” said Ernestine Touon,
Impulse Novelties Founder and Designer. Impulse
Novelties’ award winning Closet Collection will
now include a sample of System JO AGAPÉ (Ahgah-pay) specifically designed to mimic a woman’s natural lubrication by matching the ideal
pH range of a healthy vaginal environment. AGAPÉ’s water-based formula is free of glycerin, glycol and parabens. The popular Black Door Collection from Impulse Novelties is an elegant
collection of anal pleasure products for him
and her. The Black Door Collection will
now come with a sample of System

Nicole Braniff has
joined the Dream
Team as
Executive
Assistant to
Chairman and
CEO Nick
Orlandino

JO H2O Jelly Light which is perfect for more adventurous play. H2O Jelly Light provides users
with a thicker texture, with no stick or tack, making this product great for toy use and anal play.
The H2O Jelly Light is formulated using a pure
plant sourced glycerin and provides a paraben
free option that focuses on delivering a trusted
product for consumers with specific needs or
making distinct ingredient driven decisions. “Just
as a lubricant must be felt to truly become loved
– so do Closet Collection Toys/Black Door Toys. I
first came in contact with this luxury line back in
my retail days and the silky smooth finish was
more than memorable.” said Ryan McCrobie,
System JO Product Education Specialist. “As a
lubricant manufacturer, part of our sexual education platform is to ensure that lubricants are always used in conjunction with toy-play. Not only
does it establish a more comfortable experience
from start to finish, but it also empowers users to
explore new options.”

Pipedream welcomes Nicole Braniﬀ as
Executive Assistant
Chatsworth, USA –Pipedream is pleased to announce that Nicole Braniff has joined the Dream
Team as Executive Assistant to Chairman and
CEO Nick Orlandino. With two years of experience in the adult novelty industry and eleven plus
years of executive administration duties, Braniff
brings her signature blend of service and dedication to help Pipedream continue to expand. “I’m
very excited to welcome Nicole to the team, her
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professional approach and proven skill set will be
an asset to me and the organization”, said Orlandino. “The future looks very bright!” Braniff previously worked as an Account Executive for an adult
distributor, where she specialized in product
knowledge and helped grow domestic and international accounts. “I’m thankful for all of the opportunities I’ve been given,” said Braniff. “I’m extremely excited to join the number one
manufacturer in the business and I can’t wait to
contribute and be part of the Dream Team!”
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New products by BAD KITTY
for a very special side of passion
OR I O N W h o l e s a l e
Flensburg, Germany - A German idiom aptly says: “good girls go to heaven, bad girls go everywhere!”
Kicking over the traces and letting yourself in for lustful games—that is what the wide range of sex toys
and bondage products by BAD KITTY stands for.

T

he modern and playful assortment is ideally suited
for beginners to learn about a very special side of
passion. And just looking at the attractive packagings
is what makes you want more. From now on more
new bondage sets and accessories of the top selling
BAD KITTY label are obtainable at ORION wholesale.
All products are of high quality and impress with their
outstanding cost effectiveness. Especially the new
bondage sets delight with classy designs, noble ap-

pearance, and pleasant wearing comfort. New chokers
and collars are another highlight—made of leather, plastics, or metal depending on
the model. Numerous accessories and sex toys for experimental love plays complete
the assortment’s extension.

From now on
more new
bondage sets
and accessories
of the BAD KITTY
label are
available at
ORION wholesale
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GWD Wholesale meets demand for

natural male enhancement with Hard Man supplement’
Ma de-in-th e-U K sup p lement h a s a lrea dy been o rdered by 200,000+ men
Malaga, Spain - The GWD Wholesale team is thrilled to announce the launch of their latest supplement, Hard Man. The new supplement is designed for men who are looking for an all-natural
way to experience greater stamina and energy, which in turn boosts sexual performance.

I

n Europe, the demand for
herbal, natural male sexual performance supplements has soared. GWD
Wholesale’s team has
been watching the trend
recently and has decided
to meet demand with a
potent, effective, safe supplement. Hard Man contains herbal ingredients
such as epimedium sagittatum, panax ginseng, cinnamomun zeylancium,
and poria cocos zeylancium. All of these natural
ingredients have been used by Europeans as natural stimulants for centuries, and now, GWD
Wholesale is giving the herbal supplements a modern edge by combining them in one convenient,
easy to digest supplement. “Hard Man can contribute to your stamina for sex and boost your
energy, not just an erection,” said the GWD Wholesale team. Hard Man is manufactured within a
factory based in the UK, and the supplement has

Hard Man is designed for men
who are looking for an all-natural
way to experience greater
stamina and energy, which in
turn boosts sexual performance

received ‘A’ grade status
BRC accreditation, ISO
22000 for food safety, ISO
9001 for quality assurance, ISO 14001 for environmental, ISO 13485 for
medical device, and GMP
approval. According to
Steven Robinson at GWD
Wholesale, “Our Hard Man
formula has been passed
for UK nutrition and health
labeling claims, and the product has been approved for its safety and effectiveness. It’s gaining
great review from experts as well as customers
who have used it.” Hard Man is safe and gentle,
and it won’t cause adverse side effects. Thus far,
more than 200,000 men have ordered Hard Man
online. Since its official launch at eroFame 2016,
GWD Wholesale has received an outpouring of
interest from retailers across the United Kingdom
and Europe. More information can be found at
http:/gwdwholesale.com

Mr. Grey’s special selection at Scala Playhouse
Almere, The Netherlands – Scala Playhouse
now has a special ‘Mr. Grey’s Darker Choice’
selection on its website
(www.scalaplayhouse.com). This selection
includes the naughtiest, best-value and bestselling “50-Shades”-inspired items, perfect to
help retailers make the best kinky choice for
their own store’s assortment. The Scala Playhouse team has carefully comprised a list of the
best-value options from its wide assortment, including kinky items from our own in-house
brands like Hidden Desire and quality releases
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from their valued suppliers like CalExotics, Pipedream and Doc Johnson. This is the perfect
time to stock up on fetish and BDSM-inspired
items, as the next instalment of the movie franchise, 50 Shades Darker, is due to be released
in February next year. Get your hands on the
must-have kinky products from the Scala Playhouse assortment now and don’t miss out when
the hype really arrives in just a few months. Plus
with the upcoming holiday season, your consumers will definitely be looking for some naughty
presents to put under their Christmas trees.
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For My Christmas Cracker' Festive Pleasure Pack
G i v e P l e a s u r e P r o d u c ts
Gloucester, England - Give Pleasure Products
have introduced a festive pack to their Pleasure
Packs range called 'For My Christmas Cracker'.

T

he fun, multi-product pack is an ideal impulse
and gift purchase, containing 7 items including
2 Finger Sleeves, Vibrating Cock Ring, Power
Bullet, Premium Aqua Gel lubeshot, Silicone+
lubeshot and a 4 pack of Cheeky Wash
Expandable Wipes. Nigel Powell, Give Pleasure
Products MD, said “The combined, separate retail
price for the ‘components’ would be £22.99. With
a suggested retail price of £14.99, For My
Christmas Cracker represents great value and a

System JO Naturalove
soon available at ABS

W

imbourne, England - ABS announced that the
Naturalove lubricant and toy cleaner range by
System JO will soon be joining their pleasure portfolio. Both of these products are 95% organic and are
USDA approved. The organic lubricant contains a
pure chamomile preservative system that gives it a
gorgeous amber colour. “This lube enhances intimacy
while it hydrates and moisturises for increased stimulation and comfort. It is toy friendly and compatible
with most materials and we know that
our customers will love the easy to clean
formulation for hassle-free pleasure, the
natural way. This lubricant comes in Original as well as Strawberry flavour,”
Glenn Wilde says. “Naturalove Toy
Cleaner contains a natural lemon fruit
extract that cleans quickly and effectively. Simply spray it on for 5 to 10 seconds and then clean it off to keep your
toys in tiptop condition. This toy cleaner
is gentle and soap free and will quickly
become a favourite in your organic collection.”
The Naturalove lubricant and
toy cleaner range will soon
be joining the ABS portfolio
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fun gift for the consumer. The bright, vibrant colours look
great against a white background for online sales and,
after having a prototype at erofame, everyone was drawn
to picking them up so, instore, we think your customers
will too. It’s a perfect stocking filler you could say”.
'For My Christmas Cracker' is available to order direct from
Give Pleasure Products and with no minimum order. The
packs measure 8x11.5x4.5cm and are ideal for shelf and
till point positioning.
Euro hooks can be added to the backs for slatwall
hanging. For more information contact Give Pleasure
Products on +44 (0)1452 223055 or
email info@givelube.co.uk

The 'For My
Christmas Cracker'
Pleasure Pack
consists of seven
items
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LIL’ BERRIES by TOYJOY now ready to

order at Scala Playhouse
Po werf ul discreet vibes

Almere, The Netherlands – The must-have new LIL’ BERRIES by TOYJOY collection is now
ready to pre-order at Scala Playhouse. This adorable range of pleasure a provider proves
that bigger, isn’t always better with their sensational compact silhouettes and powerful, discreet vibes.

R

etailers might
have already
come face-to-face
with the new LIL’
BERRIES by TOYJOY collection during
the Scala Fair in
September or the
eroFame in October.
If they have, they’ll
know exactly why this collection is a
must-have in any store’s assortment.
If not, here are the highlights: The
LIL’ BERRIES by TOYJOY range
has all the right skills and thrills to
amaze consumers, whilst
looking sweet and innocent
with their non-intimidating
sizes and shapes. The
beautiful collection offers 5

sensational designs. Choose between teasing
bunny ears, naughty dual ended ticklers, a
curved bulbous head and a teasing tongue.
The toys are made of premium materials such
as smooth silicone that feels luxurious to the
touch. These vibrating, USB-rechargeable
massagers offer powerful functions, bundled in
a compact, travel-friendly size. The beautiful
purple and white color scheme of the LIL’
BERRIES by TOYJOY is contemporary, trendy
and will certainly catch the eye of the
consumers. The LIL’BERRIES by TOYJOY
collection is great for solo-play, but also makes
a great addition to any intimate fun with a
partner. The collection already gathered a lot of
praise during recent trade shows; with
retailers commenting that it is the perfect
‘non-intimidating choice for consumers who
want design, power and quality’.

Motörhead – The Oﬃcial
Pleasure Collection
The Motörhead Bomber Massage Missile
is temperature responsive, hand-crafted
and available in clear or black glass
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Bath, England - Lovehoney
have launched the Motörhead
Bomber Massage Missile, the
latest pleasure tool from
Motörhead – The Official
Pleasure Collection. The
distinctive Motörhead
Bomber Massage Missile is
temperature responsive,
hand-crafted and available
in clear or black glass.
Following the recent
EROTIX award win for

‘Most Innovative Business Strategy for
Licensing’ and ‘Best Sales Team’ at eroFame
in Hannover, the team are excited to be able
to now showcase the newest Motörhead
product to customers the world over. Kate
Hodgson-Egan, Lovehoney International
Sales Manager UK & US commented: “The
design of the Bomber will jump out on
shelves and we’ll be releasing a brand new
range of POS to accompany the new
product lines too, to create added impact for
retailers. The Bomber is a sexy reminder that
Motörhead will eternally rock our worlds!”
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Rocks-Oﬀ are 'As Seen in Cosmopolitan'
RO -80mm a p p ea rs in th e ma instrea m p ress
The RO-80mm 7 function bullet vibrator
from Rocks-Off is in the December
edition of Cosmopolitan Magazine

Kettering, England - The award-winning RO-80mm 7 function bullet vibrator from Rocks-Off
is in the December edition of Cosmopolitan Magazine, which reaches hundreds of
thousands of women each month with tips on life, work, love and lust.

A

ndrea Duffy, International Sales Director at
Rocks-Off, said: "We're very excited to
see our iconic bullet continue to receive such
appreciation in the mainstream press and consumer magazines. This year has seen two
startling new additions to the range: the gunmetal Sir Luvalot for those who enjoy their vibrators with a classic metallic chrome look,
and our bright and fun Rainbow to stun consumers with its bold mix of colours. The RO80mm remains the fastest and best-selling

bullet vibrator in the world against countless
imitators, and in doing so, we believe this proves it is still the best bullet vibrator available."
This marks the 2nd time in the last few weeks
that the RO-80mm has appeared in the mainstream press. The Sun compared a number of
bullet vibrators in which the RO-80mm came
2nd and was rated only 2 points behind the
winner. For more information, please contact
Andrea Duffy, International Sales Director at
Sales@rocks-off.com.

ST Rubber is pleased with BeauMents release
Wadgassen Germany - ST RUBBER reports that
the company can look very positively at the market launch of the BeauMents lubricant series.
Whether water or silicone based, all lubricants are
very well accepted by the trade and are the perfect companion to the article Doppio the company said. All in all, ST RUBBER is happy about

Whether water or silicone based, all BeauMents
lubricants are very well accepted by the trade

the BeauMents brand since its launch. “We are
very glad and proud that we have not only developed good products, but that these are also
characterized by a first-class design and thus appeal to the end customer. Of course we have a
lot more planned, it will be exciting in 2017! ” says
Werner Tiburtius.

A touch of pure pleasure
with Rhea by TOYJOY Designer Edition
Almere, The Netherlands - The Rhea by TOYJOY Designer Edition is one of the most innovative toys in Scala Playhouse’s assortment.
This design features a classic silhouette graduating in size towards the tip and comes with
an innovative touch sensor. This touch sensor
means that the toy starts to vibrate automatically when in contact with the skin and stops
when contact is lost. Touch is everything with
the Rhea and it offers many naughty scenarios
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of foreplay. Tease a lover wild with lust by starting and stopping the vibes playfully, just by
moving the Rhea away; no buttons necessary.
This intuitive design doesn’t just offer touch
control, but also features seven vibration settings and three vibration speeds. The Rhea is
USB-rechargeable, made of premium silicone
and also comes in a trendy packaging. The
Rhea touch vibe is part of the TOYJOY Designer Edition collection.
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TENGA announces launch of winter collection of toys
Air-Tech Twist, TE NGA Δ Delta & iro h a stick
Tokyo, Japan - The Air-Tech Twist is the newest addition to TENGA’s existing Air-Tech series, launched in 2014. Based on TENGA’s flagship Original Vacuum CUP, the Air-Tech series features are movable internal sleeve to allow washing and reuse.

N

ew with the Air-Tech Twist, an internal mechanism twists to adjust the level of internal
compression, allowing for a range of sensations
with one product. The Air-Tech Twist comes in
two versions featuring differing internal details; the
Tickle, with rugged nubs, and the Ripple, with
subtle waves. The Air-Tech TWIST has a suggested retail price of €40.00, and is expected to be
available for purchase by December 2016. TENGA’s newest item for couples, the TENGA Δ
Delta is a simple, low-cost vibrator featuring a rotating tip to allow for two different angles of use.
The tip is waterproof, making cleaning easy. With
a single level of powerful vibrations, the item requires only two AAA batteries, and can run for up

TENGA is expanding its diverse assortment with three new products

to six hours on one set. The TENGA Δ Delta has
a suggested retail price of €17.00, and is available for purchase since mid-November 2016. The
iroha stick is a new low-cost addition to iroha’s
line of luxury vibrators. The soft silicone tip features iroha’s dust-proof coating (hailed by some as
’magic’), and the dial control means customizable
strength of vibrations. Fully waterproof up to
50cm, the iroha stick includes a clear safety cap
for cleanliness, and requires only a single AAA
battery. The iroha stick offers the iroha line’s
highly praised soft silicone in a low-cost, simple
item. The iroha stick has a suggested retail price
of €20.00, and is expected to be available for
purchase by the end of December, 2016.

Introducing Ardore heating vibe
Almere, The Netherlands - The Ardore heating
vibe from the Caresse by TOYJOY range is now
ready to order at Scala. The newest design in the
elegant Caresse range has a classic silhouette
with a teasing clit stimulator. The vibrator can be
set between 38 and 42 degrees Celsius, creating
sensations of warmth along with its powerful vi-

bes. The Ardore is USB-rechargeable, made of
premium silicone and comes in a packaging that
can also be used as a keepsake box to store the
toy. As part of the Caresse range, this vibe “combines a beautiful exterior with a powerful interior;
bringing mind-blowing stimulation in a truly elegant and sophisticated silhouette”, Scala said.

The We-Vibe Sync has arrived at ABS Holdings
Wimbourne, England - The new We-vibe Sync is
now available at ABS. The company dropped the
wholesale price to £69.17 with a new suggested
retail price of £166. The Sync vibrator for couples
has been designed to complement the shape of
the body and will stay in place even while partners switch up positions. It’s waterproof and comes with a remote control. This vibrator is made
from body-safe silicone and is free from BPA,
phthalates or latex. It’s smartphone compatible
and can be controlled from anywhere in the
world. This vibe reacts to music in Beat Mode or

The brand new
We-vibe Sync is now
available at ABS Holdings
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can be controlled manually in Touch Mode. It comes in a discreet case and is USB rechargeable.
“We love that We-vibe has given this couple’s favourite a fresh new adjustable twist. The We-Vibe
Sync couples vibe can be customised to suit
your shape and We-Vibe has taken into account
the fact that no two bodies are the same. The
Sync features two adjustable points that allow the
toy to better target your G-spot and clitoris – and
you can customize the strength of the vibrations
and the position of the vibe for more or less stimulation”, Glenn Wilde states.
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Nomi Tang’s Better than Chocolate 2

soon available in black and gold
Imp ro ved design

Shenzen, China - Nomi Tang will release her lay on vibrator ‘Better than
Chocolate 2’ (BTC2) in black and gold in the end of December. The
design of BTC2 is improved compared to the original ‘Better than
Chocolate’, whose ergonomic design earned the red dot design award.

I
‘Better than Chocolate 2’ in black and
gold will be available end of December

ts shape fits against the human body. Featuring only high quality materials,
BTC2 comes with five powerful vibration patterns and intensities can be
adjusted with a simple strokes on its touch sensitive slider. With its small dimensions and the velvety soft silicone surface the product rests very gently
on the skin. What’s more, it is 100% waterproof up to one meter. “The new
color combination of ‘Better than Chocolate 2’ was released especially for
those customers looking for a powerful lay-on massager featuring a dark,
elegant color. Now our customers can choose from hot pink, red violet,
dark blue and black”, said Nomi Tang and continued: “I am grateful our
products received so much positive feedback and reviews! In future we will
work even harder to listen not only to our customers but also to experienced bloggers to improve communication and to incorporate their feedback into our future products. We want to make sure we exceed our customer’s expectations by striving for perfection.”

Cobeco Pharma releases cremes
and tabs to liﬅ buttocks and breasts

B

erkel en Rodenrijs, The Netherlands - Cobeco extended
their range of body enhancing and lifting products with
their new 3B Cosmetics collection. According to Cobeco
using 3B Cosmetics products could make women feel and
see a difference on her body. 3B cosmetics is a range of products with special formulations for breast enhancing and buttocks lifting products. Lift & Love Breast Enhancer Cream –
3B Cosmetics Lift & Love Breast Enhancer Cream is a cream that lifts and
firms the breasts in a unique way. Shape & Show Buttocks Lifter Gel – 3B
Cosmetics Shape & Show Buttocks Lifter Gel gives the buttocks and
thighs a firmer shape. This unique gel strengthens and nourishes the skin.
Helps with the prevention of cellulite. Lift & Love Breast Enhancer Tabs –
3B Cosmetics Lift & Love Breast Enhancer Tabs stimulate the growth of
breast tissue. They support the breast muscle and lift the breasts in a natural way and provide them with more volume. (According to manufacturer)
Cobeco designed a packaging to appeal to women as well as men, making the products gifts for her; gifts she can buy herself or her partner can
buy them for under the Christmas tree.
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It´s the season for New Penis Resolutions!
H igh sea so n f o r p enis-ex tender sa les a re no w
Copenhagen, Denmark - Men will grow their penis with an average of 30% in length during the first
5-6 months of use of the penis traction devices from the MaleEdge and Jes-Extender. And many
do choose the normal season for 'resolutions' to start the process of penis growth in January.

“O

ur penis extenders are of course not the
normal gift to be considered under the
Christmas tree for a man, and it´s mostly
something that guys will want to purchase themselves directly. And this coupled with the 'resolution season' results in a higher sale of the first
quarter of every year”, says Klaus Pedersen, Managing Partner at Danalife & DanaMedic. “Almost
as a Christmas tradition sales ramp up considerably at the beginning of the Christmas holiday
season – and continue throughout January, February and fades during March. We attribute this to
the general 'getting healthy' and 'I want to feel
better about myself' resolutions which are also almost a tradition for many men. Also we know this
for a fact from the many direct contacts we have
with our clients on our client-support-channels.

We are of course offering a solution which at its
core delivers permanent growth of the penis in
length and girth, clinically documented and guaranteed. But also we are supplying as much a
mental 'growth' and 'feel-good' solution for our
clients. In a survey done at MensHealth we saw
that close to 80% who considered buying a penis-extender would do it for what we have labelled the 'locker room syndrome'. They match up
against other guys in the locker room after sports
etc. much more than they are looking to be bigger for when having sex. Many of our resellers are
aware of this already, and manage to focus their
marketing and sales efforts accordingly, and have
made sure to be stocked for the days just around
the holidays. So December almost always ends
our sales year on a 'high' so to say!“

Topco Sales strikes full-line
distribution partnership with a2z europe

a

2z europe’s catalog is solely comprised of the
historic brand’s product line, including the latest releases from the best-selling Penthouse collection, and the distributor has dedicated its business model to promoting Topco and its most
in-demand brands. Based in Uden, the Netherlands, a2z europe now supplies the European
market with Topco’s entire range – approximately
800 SKUs – including the manufacturer’s growing
catalog of licensed brands. Long synonymous
with high-selling, high-demand products, Topco

“We look
forward to an
even stronger
year of
business with
Topco Sales.”
Helen Clyne,
a2z europe
Sales Director
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Sales is reestablishing itself as European retailers’
go-to source for affordable, accessible and
strong-quality brands. “The restoration of Topco’s
international standing has been a priority over the
last few months and this partnership with a2z
europe is a key move in that direction,” Topco
Sales COO Autumn O’Bryan said. “a2z europe
has always supported our brands, and expanding into full-line distribution makes it even easier
for our European customers to access our growing catalog with trust and confidence.”
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Another Fiﬅy Shades of Grey
Will th e nex t wa ve o f th e p o p culture p h eno meno n keep the cas h t ills r in gin g?

ex c l us ive

contra
No matter what you think of the Fifty Shades
novels and the first movie, they got many
newcomers interested in the world of adult
products, and they promoted the public
discussion about sexual freedom and sexual
fulfilment. There are no concrete numbers
about the impact of this phenomenon on the
companies and trade in the adult industry
and their bottom line, but it is an undisputable fact that Fifty Shades has had a positive
effect on the global market – and not just in
the short term, but also in the long run.
There’s no arguing that. But where do
we go from here? Even though interest in the
trailer for the second movie seems to have
been enormous, it is more than unlikely that
the second wave will come anywhere near
the high-water mark of the original Fifty Shades hype. Why, you wonder? Well, who’s
going to get swept up by this second wave?
Obviously, there are hardcore Fifty Shades
fans who will eat up everything bearing that
name, but what about new viewers, new
buyers, new consumers? If you didn’t care
about the book trilogy and the first movie,
chances are you’ll continue to give wide
berth to the adventures of Christian Grey and
Anastasia Steele. Whatever curiosity people
may have had, it should be sated after the
last few years. First, there was the craze surrounding the novel trilogy, then, in 2015,
there was the movie. Both represented
something new and exciting in their own right
– all the more since this open approach to
sex, fetishes, etc. felt like a serious breach of
taboos to many consumers. I still vividly
remember how Fifty Shades was all over the
media, how some liked it and some
condemned it, how people were throwing

Matthias Poehl,
editor in chief

There are few opportunities
for the members of the adult
market to make inroads into
the mainstream market, and if
one such opportunity arises, it
should be seized. A great
example of how the line
between mainstream and
adult can be blurred came in
the form of Fifty Shades
which turned into a major
phenomenon between 2011
and 2015. But how much of an
impact will the second movie
have when it hits theatres on
Valentine’s Day 2017? And
will it have a positive effect
on the adult market?
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around buzz words like 'house wife porn'
and the like. Now, this novelty factor is gone,
and that alone will make it difficult to reach
similar levels of hype. The movie probably
won’t be making many headlines – unless it
gets the same caustic reception from critics
as its 2015 predecessor (even listing all the
Razzy nominations would go beyond the
scope of this feature) – as everybody knows,
bad PR can also be good PR. But when
people just shrug indifferently, that’s when
you’re in trouble. BDSM? We’ve already had
that. Domination and submission? Old hat.
Of course, the story isn’t breaking much new
ground, either. If you look at Star Wars, for
instance, you have a whole universe of
storytelling opportunities, with countless
characters and stories you can tell.
Fifty Shades, on the other hand, is about
two protagonists who have an erotic
relationship. And that’s it. Going over the
same things and conflicts over and over
again can quickly become tedious. You need
to strike the iron while it’s hot, and critics
might argue that the iron has cooled down
quite a bit. That may also mean that the
consumers’ reaction will lag behind trade and
industry expectations. Of course, I hope to
be proven wrong, and that I’ll happily eat
these words if the second wave of
Fifty Shades has cash tills ringing and sales
soaring. But for the time being, I’ll retain the
right to remain sceptical.
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Will millions of people all over
the world rush to their local
multiplexes to see the second part
of Fifty Shades? Probably. And
once they’ve seen it, will they rush
right on to their local adult store to buy handcuffs, dildos, etc.?
Probably not. That said, I do think there will be a palpable
Fifty Shades effect creating additional sales for the adult trade.
Currently, the odds are that the upcoming movie will be a
success at the box office. The trailer was one of the most-watched
previews on YouTube, and bad reviews didn’t stop the audience
from flocking to theatres the first time around. And if the movie draws
big crowds, it will get people talking about sexuality, toys, and
bondage again.
The film’s release is on Valentine’s Day, and that alone will inspire many
couples to go see it. Which, in turn, may inspire them to forego chocolates
and roses this year, and go for a more titillating present for their
significant other.
Of course, we need to keep our expectations in check, but if a retailer
doesn’t ride the Fifty Shades wave – at least to a certain degree – they may
well miss out on some additional sales. The Fifty Shades phenomenon has
been a boon for the adult industry for years. Of course, the impact of the
novels and the movie have lessened over time, but do you remember an
instance after the release of the movie when the mainstream media paid
similar attention to adult themes and adult products? Well, two years have
passed since the first film, which is enough of a break to bring back interest in
a major way and cause a new hype. Admittedly, this hype may not be
comparable to the insanity surrounding the novels and the first film - simply
because there won’t be the same kind of “shock effect” that turned people’s
heads in 2011, when the first book hit the shelves – but that doesn’t change
the fact that Fifty Shades Darker is the only big media event the adult trade
and industry can use to generate additional sales.
And let’s not underestimate the marketing machine behind the movie.
This movie will put a spotlight on eroticism and sexuality, it will inspire the audience to think and talk about adult products, and the media coverage of the
film will only increase that effect. All things considered, the second Fifty Shades film should once again be a great opportunity for the adult market. And in
my humble opinion, the Fifty Shades effect will also extend to the inevitable
third movie. By then, it may be down another notch from what have seen in
2015 and will see in 2017, but hey, it will still be clearly felt in our industry.
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Am I crazy enough to think that Oral-B will have a

limited 'White Teeth, Mindblowing Orgasms' edition?
ex c l u s ive

Can you imagine your electric
toothbrush giving your orgasms? Sounds strange, doesn’t it? But when you take a
closer look, you’ll see that
many elements of a Braun
Oral-B are not that different
from a vibrator. All you’d need
is the right tip attachment.
And thanks to Lucy Lake, we
now have such an attachment.
It’s name: Viberry.

8,800 rotations per
minute plus oscillating
vibrations – Viberry is a
little powerhouse

Viberry turns yo ur electric to o th brush into a vibra to r

L

ucy Lake would never have
imagined that one day, she’d
be developing a sex toy. But in
the end, that’s exactly what
she did. Was it fate? Was it
happenstance? Looking back,
she opts for the latter. All she
was looking for was a simple way to have a
satisfying orgasm. What fueled this search,
more than anything, was frustration, she tells
us. “Frustration. Not with men – as one
would expect – but with other sex toys. I
always found them to be too far away when I
needed them. Hidden inside a box. Lost
between the laundry. Or worse, not even
charged. So I wondered which handy device
could double as a vibrator. The iPhone is an
obvious choice, but it's too weak; therefore,
I went for the next best thing — the electric
toothbrush.” And thus, Viberry was born.
The little berries are the fruit of a 3D printer
and high-quality ABS (free of softeners and
toxins, of course) and they can be attached
as a vibrating tip to Oral-B toothbrushes
from Braun – one of the most popular
products in the electric toothbrush
segment. There is only one
exception: The Oral-B Sonic series
cannot be turned into a sex toy
because the vibrations are too
nuanced. Consequently, this
model can’t moonlight
as a vibrator. The 'regular' Oral-B
however, makes
quite the toy, as
Lucy explains: “It
packs a punch
— up to 8.800
rotations per
minute. If you
think about it,
the Magic

Wand only goes up to 6.000. But the best
part isn't the power; it's the movement.
Unlike most rotating vibrators, the electric
toothbrush moves from side to side — like a
tongue. Surprisingly, this oscillating vibration
is patented by Swiss Healthcare Solutions
because it is clinically proven to be far more
effective than rotating vibrations.” By this
point, you may be wondering what Braun or
Procter & Gamble, the owners of the brand,
are thinking about this whole thing. After all,
they probably never imagined that their
products might be used in such a way – even
though they still serve a health-promoting
purpose. But as Lucy points out, it is not
forbidden to create accessories for existing
products. Of course, there are specifications
and standards and rules that need to be
respected. “Look at Apple. They even sell
third-party accessories on their website. Am I
crazy enough to think that Oral-B will have a
limited 'White Teeth, Mindblowing Orgasms'
edition? Probably not. But weirder things
have happened.” Some of the features of
Viberry are linked to the features of the
toothbrush, so naturally, there are no cords,
it’s waterproof, and its rechargeable. But
Viberry also brings some features of its own
to the table. For instance, there’s the
so-called 'Quick Orgasm Feature' that Lucy
explains as follows: “A lot of women,
including myself, have realised that due to
the strong oscillating vibration, and the
30-second timer of the toothbrush, orgasms
occur much faster. In practical terms, this
means you can have a quick orgasm every
morning before going to work. It'll only take a
minute.” Due to its shape and size, Viberry is
also remarkably discreet, which is another
big advantage, as Lucy stresses. Which begs
the question: Is the oft-praised public
acceptance of sex toys not as big as it’s
talked up to be?
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Viberry's mission is
simple: to be a fun,
powerful, and discreet
vibrator that makes
orgasming easier

Is using a vibrator still a
taboo? “Would you go
through airport security
with a dildo inside your
hand luggage? Me neither.
And I don't know anybody
who would. So, yes. Sex
toys still remain a taboo
subject. We've come a
long way since Masters
and Johnson, but we still
have a long way to go,”
Lucy Lake says. The
shape, the size, and the
discretion factor probably
contributed to Lucy’s
decision to seek the
product’s target audience
among newcomers to the
world of sex toys. But as it
turned out, toy enthusiasts
also get a kick out of this
new product. “I've talked to
some of the men ordering
the Viberry, and they have
told me that they love to
research about new sex
toys and try them out with
their partners.” Speaking of
partners: Is Viberry also a
product for couples? Lucy
confirms that her invention
can definitely bring
pleasure to couples. Only
recently, she tells us, a
friend thanked her because
Viberry allowed her to
reach orgasms in her
favourite sex position –
doggy style. “The Viberry
tip is narrow and can fit
between closed legs, while
the handle of the brush is
long enough to reach the
clitoris no matter how
acrobatic the sex position.
That makes it very handy
during intercourse.”
So far, Viberry is only
available on Lucy’s own
website, www.viberry.me,
and via Amazon – price
point: EUR 29.95 -,

Viberry can give the
user orgasms within
just a minute

More information
about Viberry
can be found at
www.viberry.me
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however, there is a partner programme for
bloggers and YouTubers. Lucy wants this
network to grow, and she is open to all kind of
collaborations. For instance, she could
definitely see her product on the shelves of
retail stores. But before entering that channel
of distribution, Viberry would first need a
different packaging design. “We'll need a new
packaging design for stores. Something more
self-explanatory and less mysterious. For our
e-commerce presentation, we went for a
luxurious, handmade jewellery box because
we want to transmit the emotion of a
self-made orgasm to our customers. Online,
videos and pictures show the product in
action, so there's no need to make the
package do the same. In stores, it's a different
story.” The YouTube video has proven
particularly effective as a marketing tool for
Viberry: Within the first three months, it got
more than 30,000 clicks. But word of mouth
also plays an important role, and Lucy tells us
that it’s not unusual for a Viberry user to
recommend the product to three to five of
their friends who then also buy it on the
website. Traditional online tools such as social
media, advertisements, and affiliate network
partnerships have proven instrumental in
spreading the word on Viberry, and Lucy is
also looking for alternative ways of generating
traffic. For instance, she is planning to start a
sex blog on viberry.me. And will she also be
working on new products? In response to this
question, Lucy explains that 3D printing has
introduced a new level of flexibility regarding
innovation and new products. Her dream is to
print custom-made Viberry tips. So, if
someone wants their Viberry to look like their
celebrity crush or their favourite pet, 3D
printing could make that a reality. A promising
idea that could be a great success in the sex
toy market. And speaking of which – we ask
Lucy about her perception of this market that
she’s found herself in with her invention. “I'm
far from being an expert on this topic, but I
think vibrators overflood the market. Some of
them are ingenious and very helpful, others are
just bad. But if we focus on the positive side,
wow, it's a great time to be alive. Especially if
you're a woman. It's an undisputable fact that
women need clitoral stimulation to orgasm,
and now, they have plenty of toys to choose
from.” Viberry is now one of them.
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FUN FACTORY excites its trade partners

with a remodeling of shop-in-shop retail spaces
ex c l u s ive

The Novum store in Bielefeld,
Germany, before and after
the makeover

That glint in your eye only
whilst Christmas shopping?
According to the German sex
toy manufacturer, shopping is
an experience at any time of
year. That’s why FUN
FACTORY, in continuing its
support of stationary retail
stores, has begun a relaunch
of its shop-in-shop concepts
for its trading partners.

Mo dernisa tio n & ma keo ver

F

or 20 years, FUN FACTORY
has continued to impress
with innovative toys, made in
Germany. Contributors to its
success and the establishment of bestsellers have
been its long-standing
partnerships with retail
stores. That’s why in fall FUN FACTORY,
together with selected B2B partners, begun
an extensive modernization of its shopin-shop retail spaces. The company began
with its brand outlets within the German
chain store Novum. The FUN FACTORY team
took a close look at 23 stores on a five-day
tour to see how a better and more lucrative
shopping experience could be created. To do
this, FUN FACTORY developed individual
plans for each store including new shelving
systems, lighting concepts, fresh colors,
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sensual mood pictures, displays, banners
and wall coverings, as well as upping the
display toys and matching POS material. The
aim was not to create a standardized look,
but to create a well thought out display
space that combines the FUN FACTORY
style in harmony with the character and
possibilities of each individual store. Michael
Schnelle, manager of the Novum Märkte
GmbH confirms the effectiveness of this
approach: “The remodeling has created a
real wow effect in our customers. Products
and offers are being noticed more.
FUN FACTORY has taken the reins and
implemented the project with a friendly
and highly competent team.” For Michael
Schnelle, maintaining a dialogue is essential
in daily business operations. FUN FACTORY
sets the right example, and one that has
already shown positive results in the
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The shopping window of the
Harmony store in London’s
Oxford Street

The Holiday spirit is unmissable inside the Harmony store

business. That said, it’s not only what’s on
the outside, but what’s on the inside that
counts too, as the saying goes. According to
Michael Schnelle, the highlight of working
with FUN FACTORY is the individual staff
training to fit the remodeling of the shop-inshop retail areas. And already it’s evident the training, complete with an exclusive
incentive program in which the one team of
the three stores with the highest growth in
sales can win attractive prizes, is being well
received by staff and manager alike.
FUN FACTORY’s work doesn’t just stop
in Germany, as the exclusive 'Harmony' shop
on London’s renowned Oxford Street shows.
In this store, an impressive Christmas shop
front, as well as shop-in-shop area was
created. “Christmas time is incredibly popular
and Oxford Street a much sought after spot
for all brands. I was very keen on creating a
window front together with FUN FACTORY.
Their world of colors works very well
decoratively and invites customers before

Fun Factory’s shop-in-shop
section at the Novum store in
Münster, Germany
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even entering the store to discover the entire
range of products. And what should I say?!
With this collaboration, our pre-Christmas
sales have increased fivefold,” says Area
Retail Manager Jamie O’Sullivan.
FUN FACTORYs shop-in-shop
remodeling has impressed chain stores as
well as individual retailers. “With this
makeover, we really do attract more
customers into our store. Even those who
perhaps previously wouldn’t have had the
courage – the store now appears much
brighter and more inviting. We’re very happy
with the new look,“ comments Oliver Harder,
shop manager of 'Jagdrevier' in Hamburg,
Germany. The entire FUN FACTORY team is
passionately behind the makeovers. “We
believe in retail stores! That’s why we are
looking forward to fostering our business
relationships further in 2017 and work
together on exciting shopping experiences
in POS!” affirms Head of Marketing and
Sales Kai Grünenwald.
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Historically, our business has been

relatively unaﬀected by periods of unrest.

ex c l us iv e

Will th e re sult o f th e U S Presidentia l electio n a f f ect th e in t er n at ion al ad u lt mar ket ?

Oscar Heijnen, SHOTS
What “The Donald” has proclaimed in his victory speech is the complete opposite of everything
he has been stating during his election campaign, so any predictions about his future policies
will be difficult. I guess he is still soul-searching himself! But… if he lives up to his own words
and grabs them by the pussy, I’d rather hope it will be a nice and soft one from the SHOTS
collection!

Chad Braverman, Doc Johnson
Historically, our business has been relatively unaffected by periods of unrest. Even during
recessions, sex toy sales have stayed profitably constant, and perhaps have even increased to
some degree. Sex toys provide an escape and provide pleasure. For the half of the country
that’s unhappy about the outcome of the election, they’re going to be looking to get their
mind off of it with sex toys, or sex in general. And for the rest of the country that’s happy,
they’re going to want to celebrate by doing the same thing.

Hauke Christiansen, Orion Wholesale
First, there is the campaign, then, there is political reality. Just a few days after the election,
some of Trump’s statements are already off the table. The US can’t live without products from
China and overseas.
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Everybody is entitled to their opinion about Donald Trump’s triumph, but many of the statements he made
throughout his campaign seem pretty alarming. On the international front, Trump said he would impose
punitive tariffs on Chinese products and that he would reconsider existing free trade agreements. Just empty
rhetoric – or the beginning of a development that could also have far-reaching consequences for the adult
market? EAN asked several industry members to share their thoughts on this possibility.

Chris Bakker, Eropartner
I expect that in Europe, thing mostly remain the same. However, sooner or later some of
Mr. Trumps actions will definitely have an impact on some currency rates, and this might
result in price increases. The dollar might become more expensive, the Japanese Yen might
become little bit cheaper. Or the other way around, with Mr. Trump you can never know.
Eropartner Distribution will continue being progressive and will remain a trendsetter in this
industry. That is definitely something that Mr Trump cannot change.

Robert Rheaume, Jimmyjane
This presidential election has put a lot of stress on people and communities. On a personal level, it has
really rocked the nation with uncertainty. As a professional leader, I aim to reassure our employees that
everything will be ok. At Jimmyjane, we stand behind our employees, and want women, minorities, and
members of the LGBT community who may feel threatened to be reassured. For all of our employees
who worry about the livelihood of the business, I want them to understand that political campaigns are
often full of big rhetoric. When you look at the ecosystem of our economy, it simply is not possible for a
new President to cut-off trade overnight. This would be catastrophic not only to our industry, but the
entire US economy. While the threats are worrisome as a manufacturer, I don’t foresee this happening
in the near future.

Glenn Wilde, ABS Holdings
I think that the election victory of Donald Trump will have an impact on every facet of everyday
life, regardless of whether he actually keeps his campaign promises or not. He has a proven
myopic outlook on a whole gamut of subjects and that does not bode well for our industry
or many others. I think the best we can hope for is an upsurge of 'Married Women' porn
downloads, as they seem to be to his liking …
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We founded the company with a single focus in mind to deliver international brands to Indian hands.
ex c l us ive

An interview with Ra j Arma ni, co -f o under a nd C O O o f IMbes har am.com

Roughly 1.3 billion people live in India, but there are also roughly 20 million people of Indian origin living outside the subcontinent. They are the target audience of IMbesharam.com, an online shop for adult products that was started in 2011. EAN had
the opportunity to speak with Raj Armani, who is one of the founders and also the Chief Operating Officer of IMbesharam.com.
In our interview, we discuss the online business, the challenges of engaging Indian consumers, and ethnic marketing.

„
Raj Armani, co-founder
and COO of
IMbesharam.com

What does the name of your online shop IMbesharam.com stand for?
Raj Armani: Besharam (bay-shu-rum) is the name of our company. The exact translation of Besharam in the Indian language is Shameless (in a mischievous way). If someone calls you that,
you were naughty, did something unorthodox, have an untraditional way of living or expressing
your thoughts and feelings. IMbesharam means I am shameless, an interesting way of relating
our brand to the consumer, and to empower them when they interact with us, letting them
know, I’M besharam, you know you are, too (that's our tagline)
How and when did you get the idea to start an online shop for Indian
consumers?
Raj: We started the company with a single goal in mind - to
deliver international brands to Indian hands. We, the founders, are Indian-Americans, and have lived a third of
our lives in India. We are very well acquainted with
the culture, thought process, lifestyle, and aspirations of our fellow Indians. During one of our
trips to India, we saw how most people
would be shy and embarrassed at medical stores if they wanted to buy a condom. It was the year 2010 and we
figured, while India is making and
taking so many strides, there
are certain cultural attributes that make us uncomfortable when
trying to express
our bedroom
pleasures
in pu-
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A R M A N I

„ S TAY AWAY F R O M
R E L I G I O N , P O L I TI C S ,
A N D A N Y TH I N G TH AT M AY
HURT PEOPLE’S BELIEFS,
M O R A L S , A N D TH E I R
VA L U E S . ”
RAJ ARMANI

blic or even outside the circle of our closest friends. We
knew of many, many of our friends who would ask us to
buy 'stuff' from Amazon and ship it to them in India, or
bring it along when we come visit. This opened our eyes
to the possibility that there is HUGE demand in India for
products and apparatus that enhance sexual pleasures,
i.e. products that were not available anywhere in India.
Adult stores have been around in the international markets for several decades, however it’s only been in the
last 5-10 years that the product range has undergone a
process of extreme sophistication, with improvements
and endearment, while maintaining higher standards of
quality and safety. Many products are now sold in mainstream and in departmental stores like Walmart, Brookstone, RadioShack, etc. This showcases a shift in the
mindset of the audience as certain pleasure products
are now considered part of the FMCG domain. But
while stores sell products to enhance, or compensate
for, sexual experiences, let’s not forget that variations of
sexual lifestyle have been part of our culture since the
early BCs as evidenced in the temples of Khajurao. We
have been fondly labelled as the ‘Merchants of Kama
Sutra' by the Indian
audience.
We started Besharam - the company - in January 2011
in California. It took several months to narrow down on
the concept we wished to pursue and then it took us
over 16 months of R&D in India and the US to understand the needs of the target audience (which is any
adult between 18-65 years who has access to the internet and has an understanding of the western culture)
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After getting a proper understanding, we
met with a series of entrepreneurs who
share our vision, customs and law experts
who defined the products that we can import, and established proper offices, warehouses, and
logistics as well as marketing partners to ensure a wellorganised, well-implemented and successful business
venture. Now we are based in Atlanta, GA and have our
India office in Delhi.
We knew the Indian youth was craving a western lifestyle and we saw a huge gap when we heard that our
friends who would shop for adult products only when
they visit abroad. While the laws in India haven’t
changed, the range and application of adult products
have, so we saw that huge opportunity of fitting in the
realm and bringing the Indian audience products that
they would not otherwise get locally in India in a store or
online. We came up with the idea in 2011, went live in
2013, and now, we have only just had our three-year
anniversary.
Do you have an e-commerce background. What did
you do professionally before IMbesharam.com?
Raj: Interestingly, NO. I have been sort of an entrepreneur since my first job where I got fired in two weeks. It
was right in high school and I needed to make money
to pay for the expenses a teenager has to incur to stay
in the crowd. Luckily, at that time my uncle was building
up his apparel brand and opening a chain of retail stores. I asked him if I could open one too if he would loan
me the money. At first, he wasn't convinced an 18 yearold chap would be a safe bet, but he took the risk on
me in 1996. By 1999, I ran 5 stores out of his 47 stores,
and I was turning over the highest average sales in the
company with my five stores. Since then, I have always

Salim Rajan (CEO
IMbesharam.com),
Brian Shubin (CEO
Fleshlight), and Raj
Armani (COO Imbesharam.com)
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Besharam operates from
the US as well as in India

qualified team mates in our company. Almost all
been building companies and brands, from the
of them have been with us for two years or more,
telecommunication industry to fashion, advertiand have adapted to the unique working model
sing, food & beverages, and start-ups. I have
that we have established over four different contidabbled in them all. Right before we came up
nents. The founders/directors and tech team are
with the idea for Besharam, I had sold my urban
based in the US, our operations and senior cusIndian restaurant, Bollywood Cafe in Tampa, FL,
tomer service team is based in India, and we
and had moved to San Francisco to establish
have sales and support teams based in Ukraine,
Pizza Babe, a very cheesy pizza concept I had
Philippines, and England.
seen during a trip to SwitBeing an ecommerce
zerland. Pizza Babe was
business that is open at
a super hot superhero,
the times, we built this
delivering piping hot piz„W E H AV E B U I LT TH E
structure so we could
zas on her babe-mobile.
hire and recruit a skilled
Three months into it, right
B R A N D B E S H A R A M TO B E
and reliable team while
before meeting with a pogiving support over three
tential investor, I dropped
A O N E - S TO P S H O P FO R
different time-zones to
that idea like a hot cake
E V E RY TH I N G P L E A S U R E ,
our customers. Plus,
and ran with Besharam
being an online model, it
and today, I believe this
SEXUAL WELLNESS,
gives us a lot of flexibility
was my calling. It has
that would be missing in
been the best decision of
B D S M , A N D A L L TH AT I S
a traditional brick and
my entrepreneurial jourmortar environment, giney so far and I feel hoIN BETWEEN.”
ving each team member
noured to be representing
RAJ ARMANI
their independence as
a brand that has the powell as reducing work
tential to bring about a
space distractions and
major cultural change in
keeping overheads at a
the Indian diaspora.
minimum.
We, the founders, are based in US, are naturaliHow big is your company and what can you tell
sed US citizens and call America our home. While
us about the structuring of IMbesharam.com?
we wanted to build our model to target the Indian
Why do you operate from the USA and not from
audience, we did not want to give up our homes
India?
and family lives, so that lead to some innovative
Raj: We have a total of 12 very smart and highly
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implementations in our business structuring to allow us
to run the operations just as efficiently as if we were
physically present in India. Nevertheless, I travel once
every quarter to take my team for late night dinners and
early morning jogs, so as to keep the culture in place
and give them a sense of belonging to the team. That
also comes with other perks: I get to catch up on my favourite Indian meals on the side and meet up with my
high school friends over a game of badminton.
How would you describe your online shop? What’s your
business philosophy and how is your shop different
from the others on the internet?
Raj: IMbesharam is India’s favourite adult store. We
want to grow it to be a romance superstore and reach
out to 1.3 billion Indians in India and about 20 million affluent Indians worldwide. We have built the brand Besharam to be a one-stop shop for everything pleasure,
sexual wellness, BDSM, and all that is in between.
Our business philosophy is to liberate our audience from
traditional accepted norms, give them an outlet to express their feelings, and give them a choice to experiment and experience their desires. By launching the Besharam brand, we stand for freedom of expression and
choice for every individual - straight or gay - and we
strive to better relationships and help people live a
beautiful lifestyle.
The clear difference that sets IMbesharam.com apart
from any other online stores in India is the outstanding
experience we offer to our audience. Right from an elegant webstore showcasing popular international brands
to state-of-the-art security in place to offer the privacy
and trust that our shoppers expect, and a variety of in-
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novative options for delivery, selfpickup, as well as four types of
„ I F E E L H O N O U R E D TO B E payment options including cash
on delivery. We offer world class
R E P R E S E N TI N G A B R A N D
customer service (no single negative review online) and we have
TH AT H A S TH E P OT E N TI A L the highest social media following
all other sellers. We have
TO B R I N G A B O U T A M A J O R amongst
been the first to establish an organised adult business and have
C U LT U R A L C H A N G E I N
been talked about in all the leading media and press.
TH E I N D I A N D I A S P O R A . ”
When you compare IMbeshaRAJ ARMANI
ram.com to other online sellers
worldwide, we are the ONLY store
that acts like a local entity: Once
you have paid for your order, you
Raj Armani and
can sit back and relax, we handle all backend by taking
Samir Saraiya
(ThatsPersonal.com)
care of international and domestic shipping, import,
customs, duties, and taxes and deliver it right to your
door. No other store outside of India offers that custom
logistics setup for India.
Which factors are currently having the biggest impact
on the e-commerce segment for adult products? How
have these factors changed over the course of the past
years?
Raj: If you are asking about India, the primary challenge
is and has been the general public’s interpretation of the
laws and legality concerning these products. While the
laws were drafted in 1947, their interpretation has evolved over the years. So, while our business model complies with these laws, our shoppers are not as educated
and they make judgments based on perceptions and
are influenced by traditions and customs. This causes
major obstructions for a business like ours to go out
and about and promote our brand or products to the
mainstream audiences on a nationwide platform.
While these challenges have considerably reduced over
the years, it does have a substantial impact on the average consumer's buying decisions; also, they don’t talk
about it with friends and colleagues and keep it a hushhush affair. This leads to very low referral marketing and
little social media discussions and hence, higher cost of
acquisition. We do take these challenges in good stride
as we believe we will reap the rewards when the time
comes and a brand is valued for the difference it made
to the lives of the audience.
In your opinion, why is e-commerce such an effective
channel for selling sex toys? Is it just the anonymity of
the internet, or are there other important reasons?
Raj: This is a very good question. For India, the choice is
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easy. A physical store would be prohibited to sell
these products and would not be allowed to
open under current circumstances as it can infuriate various individuals’ beliefs and possibly
cause serious moral and ethical conflicts. An ecommerce store is a perfect model because it allows a shopper to shop in their own privacy, keep
their transaction private, and not face the embarrassment they would have experienced had they
been shopping in a store. To state the point, even
asking for condoms at a medical store is an ordeal many try to avoid. E-commerce also gives

audiences the choice of comparing and shopping
free of pressure. Another great advantage is that
most shoppers are first time buyers of these products, so it allows them to do some research and
understand the products before they make payment. All in all, online shopping is a match made
in heaven for a business model like ours
You have been pursuing this project for four years. Are you happy with the success you have
achieved? Have your expectations been met?
Raj: I am passionate about Besharam and believe
this has been my calling. While it is just a company for others, for me it is a major purpose in life
that drives me every day and brings the best out
of me, like responding to this article at 3am after
having my team calls and before getting to watch
an episode of SUITS. Am I happy? I am happy
person every day, and while I am working with an
amazing team to build this brand and improve
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our processes every day, what really makes me
happy is when our customers reach out to us
and have great things to say. I will be happy for a
day if I get the $20M check, but what makes me
feel I have accomplished somethings is to see
how Besharam is fighting the traditions and giving
happiness to our audience, both inside and outside of their bedrooms.
Which challenges did you have to overcome to
achieve your current position in the market?
Raj: The biggest challenge we have faced - and
which we have now overcome - was to earn the
consumers’ TRUST. Trust that they are buying legitimate products, trust that their information will
be kept confidential, trust that their delivery will be
guaranteed, etc. For the first two years, we built
our brand to consciously position it as a reliable
and trustworthy brand. This has been achieved
using several factors like starting a celeb endorsement, emphasizing this is a US company with
Indo-American founders who have a great track
record in various businesses, building an organic
and meaningful social media channel, earning the
business and confidence of existing customers
and giving them better reasons to come back
and share the word, keeping a very clean online
image and giving the visitor a classy, upscale, and
boutique-style shopping experience, investing in
processes like discreet shipping & delivery, selfpickup options, offering a secure shopping site
with 256bit SSL and a Level 1 PCI compliant
website (the only adult store in India to do so).
Then we won the XBIZ award for Online Site of
the Year in 2015 and were nominated again in
2016. All these factors contribute in part and
whole to win the customer’s trust in a conscious
and subconscious manner.
Apart from that, we have faced some challenges
with marketing and spreading brand awareness.
Every now and then, we face objections when a
platform is unable put up our brand due to reader
dissent, or because of apprehensions on the organizers’ part. For example, our banner ads were
removed from the VC Circle website after two
weeks because they claimed their readers had
voiced their opinions and while it may have been
a small segment, it still goes to show that some
old-school conservative opinions do impact our
awareness and reach.
Similarly, MTV was unable to air our ads - which
were clean and super humorous - because they
didn't get an OK from their legal team. Well, it is
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India is far greater today than it has ever been before.
The reason is that now, an average Indian (male or female) is far more in tune with the western lifestyle than
ever before, due to easy and abundant internet, Hollywood and Bollywood movies, TV shows, changes in the
lifestyle of the youth, more exposure to cultures outside
of India due to traveling abroad, social media influence
and pressure, and an overall acceptance of a lifestyle
that's more liberal and less judgmental. We see lot more
BDSM products now, and we see quite a lot of women
customers, some of whom place orders for their
spouse, so it’s more a matter of acceptance changing

what it is. Watch this ad and tell me if you find anything
offensive:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l2nyaYxp1xw
You are catering to Indian customers, which warrants
the question: What are the differences between the Indian market and other markets?
Raj: India is a population of over 1.3B, 65% of which are
under 35 years of age. Almost 400M people have
smartphones and are connected to Internet. India is become this huge FMCG giant and brands magnet that
almost all major brands in the world are making a bee-

Salim Rajan, CEO of
IMbesharam.com,
and Sunny Leone,
the face of
IMbesharam.com

line for. This gives Indian shoppers choices and options
for almost everything under the sun. When it comes to
adult products however, the scenario is quite different.
There are two sections of audience, one who don’t
know about these products and therefore do not contribute to demand, and the others who know and who are
comfortable shopping, who trust the brand and realise
the inapplicability of the law to this segment. People
who are willing to spend twice the normal price to get
these products in the US or Europe. The reason being
HIGH demand, low supply, and no easy access. So, we
work to realise the potential of our market and we are
diligently working on breaking the barriers, educating
our audience, creating trust, and making it more acceptable to cater to one’s own physical needs, one order at
a time.
How much acceptance is there in the Indian market for
sex toys?
Raj: The acceptance for adult toys (we call them adult
toys vs sex toys - part of proper market positioning) in
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The price-performance ratio is an
important criteria for
choosing the right
products

as both men and women embrace the fact that they
want a better experience, and are curious to try new
things more than ever before. Experts have calculated
the market size to be at least Rs2500 crores in 2016.
Being the pioneer in this segment and practically introducing this category as mainstream since we launched,
we believe the market is anywhere between 800B rupees to 1200B rupees - 400M internet users x Rs2000Rs4000 (yearly purchase). The category not only includes adult toys for men, women, and the LGBT
community, but also personal care & hygiene products,
intimate creams & gels, personal grooming products,
male enhancement and feminine health, bachelor & bachelorette party products and games, lingerie for men &
women, and many other subsets that form the category
of sexual wellness. It’s a matter of reaching out to the
audience and letting them know that 1) this is available,
and 2) this is how you can buy it.
Sex toys and other adult products are luxury goods, i.e.
you can also get by without them. How much
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willingness is there among the Indian consumers
to spend money on such products?
Raj: It’s the way humans tick, you desire more
what you don’t or can’t get. So, while adult products are expensive to obtain and you can get by
without having them, you still want to try them
and experience the feeling. The new India has far
more consumer of luxury products than it has
ever had in the past, more youth means more
earning members in the household and hence
more disposable income. While they may not
shop too often, they do want to splurge once in
while at that 5 star hotel for having a Biryani,
which they could also get at the cafe down the
street. You will see this pattern in all rising economies like India, China, Brazil etc. Adult products
are the forbidden fruit, and everyone who knows
about them does desire to try them at least once.
Ethnic marketing has become more and more widespread. Would you say that your activities also
fall into this category?
Raj: The whole foundation of our brand is based
on the principles of ethnic marketing. We consciously made the decision to cater to the Indian
audience (1.3B in India and 20M+ worldwide) as
it was an underserved audience, faced with seve-

Sunny Leone, the
figurehead of
Imbesharam.com,
at a photoshoot

motherland even after being away for years. We
chose to be the big fish in the small pond, rather
than being the small fish in the big pond.
What would I have to keep in mind if I wanted to
market an adult product to the Indian community? Could you give us some examples of cultural specifics for this community?
Raj: I cannot define a cultural specific approach
to cater to the Indian community as they are quite
on page with shoppers everywhere. The major
difference lies in how you reach out to them, respond to their questions, and provide service that
they can understand and appreciate. At the end
of the day, if you provide the product they need,
give them the respect and service they deserve,
resolve the challenges commonly encountered
due to logistics and communication, and earn
their trust, they will shop from you every time they
need something and be a customer for life. Yes,
they do always ask for discounts and sales, but
that's a very standard greeting you’d expect
when doing business here. If you want to market
to the Indian community, I would offer you to join
our team - that’s the easiest way to do it ;)

Is there something that should be avoided when
applying ethnic marketing for
an adult brand or an adult
product?
Raj: Stay away from religion,
„ I A M V E RY B U L L I S H O N
politics, and anything that
may hurt people’s beliefs,
TH E F U T U R E O F A D U LT
morals, and their values.
E - C O M M E R C E FO R M A N Y
Apart from that, everything
goes!

REASONS.”
RAJ ARMANI

ral logistical and business complexities that are very difficult to understand or overcome if you haven’t
lived in India. We realised the huge
potential of being the leader in this
market by introducing a brand
that connects with the target
group, from brand name and
brand language to the history of
the founders with their Indian heritage & upbringing and their
major life decision to serve their
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What types of products do
you sell?
Raj: We showcase over 200
brands and over 1600 unique
products on our store. We sell the entire range of
pleasure products from most popular adult
brands, lingerie for men & women, male enhancement products, hygiene and personal care products, bachelor & bachelorette party products,
and now we are also introducing a line of toys
that deploy technology to meet your needs, like
the Lovense and Kiiroo brands. This year is the
year of the gadget toys. People want to experiment with toys that can be controlled via apps
like Lovense, toys that have additional functions
and features like the womanizer, and toys that are
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The IMB team visiting Adam & Eve

„W E E N T E R TA I N A L L
C O N S U M E R S W I TH A L L

-Lastly, if the brand has already
created demand and consumers
come to us asking for the products, like they did for Lovense,
Fleshlight, and Hustler Toys

BUDGETS, AND

packaged and produced to extend a person’s imagination, cutting out nudity on the packaging and coming
across as mellow, inviting, and sophisticated from packaging to design to use.
And what types of products are the current top-sellers
in your online shop?
Raj: Here are some of our bestseller collections/brands
as gathered by my team:
The MOST popular lines on IMBesharam.com:
The FiftyShades of Grey Collection
European Lingerie, American Made & Indian Priced,
BACI Lingerie
#1 Foreplay and Romance Brand on IMbesharam.com
- Bijoux Indiscrets
#1 Selling LINE of Lubes and Gels on IMB - KamaSutra
Best Selling NEW product for Women: The ‘womanizer’
#1 Wireless Long Distance Lovemaking Toy : Lovense
#1 Toy Line for LGBT Audience: Rocks Off
All of these are available at Imbesharam.com.
What are the most important factors for your customers
when they choose and buy adult products?
Raj: They are price-conscious and look for reviews of
the products on other sites worldwide, they tend to buy
products depending on the occasion and budget, so
while we had a couple spend about $3000 yesterday
for 7 expensive vibrators for their honeymoon, we also
have college students spend $30-40 for masturbators.
How do you pick your brands? Which criteria matter
most?
Raj: We work with brands with these few factors in
mind:
-How well are the products designed and presented?
-What support do they offer to consumers post sale?
-How does the pricing of the product stand when compared to similar products in the market
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Many brands in your range are
renowned for their quality. But
S O M E TI M E S , W E H AV E TO
quality comes at a price. How do
the Indian consumers respond to
E X P L A I N TO O U R
the fact that they have to reach
deeper into their pocket for these
C U S TO M E R S , YO U C A N ’ T
products?
G E T A M E R C E D E S O N TH E
Raj: Very good question. The single most common denominator
BUDGET OF A HONDA.”
when evaluating an Indian consumers choice of purchase is - I
RAJ ARMANI
want a great product and I want
to pay the least ... All we do is finish that sentence with … that it
would cost for you to buy abroad
and bring it to your home. When they see the value that
we offer, of bringing world-known international brands
into their hands, they are willing to spend that money
because they know the hassles of importing it directly
and dealing with all red tape that comes with it. We entertain all consumers with all budgets, and sometimes,
we have to explain to our customers, you can’t get a
Mercedes on the budget of a Honda.
What can you tell us about your customers? Who buys
at IMbesharam.com? Young people? Women or predominantly men?
Raj: When we went live, we saw a 70/30 male to female
ratio in traffic, but sales were 87/13 from the same visitors. Now we see a 64/36 ratio of traffic, and the sales
from female shoppers have risen to 72/38 which we
consider to be a major achievement. As far as geographical dynamics are concerned, the top five regions in
terms of shopper numbers and order value are: Delhi,
Bangalore, Mumbai, Chennai, and Hyderabad. We have
seen more orders coming from Jaipur, Surat/Ahmedabad, and Kolkata which is a good thing. But the majority
of orders are from metropolitan areas so far, which gives
us the impression that we have either not reached out
to the non-metro shoppers enough, or that they are just
taking a bit time before placing their orders.
Still, our audience is so widespread and literally comes
from every nook and corner of India. Our site got popular faster than we anticipated, especially because of
Sunny Leone who is the face of our brand. We have
seen customer inquiries and orders from places like
J&K, Meghalaya, all southern states, a lot of business
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ful. How do you engage
your customers, how do
you create awareness?
„ BY L A U N C H I N G TH E B E How important are
SHARAM BRAND, WE
things such as search
engine optimisation?
S TA N D FO R F R E E D O M O F
Raj: It's a combination of
many things. We are
EXPRESSION AND CHOICE
VERY active on social
media, we invest in onFO R E V E RY I N D I V I D U A L line video campaigns,
have dabbled in markeS T R A I G H T O R G AY - A N D
ting in print media and
W E S T R I V E TO B E T T E R
consumer favourites like
MAXIM, Cosmopolitan,
R E L ATI O N S H I P S A N D
FilmFare, and MensXP.
We spend considerably
HELP PEOPLE LIVE A
on SEO and have dabbled in banner ads which
B E A U TI F U L L I F E S T Y L E . ”
we gave up in favour of
organic marketing. We
RAJ ARMANI
support various non-profit organisations like
Gaysi Family and sponsor social initiatives in India. We have experimenfrom Gujarat, WB, Mumbai, and Delhi, Bangalore
ted with sponsored events and Bollywood movie
and Hyderabad, and quite a bit from central
placements but they didn't seem to generate the
states as well. Most of the high-end buyers are
ROI we expected. FB & Google no longer allow
age 30-50, the youth buyers are in the 18-25 age
advertising so everything we are doing on social
range. On average, 37% of orders are from nonmedia has been organic for the last 2+ years. Hametros/tier I cities, and they make up 46% of our
ving Sunny Leone as the face of our brand helrevenues. This should help assess the extent of
ped propel us into popularity, and it generated
adult lifestyle exposure in the inner cities in India:
lots of PR which we try to keep going.
2015: 71% Men vs 27% Women // 24% - 18Initially, we stayed low with spending on SEO
25yrs, 38% 26-35yrs, 24% 36-45yrs, 12% - Otsince we had the first movers advantage, there
hers
wasn’t any competition, and we instantly ranked
2016: 64% Men vs 34% Women // 31% - 18high on Google for all the popular search terms.
25yrs, 34% 26-35yrs, 26% 36-45yrs, 6% - OtNow we see a greater need for SEO and while
hers
we try to keep all priorities in order, we intend to
In the past one year, we have seen more female
better develop our SEO and double our current
customers making purchases for themselves and
traffic of over 1.5-2 million visitors a year.
for their partners, and we also see their average
cart value between 4-12k which is much higher
Buying and paying online is easier than ever, hothan what men shop for. This means they look for
wever, there are still some black sheep on the
quality and branded options. We also see more
web who trick and fleece the consumers. Is that
sales for LGBT products, toys, undergarments,
a big worry in the back of the users’ minds when
etc. This clearly means that a larger part of the
they shop online? And how do you try to dispel
audience in that community is getting to know
these fears among your potential customers?
this brand, discussing it internally - hence the
Raj: Yes, they sure are. However, that can be all
word of mouth that drives more shoppers to our
countered and you can give consumers confisite.
dence by the way you present your brand and
your store. The journey of the consumer is the
Products, service, respectability, etc., that’s one
single most effective way to influence their buying
thing, but a website needs traffic to be success-
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decisions. We have invested in stringent security measures on our website, including a Level 1 PCI compliant
webstore, 256 bit SSL certification (see the green lock
and https in the browser) and encrypted store front.
This, combined with the reputation we command in the
online space,
helps thwart the
common concerns and reduces customer dropouts.

Raj Armani
and the IMB
team at
eroFame 2016

You are planning
to start an online
shop in the USA,
catering to Indian
nationals all over
the world. How
big is this audience?
Raj: The US store
will cater to Indians worldwide
outside of India.
We estimate that
to be about 20
million plus. These
are called NRI’s
(Non-resident Indians) and form a
very affluent group
with high spending power. They
enjoy the western
lifestyle and patronise their Indian roots. So, while they
have better access, more exposure, and easier availability to these products, there is NO single brand that targets them on a worldwide platform. If I am going to
spend a dollar, I would spend it with someone who I
can relate to vs somebody who I don’t have any connection with, considering all factors are equal (price,
shipping, etc.)
Why not simply get this group to buy at
IMbesharam.com?
Raj: They will buy at IMbesharam.com at their end, but
that business is handled by a different company, team,
and set of processes at backend. The site will now be
geo-location specific, so when you pull it up from India,
you will see the site with India-specific pricing, policies,
and shipping options and when you pull it up from the
UK or Europe or Australia, you will see US pricing and
will have all the options available to a US seller. So in es-
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sence, they are all coming to the same website, but depending on where they are browsing from, they will see
one of the TWO versions - the India-specific and the
one for the rest of the world. The reason is that our India-specific site has a lot of customisations built in for us
to offer a local-like shopping experience to customers in
India.
What are your expectations concerning this new project?
Raj: I have very low expectations for the first 3-6
months. After things settle and we have mastered the
process, we plan to do a grand launch with a celebrity
endorsement and worldwide PR to the South Asian audience. That said, only time will tell how well we are able
to reach to the 20M audience and secure a bite from
that $200M+ pie.
How will the adult e-commerce segment develop over
the course of the next years? Do you see big changes
on the horizon?
Raj: I am very bullish on the future of adult e-commerce
for many reasons primarily, these three: E-commerce itself will overtake retail if it hasn't yet, and shopping will
then just be a simple ‘Hey Siri’ kind of a task. As
smartphones become more advanced, apps become
more intelligent, time becomes more scarce and shipping becomes faster, people will rely on e-commerce for
most if not all their shopping needs. You will still have to
run to the corner pharmacy or store for condoms, but
otherwise, most experiences and occasions are planned in advance so last-minute purchases may not apply
to adult products. E-commerce provides everything that
a shopper wants - ease, comfort, privacy, price comparison, reviews, and research, so this benefit will make
adult shopping an online convenience for a long time.
Secondly, adult products will go mainstream, there is no
doubt about that; they already have since the Fifty Shades Phenomenon, leading to softer designs, packaging
that is easier on eye, and brands that have wider mass
appeal. And lastly, ‘better sex’ will be as common a
need as trying different cuisines or traveling to offbeat
destinations - your physical needs will normalise when
you get busier with other things, and one day we will
laugh about how we used to walk into a store to get a
DVD and enjoy that late at evening. That is ... don’t we
laugh about that already?
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New innovative products create a positive

buzz but are not the key to long term changes.
ex c l us iv e

E x a min in g th e develo p ment o f th e ma rket in 2016

EAN and Eric Kalén, Managing Director of Tickler, take a close look at the
year 2016, trying to put the developments within the global adult market
into context and assessing their impact and effects. Was 2016 a lost
year in terms of product innovation? Has the erosion of the traditional supply chain been the biggest challenge facing the market this year, or has it been the fact that producers from
the Far East are aggressively wooing European distributors and retailers? Also, have brands made any kind of
headway in the past year?
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„

Eric, we’re nearing the end of 2016. Looking back,
which developments in the adult market have left the
biggest marks?
Eric Kalén: I think the increased direct sales from Chinese manufacturers to distributors and retailers have
made the greatest impact on the industry this year.
Would you agree that 2016 didn’t see any gamechanging new concepts of womanizer proportions?
Eric: We’ve not seen any new concepts that have been
such a game changer as the womanizer this year.
How necessary are these game changers for the adult
market, or, rather: How often do we need them?
Eric: Innovative products that stand out and create a
buzz in sales and marketing are always positive for distributors, retailers, and of course for the inventor/manufacturer. It creates increased interest in the market and
attracts new groups of consumers. But I’m conservative
and still believe that the most important factor behind a
long-term game change for this industry is quality products that create returning customers. Having active,
motivated, educated retailers who offer good customer
service and support, both online and in brick-and-mortar stores. New innovative products create a positive
buzz but are not the key to long term changes.
So, looking at the product side, has 2016 been a lost
year, or rather a year of optimizing existing concepts?
Eric: The interest in 3D goggles and the Bluetooth technology that connects products has increased but these
technologies are still not
really established on the
market. I would say that
much focus has been on
optimising existing concepts.

K A L É N

And what role have virtual reality, teledildonics, and sex
tech played? Where do they rank on the chart? Would
you agree that the big breakthrough hasn’t really happened this year?
Eric: It’s an increasing market but it’s still at an early
stage. I think we will see more products in that category
next year. It’s more of a niche market to me, targeting a
specific group rather than attracting the mass market. I
don’t think it will be a game changer for the industry. I’m
conservative as said, and I believe that physical contact
will still be important to us even in the future. This might
be the most conservative prediction I’ve made and
maybe people will laugh at me in the future... Let’s see,
time will tell!
Certain trends such as couples/female-oriented products, sexual wellness, etc. have become part for the
course in the adult market. Which new buzz words have
been added to the mix in 2016?
Eric: Toys made for all couples!
At the beginning of the year, people prophesised 2016
would be the year of male-oriented toys. Did this prophesy come true?
Eric: I believe that the market for male-oriented toys has
grown and will become even bigger. The traditional taboo has become less of a stigma since the general
knowledge of the potential health aspect of using male
toys has increased. It’s doesn’t just feel good, it can
actually also DO good!
The discussion about the effectiveness of brands in the
adult market has continued throughout 2016. But has
anything changed in your opinion?
Eric: To be 100% honest, I think that ‘brands’ mainly
exist to us working in the industry. Maybe a few could
name an adult brand if you asked common people on
the street. It’s still difficult to advertise brands on the global market, both in print and social media. It’s still tainted with too much taboo and you don’t really share information about your favourite toy to more than a few
trusted friends if any. It’s nothing you can flash like a
fancy handbag etc. I think retailers can be successful in
advertising their stores by promoting products and
creating a local awareness in brands. I still believe the
key to becoming a brand is through the hard work of retailers, both in physical stores and online, by promoting
the products they support and like. The challenge as a
manufacturer (brand) is to make products that cover all
aspects which matter for the retailers.
What have been the biggest problems facing the adult
market in 2016? Copies? Market saturation? The ero-
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Eric Kalén feels that,
moving forward,
product safety
and quality
will have a
much bigger
impact on
the market,
as will
productionrelated and
environmental
aspects

sion of the traditional supply chain? Amazon?
Competition from the Far East?
Eric: I would say that greatest problem we’re facing at the moment is the competition from new
manufacturers that want to establish themselves
on the market by producing and selling products
under manufacturing cost. The main issue is that
they have to lower the quality of the products on
all levels to be competitive. This leads to potentially hazardous products for the environment as
well as for the end consumer. Rechargeable products are produced without the fuse that should
short the product before the battery explodes,
the materials used leak potentially hazardous colouring that can harm the body, etc. etc. The
margins are fantastic but I see a risk that the market will lose trust in the industry if we do not take
responsibility for the products we sell.
Talking about the market: Does the sea of products in the market smother new products,
maybe even potential game changers?
Eric: The competition is harder than ever but there’s always room for new innovations and great
products.
Is the industry too focused on sex toys?
Eric: I think the industry should be more focused
on the end consumer and then focus on making
sex toys that fill a need.
Globalisation is often blamed for the
erosion of the traditional supply
chain of producer-wholesaler-retailer. Do you share that sentiment?
And have the effects of this development been as palpable as
they are going to get or is this
just the beginning?
Eric: Globalisation is important
and a positive thing in my opinion that facilitates trade and
establishes global standards
which benefit workers, product quality, the environment,
and logistics. The main issue
to me is that no one will take
the risk of investing in active
sales people, marketing and PR
costs to support, build, and grow
brands because competitors will
take advantage of the investment taken. This is why we don’t have any

” I B E L I E V E TH AT TH E
M A R K E T FO R M A L E O R I E N T E D TOY S H A S
GROWN AND WILL
BECOME EVEN BIGGER.”
ERIC KALÉN

brands in the market, just products. The issue is
that you can’t sign an exclusive agreement with
anyone because everyone is cross-selling the
products and the buyers purchase from the one
the offering best margin. This has nothing to do
with globalisation. This is a structural issue within
the industry. This issue does not exist in any other
industry!
'Sex toys in the mainstream market' – not so long
ago that’s what everybody was talking about. But
it doesn’t seem to be the focus of the industry
any longer. What are the reasons for this development, and could the mainstream market become
a big topic again once the Fifty Shades craze
continues next year?
Eric: Sex toys are already established in the mainstream market. The reason the industry is not talking about that is because it’s not taken away
any sales. It’s broadening the market and the sex
toys have just reached a new target group that
did not consider buying a sex toy before.
Of course, we’re also going to give you an opportunity to prove your clairvoyance skills: How will
the adult market develop throughout the next few
years?
Eric: I think that online sales will grow and be
more important than ever. I believe that we will
get more aware, educated, and conscious end
consumers with higher demands when it comes
to product safety and quality. Origin, working
conditions, and environmental aspects are becoming more important. This will even out competition on the market. You can’t just compete on
margins and price any more. So, I see a great future for those who will adapt to the new demands
of the market.
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We’ve focused on an audience that

places an emphasis on high-quality simplicity.

ex c l us iv e

Da me Pro ducts la unch th eir seco nd to y, Fin

Following a highly successful crowdfunding campaign for their vibrator
Eva, Dame Products entered the adult market roughly two years ago.
Now, the team of Alexandra fine and Janett Liebermann are back,
bringing us their next creation, called Fin. It is the very first adult
product to be financed through Kickstarter, the world’s leading
crowdfunding platform. But that is not the only thing Fin has working in its favour. CEO Alexandra Fine tells us more about Fin
and its development in our EAN interview.

„

Congratulations on your second successful crowdfunding campaign. Fin surpassed
its goal within just 24 hours. What convinced your backers to support your newest
products?
Alexandra Fine: Fin zoomed past its goal for a few good reasons. First, we’re starting to
change how people think about this product category. Sex toys are coming out of the
shadows and starting to appear in all sorts of retail and digital storefronts. Crowdfunding
sites are no exception. As taboos dissipate and consumer knowledge increases, people
are starting to understand the value that sex toys can bring to their lives.
Second, people recognise that Fin was designed to provide an intimate experience.
When it comes to sex, everyone’s bodies and preferences are so different.
Instead of selling a standardised ideal, we like to focus on how we can
add to or enable the sexual experiences that people already
enjoy. People appreciate the adaptability and seamlessness that
Fin has to offer, and see how it can fit into their play.
Could you tell us a bit more about Fin? Which features does
the product have and what makes it different from other
external vibrators on the market right now?
Alexandra Fine: Unlike most vibrators, Fin is worn between
the fingers, emphasising agility and ease of use. Exceptionally versatile, the vibrator features a removable tether, and
fits both women’s and men’s hands. It can be worn at the
tips of the fingers, the base of the palm or even on the
backside of the fingers. This allows the wearer’s fingers
to have direct contact with their partner (or themselves)
with an added boost of vibration. Fin is made from medical-grade silicone and has a powerful, compact threespeed motor, giving it the same level of safety and quality
that people have come to expect from Dame Products.
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Which technical aspects
easier to get anatomical
make Fin special? For
information about hand
example, does it have difsizes than it was to get
“ YO U ’ D B E S U R P R I S E D
ferent vibrations modes?
info on vulvas!
HOW RELIEVED SOME
Alexandra Fine: We gave
Fin a single button with
Fin is the first sex toy to
P E O P L E W E R E TO
three speeds. This makes
be allowed on the
Fin very easy to use. In
crowdfunding platform
DISCOVER HOW EASY IT
four quick presses, you
Kickstarter. Why did they
get Low, Medium, High,
present your product on
I S TO U S E . ”
and then off, just like that.
their platform and what
ALEXANDRA FINE
This simplicity is very
makes Kickstarter the
important to us. One of
better channel for your
the chief complaints
product?
people have about their
Alexandra Fine: They
vibrators is how needlessly complicated the
recognised that our commitment to forwardcontrols can be. We think this makes Fin very
thinking design and high standards made our
special indeed! You’d be surprised how relieved
project as valid as any other hardware creator's.
some people were to discover how easy it is to
We had a meeting, discussed the specifics of
use.
what this campaign would entail, and here we
are. We loved our time with Indiegogo. They were
How did you come up with the idea for Fin?
remarkably supportive and wonderful partners.
Did the experiences and feedback from
We wouldn’t be where we are today without
them. That said, we need to feel more comfortaEva help with the development?
ble talking about sex and pleasure as a society.
Alexandra Fine: We bought every vibrator
It’s a crucial element to gender and sex equality,
you can wear on your hands and tested
and that means breaking down barriers. Kickstareach one,
ter is an industry leader, an incredibly impactful
concentrating what we liked and what we
platform frequented by individuals across the
didn't. We also did a survey asking
world, and working with them allows us to reach
consumers about their experiences with
new audiences in a way we haven't been able to
finger vibrators. The key take-aways were
before. Plus, it helps legitimise our industry and
that ease of use, versatility and unobtrusiwhat we are doing.
veness were the most important factors
for users. We used a range of 3D printing
Right now, your product Eva is the erotic product
technology for rapid-prototyping — which
with the highest crowdfunding, and Fin seems on
means that we could create prototypes,
a good way to surpass it. How do you prepare
test them out, and make quick adjustments in-house, ensuring our product was
your campaigns to create such a great
response?
continuing to evolve as we continued to
Alexandra Fine: First, and most important of all,
get feedback.
we want to make a product that people will want.
The concept of a finger vibrator isn't new.
None of it is worth it unless we’re really going to
impact people’s lives for the better. Next, we
What are the existing products lacking, and
make sure that our brand and messaging is
how will Fin do better in that regard?
Alexandra Fine: We paid special attention to
reaching people, and giving them the right imthe minutia of Fin’s shape — down to the
pression. Do people understand the opportunity
that Fin offers them? Are we making people feel
angles at which the edges curve — in order
inadequate, or are we presenting them with
to make it fit between the fingers as naturally
something exciting that can make what they alas possible. We wanted users to be able to
ready enjoy even better? We try to come off as
bend their fingers and put it on in a jiffy.
comfortable, competent, and fun, so that users
Getting the ergonomics right took a good
can feel the same way about themselves. On top
deal of testing and prototyping, so it meant a
of that, we make sure that people understand
lot of research on our end. Thankfully, it's a lot

Alexandra Fine, founder of
Dame Products, at eroFame
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Fin was the first adult product
to be crowdfunded
on Kickstarter

who we are, and why it is that we’re doing what we do.
The origins of our company really resonate with people.
I think it gives folks hope to hear about a sex toy company founded by two smart,
compassionate women — it gets a lot of press. We like
to think it’s well-deserved!
When will the first batch of products arrive at your backers and when should retailers in Europe make some
space on their shelves? Who will distribute Fin here?
Alexandra Fine: Our early backers are likely to receive
Fin in December of 2016.
We are currently on track to have EroPartner, Dildos
Assorted, Entrenue, Williams Trading + Eldorado all stocked up with Fin’s and complimentary starter kits in January.
One of the reasons you started Dame Products two
years ago was a lack of well-designed toys that you
detected in the erotic industry. Has that changed in the
meantime and is the industry as a whole moving in the
right direction?
Alexandra Fine: The industry is definitely moving in the
right direction. Lelo and JimmyJane weren’t even
around 15 years ago! Companies are moving toward
safe, quality materials across the board, and we see
ourselves as valuable contributors to this shift. In terms
of the culture, we’re engaging a new audience. People
young and old are discovering sex toys for themselves,
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and understanding that they’re not shamefully, or
goofy novelties anymore. This sort of Sex Toy Renaissance has led to some exciting leaps forward for the
industry.
With that being said, there is still lots of room for improvement. I think we are at a point (in the US, anyway) where we need digital advertising channels to
open up. We need to be able to shine more light on
our industry, and that means reaching people. Every
barrier that comes down means better consumer literacy, and less room for poor quality.
Your products seem to concentrate on what is at the
core of every erotic product: bringing pleasure to the
user. Are we seeing too much gimmicky features on
sex toys?
Alexandra Fine: Well… gimmicks have their place (have
you seen the emojibator or the alarm clock vibrator!!!!),
and a lot of the high-tech devices are really cool! We’ve
focused on an audience that places an emphasis on
high-quality simplicity – they appreciate that technical
complexity doesn’t always mean a better experience. I
think there is an audience for everything, but personally
I’m not sure that tracking the “quantified self” in the
realms of sex will necessarily make my experiences any
better. However, I think connected devices for long
distance couples have a ton of potential. And VR
porn… I still haven’t gotten to experience it yet, but I’m
pretty sure it will be awesome!
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Fiﬅy Shades is not all about the

movie, it is a brand in its own right.

ex c l us iv e

Lo ve h o n e y ex p ect Fif ty Sh a des Da rker to trigger a no th er b oom
The incredibly high number of views for the Fifty Shades Darker trailer is just one indicator
that audiences worldwide are still very much interested in the exploits of Christian Grey and
Anastasia Steele. Obviously, the trade wants to be ready for the release of the new movie,
and as the next wave of the Fifty Shades phenomenon is picking up steam, Lovehoney
brings us two new Fifty Shades collections: The Fifty Shades Darker The Official Pleasure
Collection and the Fifty Shades Darker No Bounds Collection. Kate Hodgson-Egan (International Sales Manager), Sabrina Earnshaw (Sales Manager), and Jim Primrose (International
Sales Manager) tell us more about the products and the franchise in our EAN interview.

Kate Hodgson-Egan,
International Sales Manager

„

The next Fifty
Shades film will hit
theatres on Valentine’s
Day 2017. What are
your expectations?
Kate Hodgson-Egan:
We’re expecting Fifty
Shades Darker to be
even steamier and
anticipate a huge boom
in sales once viewers
see the increasingly
sophisticated products
which Ana and Christian
use to bring their sex
games to life.

Jim Primrose, International
Sales Manager

“ S M A R T R E TA I L E R S A R E
A L R E A DY G E A R I N G U P
FO R TH E ' M O V I E M A D N E S S ' A N D C R E ATI N G
D I S P L AY S I N S TO R E N O W,
W I TH P L A N S FO R L A R G E R
D I S P L AY S I N TH E R U N U P
TO F I F T Y S H A D E S D A R KER’S RELEASE.”
S A B R I N A E A R N S H AW

What leads Lovehoney
to the assumption that
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Sabrina Earnshaw,
Sales Manager

the second movie will
have a similar impact as
the first one?
Sabrina Earnshaw:
Given Fifty Shades of
Grey was the highest
grossing adult movie of
all time, we were of
course expecting
continued interest from
our clients. However,
the reaction from the
Trade has been even
more incredible this
time; we have recorded
larger pre-orders on
Darker and the original
collection is also
benefitting with
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S A B R I N A E A R N S H A W
J I M P R I M R O S E

The No Bounds Collection comprises 10 limited
edition bondage pieces inspired by the Fifty Shades
Darker story, each handcrafted from top-quality
leather and perfect for those wanting to explore
BDSM beginners as well as experts wanting some
sleek new pieces to add to their collections.
Both ranges were created with Fifty Shades of Grey
author E L James, who personally approved every
item. Visit www.lovehoneytrade.com for all of the up
to date news and brand information.

„W E A R E B L E S S E D TO
W O R K W I TH R E A L I N N O VATO R S AT LO V E H O N E Y
W H O B R I N G TO L I F E T H E
IDEAS OF E L JAMES.“
K AT E H O D G S O N - E G A N

orders from distributors and retailers at their highest
to date.
This being a sequel, one might argue that only
existing fans of Fifty Shades will go see it. Will the
movie even attract a new audience?
Jim Primrose: Fifty Shades of Grey truly reinvented
the BDSM category and professional retailers using it
as their signpost brand have seen significant increase
growth in their customer base. Experimentation is
deemed more acceptable as a result of Fifty Shades
and people’s recognition and trust in the brand will
guarantee new customers.
Fifty Shades of Grey blurred the line between the
adult world and the mainstream world. The sequel
might kick off a similar wave of interest in sex toys,
etc., but will it follow the same path or are there
indications that this time around, it might provide new
impulses?
Sabrina: To be honest, we feel that we’re moving
away from a genuine mainstream Fifty Shades
explosion in terms of sex toys and BDSM products.
However, we have added a number of lines which will
add some spice to the category. For instance, the
Fifty Shades of Grey Weekend Collection helped
mainstream retailers to increase category sales.
In time for the movie’s release, Lovehoney launches
Fifty Shades Darker The Official Pleasure Collection
and the Fifty Shades Darker No Bounds Collection.
What should retailers know about these collections?
Jim: Importantly, retailers should know that this is the
only official pleasure collection endorsed by E L
James.
The Fifty Shades Darker The Official Pleasure Collection
consists of 13 high-quality pleasure products, ranging
from luxury rechargeable vibrators to sleek glass and
steel toys, and three couples’ bondage kits.
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In advance of the new products’ launch, you have
interviewed 1,200 consumers who own the Fifty
Shades of Grey Official Pleasure Collection. What
was the purpose of this survey, and what results did
it yield?
Kate: We commissioned a survey of 1,200 Fifty
Shades of Grey Official Pleasure Collection customers
to analyse the impact of the movie on their
purchasing habits and excitement about the release
of Fifty Shades Darker.
A massive three-quarters of those questioned said
that they had tried bondage for the first time after
seeing the film, prompting them to search out
bondage items to purchase, with spanking paddles
being the first thing they buy. Almost half (49%) have
become more experimental and over a quarter (27%)
are enjoying sex more.
Respondents said that their sex lives had improved
due to seeing the movie, with 88% adopting
dominant and submissive roles in their sex play. The
most popular bondage activity enjoyed by couples
was spanking (73%), followed by tying each other up
(72.5%), wearing blindfolds (72%) and role play
(43%).
You presented the new Fifty Shades collections at
eroFame. How did the international trade respond to
these new products?
Jim: Response from international trade was fantastic.
There was a unanimous vote of confidence from
everyone who viewed the new products. Customers
loved everything from the packaging, the quality and
the pricing.
Do you support the trade with POS materials for the
Fifty Shades Darker collections?
Jim: Yes, we do. It is critical to ensure that retailers
stay ‘on brand’ to maximise the impact of their
displays. Lovehoney actively supports retailers with
in-house staff training; anyone interested should
make contact with us without delay. All details can be
found on www.lovehoneytrade.com

I N T E R V I E W

“FIFTY SHADES OF GREY
T R U LY R E I N V E N T E D TH E
B D S M C AT E G O RY A N D
P R O F E S S I O N A L R E TA I L E R S U S I N G I T A S TH E I R
S I G N P O S T B R A N D H AV E
SEEN SIGNIFICANT
I N C R E A S E G R O W TH I N
T H E I R C U S TO M E R B A S E . ”
JIM PRIMROSE

are competitively prices with the brand offering
an added bonus and gauge of quality.
What will happen once the credits have rolled
on the third Fifty Shades film, probably
sometime in 2017? What will remain of the Fifty
Shades brand after that? Will it persist?
Sabrina: The third ‘Freed’ movie will keep fans
interested for some time and will also bring in
more users around the time of the film’s release
in February 2018.
The Fifty Shades brand will certainly persist. It
has given ordinary people an introduction into
the world of BDSM and is the only brand that
has made this journey more acceptable and
accessible for mainstream consumers who
wouldn’t ordinarily visit an adult store. Our
most successful retailers use Fifty Shades of
Grey as their signpost brand to attract new
consumers into adult stores across the globe.

It is still some time until the movie’s release, but
when should retailers start presenting the
official products in their stores? Also, do you
have some advice for the trade on how to
harness people’s interest in the movie?
Sabrina: Fifty Shades is not all about the movie,
it is a brand in it’s own right. Given this,
retailers stock the collections as part of their
core offering. Smart retailers are already
gearing up for the 'Movie Madness' and
creating displays in store now, with plans for
larger displays in the run up to Fifty Shades
Darker’s release.
Are there plans for other Fifty Shades
Darker-inspired products or product lines?
Kate: Watch this space… We are blessed to
work with real innovators at Lovehoney who
bring to life the ideas of E L James. With the
release of the third ‘Fifty Shades Freed’ movie
set for Valentine's 2018, it’s likely that there will
be lots more to look forward to.
How are Fifty Shades fans different from other
consumers buying adult products?
Kate: They are not hugely different, really. They
have hidden desires and secret fantasies as we
all do. Fifty Shades has helped fans to openly
discuss and explore new areas without feeling
guilty or embarrassed. Fifty Shades products
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VR is more than just a new experience.
It is a game changer for this industry.
ex c l us iv e

re a lity lo ve rs.co m: Successf ul with VR p o rn

René Pour, CEO of Reality Lovers, has been offering
pornographic VR content on the internet since June,
and the rapid growth of realitylovers.com proves that
there is great interest in virtual reality among consumers
and that there is also a great willingness among users to
pay for this special kind of content. But can VR breathe
new life into the market for fee-based pornography – a
market that many have already written off? The potential of VR porn is one of the big topics in our EAN interview with René Pour.

Once a user becomes a member on the Reality Lovers platform,
they get free goggles they can use with their smartphone

„

Reality Lovers is the first German platform to offer pornographic VR
content. When did you launch the platform, and how has the response
been thus far?
René Pour: We launched Reality Lovers this June, and it’s not strictly a
German platform. Our focus is on the European market as a whole seeing as most of our international competitors seem to be focussing on
the US market. We are very happy with the way things have developed
since launch, and there is steady growth on the Reality Lovers website. Surprisingly, it turned out that many of our customers already own the necessary VR hardware to use our service.

René Pour, head of Reality
Lovers, one of the first
European platforms
for adult VR
content

How popular is VR among 'internet porn consumers'?
René: VR is still in its infancy, so right now, it
has to be defined as a niche. It is hard to say
how big the potential within the VR porn
market really is because, unfortunately, there
are no studies or concrete figures about this
market?
And since VR is still in its early stages, there
probably aren’t all that many ways to advertise this type of content, right?
René: That is correct. Some of the big international porn sites have only recently
started to think about advertising VR. Ban-
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René: Sounds nice, doesn’t it, and in the long
run, that is indeed our goal. Basically, anybody is
a potential customer if they want to use VR to be
a bit closer to the action. Another thing we’ve noticed is that there are also many women who are
interested in VR porn. The female audience likes
this type of content a lot, and it’s great to be catering more to this group.

It remains to be seen if VR can breathe
new life into the market for paid pornography in the long run

ner spots and other means of advertisement
are only just being defined and tested.
And will the consumers readily pay for this special
kind of content? More readily than for regular
content?
René: The willingness to pay for VR content is
much bigger. With targeted traffic, the conversion
rate is about 15 times higher than what you see
on traditional paysites.

„W H E N I T C O M E S TO V R ,
THE REAL PIONEERS ARE
T H E C O M PA N I E S I N T H E
G A M I N G I N D U S T RY. “

At Reality Lovers, users can choose between several subscription options. But isn’t this model
putting off some users, seeing how they have to
bind themselves to the site for a long period of
time?
René: The subscriptions can be cancelled anytime. For instance, if a user buys a three-month
subscription and then cancels the subscription,
he has still access to all scenes on the site for the
remainder of the subscription period – including
all new weekly updates during this time. On top
of that, we are currently considering the possibility
of offering individual video purchases, i.e. letting
users buy individual scenes for download.

RENÉ POUR

Who is your target audience? Anybody who consumes porn on the internet?
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Would you mind telling us more about that content? What exactly can the users choose from on
your site?
René: At the moment, the users can choose from
more than 60 porn productions, most of them
shot in POV, i.e. the point of view of the male or
female performer. The individual films are made
up of various scenes including guy/girl,
guy/girl/girl or girl/girl. Moreover, we also have several films featuring solo girl scenes. What we try
to do with our productions is to give people what
they want and address the users’ fantasies and
wishes. To that end, we are going to choose
more local performers and locations for future
productions to cater to the individual audiences.
And of course, there will also be more films that
are made specifically with our female viewers in
mind.
Many of our readers probably haven’t put on VR
goggles yet. How would you describe the virtual
reality experience?
René: You feel as though you really were in a different world or in a different situation. It is an entirely new experience of images and sound. You
think “Hey, I’m really a part of this!” Of course, at
this point, the user only has a passive role, he
only watches. But even now, the feeling is much
more intense than anything you could experience
with traditional 2D productions.
Creating VR content sounds like it’s a lot of work
and very expensive. Is it?
René: First of all, you need a wider aspect ratio
than you’d have with traditional productions,
that’s very important when you set up a location
and work out the lighting. This basically means
that shooting a video in a studio is more or less
out of the question. Instead, you need to find a
real location and use that. And because you
don’t want odd shadows in your videos, you
need to do a lot more planning for the lighting of
the scene. There are special technical requirements (i.e. camera, lights, etc.) - for instance, we
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The production and postproduction of VR content is
much more work-intensive
than the creation of
2D content

be popular options in a few years, or will we see new, big developments?
„ I T I S H A R D TO S AY H O W
René: I think the development of
B I G TH E V R P O R N
VR will follow the trajectory of other new technologies. There will
M A R K E T R E A L LY I S . “
be new devices, for instance
more affordable goggles that still
RENÉ POUR
offer the same type of experience
you’d get from an Oculus Rift device. That said, the combination
of goggles and smarthphone will
be around for a long time. In
many ways, it’s the easiest way to enjoy VR, and it’s
not going to disappear, especially since virtual reality is
and will continue to be a big thing for the mobile phone
industry. Right now, this option offers a state of the art
experience for the masses.

need special tripods for our productions. And after
you’ve shot your scene, the work only just begins because the post production process is much more arduous and time-consuming than what we did to put together a 2D production.
Is there any way to upscale existing content, i.e. traditional porn content, to make it work in VR in some way?
René: No, you can’t do that, at least not if you want the
real VR 3D effect. Of course, you can also display 2D videos on VR goggles, but it wouldn’t really make a lot of
sense because that is not what VR is about.
The adult industry has been in the vanguard whenever
new entertainment technologies hit the market. Will it
also be a pioneer in the realm of VR?
René: Well, not as much as it was in the past. When it
comes to VR, the real pioneers are the companies in the
gaming industry. They are the ones pushing the envelope.
What hardware is necessary to enjoy your VR content?
René: When someone becomes a member, they’ll get
the goggles in the mail for free. All they need themselves
is a smartphone to use it on. And they need to
download the content onto their smartphones, of
course. To jump into the action, all they have to do is attach his phone to the goggles. Alternatively, you can
also play our content on other VR devices, be it Google
Cardboard or Oculus Rift.
There are quite a few devices you can buy, from data
goggles to smartphone-based solutions. Will those still
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There is a considerable price difference between these
solutions. Does the more affordable solution, i.e.
smartphone-based VR, offer the same experience as
other, more expensive devices, or are there limitations?
René: Of course, if you compare these two solutions,
there are little differences in quality and user experience, but even lower-priced options offer a very immersive VR feeling! The big, expensive products offer
features such as direct menu navigation, etc., so you
can switch settings while inside your VR experience
without having to use external controls such as your
phone.
Can VR bring paid content back from the brink, or is
there simply too much free porn content out there?
René: We believe that VR is more than just a new experience for the users. It is a game changer for this industry. Right now, the big advantage is that there are
no VR videos on free sites because the streaming
costs would be too big for them, and I think that it will
be a while before that changes.
What are your plans for the upcoming months? Are
there new Reality Lovers projects such as 360° webcams or something like that?
René: We have big plans for the next months. We
want to cover more content niches and improve the
technical quality of our productions by using new hardware to record scenes. In addition to that, we’ll start
moving away from passive viewing to create a more interactive, real experience for the users so they can
actually be a part of the action. But there are still many
things to work out so it will be a little while before this
type of content is available on the site.
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This trade convention has become one of, if not

the most important b2b show for the adult market.
ex c l us iv e

O rga n ise r ta kes sto ck a f ter ero Fa me 2016

“ O U R C O N T R A C T W I TH
HANNOVER MESSE BINDS
U S TO TH I S LO C ATI O N U P
TO A N D I N C L U D I N G 2 0 1 8 .
A F T E R TH AT, A N Y TH I N G
IS POSSIBLE.”
Wieland Hofmeister

Wieland Hofmeister,
CEO of Mediatainment
Publishing eroFame
GmbH, offers a positive
summary of eroFame 2016

We’ve
already published statements
from several visitors
and exhibitors of eroFame,
but of course, we also wanted

„

to know what the organisers

It’s been two months since eroFame
2016. What memories have stuck with
you – on the positive side and on the
negative side?
Wieland Hofmeister: As far as I’m concerned
this was the best and most successful
eroFame in the history of the show.
Everything went smoothly, from the set-up to
the execution of the event. We learned from
the mistakes and stumbling blocks we’d
faced in years past, and the experience we
gathered over the course of the years is
making things easier for us now. That gives
us confidence and allows us to think bigger

feel about the October trade
convention. In our interview
with Wieland Hofmeister, CEO
of Mediatainment Publishing
eroFame GmbH, we take a
close look at the event, but we
also look ahead and discuss
points of criticism such as the
show’s location, Hanover.
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when planning future eroFames. What’s a
little frustrating is that we still had companies
offering their products to the visitors even
though they hadn’t rented a stand – many of
them approached the trade members in the
fair hall café. That’s annoying for the
exhibitors and it’s annoying for the
organisers. It’s not acceptable that someone
takes advantage of this event – including free
catering and the eroFame Oktoberfest –
without making an investment in this show
like the paying exhibitors do. I am not alone
in thinking that this kind of behaviour is extremely unfair to the exhibitors; many people
who attended eroFame brought up this
problem. We’ll take steps to put a stop to
these practices, and I hope we won’t have
that problem next year. eroFame is one of
the most affordable b2b trade shows in this
industry, and it’s an investment anybody
should be able to make if they want to
present their products here.
How was the feedback from the exhibitors
and visitors of the show?
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Wieland Hofmeister: Much like in previous years,
most visitors and exhibitors congratulated us on a
successful eroFame show. This trade convention
has become one of, it not the most important b2b
show for the adult market. That makes us
extremely proud and extremely happy. Thanks to
all the national and international exhibitors who
attend the event, eroFame is a showcase of all the
big new products our industry has to offer on a
yearly basis. People know this and they
appreciate it.
We interviewed the exhibitors about
eroFame, and their responses ranged from people
lobbying for a second show in spring and singing
high praises to someone who said this was 'the
first and last show' for him. Why do people’s
opinions on eroFame 2016 vary so much?
Wieland Hofmeister: You can’t make
everybody happy – that’s true in all aspects of life,
and it’s also true when it comes to trade shows.
Events such as this one always have winners and
losers, which is lamentable, of course. This year,
most exhibitors, especially the big European
companies, were very happy with the results of the
show, and they told us that lots of people visited
their stands; but there were also stands that didn’t
get as many visitors. It’s difficult to give a general
explanation for that. Was it the products they
presented? Did they forget to invite their customers
to the show and make appointments in advance?
Was the time window too small or was the fair
hall too big so the visitors didn’t get around to
visiting all the stands? We’ll try to improve the
situation, but I guess the unsatisfied exhibitors also
have to think about these questions themselves to
see if there is something they can do to make
eroFame more successful for them.
Were the visitor numbers on the level of previous
shows?
Wieland Hofmeister: We are stepping it up a notch
every year. Of course, those are no great leaps,
but there is a steady increase. The members of
our industry know that the brick and mortar trade
doesn’t have growth spurts anymore; on the
contrary, it seems to be slowly shrinking. So it’s all
the more satisfying for us that we draw more
visitors each time. I find it confusing that some of
the exhibitors didn’t notice this. All visitors register
at the entrance counter so we know exactly how
many people attend a show and how it compares
to previous events.
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“MUCH LIKE IN PREVIOUS
Y E A R S , M O S T V I S I TO R S
A N D E X H I B I TO R S
C O N G R AT U L AT E D U S O N
A SUCCESSFUL
E R O FA M E S H O W. ”
Wieland Hofmeister

H O F M E I S T E R

The international character and
the quality of the visitors has
traditionally been one of the
biggest strong points of
eroFame. Was that also the
case this year?
Wieland Hofmeister: Yes –
we had lots of new
international visitors and
exhibitors at the show. They
closed the gaps left by
others - for instance, there
were fewer video store
owners on the visitor side,
and there were also fewer
exhibitors from Asia.

You took a clear stance on topics such as
'exhibitors from China' und 'visitors who offer
products without booking a stand'. The exhibitors
and visitors welcomed these decisions. But how
satisfied are you with the results of these
measures?
Wieland Hofmeister: We gauge the success of
these measures by the response from our
exhibitors, and therefore, we are very satisfied with
the results. As we announced before the show, we
also made these decisions in the interest of the
trade members to ban illegal copies and products
of unacceptable quality from the show floor. Also,
we felt compelled to respond to the flood of
Chinese products in Western industrialised nations.
As far as that is concerned, I feel that we need
to protect our economic system, and in
consequence, eroFame sided with the exhibitors
who abide by the economic rules of this particular
market, for instance the members of the European
and American adult industry.
As far as the future of eroFame is concerned, we
know that there won’t be any changes in 2017 and
2018. And after that?
Wieland Hofmeister: You are correct, our contract
with Hannover Messe binds us to this location up to
and including 2018. After that, anything is possible.
The discussion about Hanover as the location of
eroFame has been going on for several years now.
Some people argue that Hanover is a) difficult or
expensive to reach and b) does not have much to
offer in the way of attractions. What is your
opinion, and what are the chances that the show
will change location after 2018?

I N T E R V I E W

” W E F E LT C O M P E L L E D TO
R E S P O N D TO TH E F LO O D
OF CHINESE PRODUCTS
IN WESTERN INDUSTRIAL I S E D N ATI O N S . “
Wieland Hofmeister

Wieland Hofmeister: I don’t really think you can
generalise these points of criticism. First of all, it
depends on where I’m travelling from. Hanover is
situated in the centre of Germany, and a great
many trade shows take place there - big,
international shows. Also, Hanover has the
biggest fairgrounds in the world. There is a
reason why we chose this location, so that kind
of contradicts this point of criticism.
Also, Hanover offers a great price-quality ratio
for shows such as eroFame – which is also in the
interest of exhibitors and visitors. Let’s not forget
that, apart from fair stand fees, we also offer free
catering and a great free evening event for roughly
4000 people. We don’t finance this show through
admission fees or selling food and beverages;
instead, we cover all costs through stand fees. I
doubt that you’d find such an appealing
price-quality ratio in other big European cities.
Also, Hanover has a lot to offer that is worth
exploring – if the participants and visitors of
eroFame even have the time to explore the city
seeing how rich the programme of fringe events is.
Between the organisers and the exhibitors, there
are fringe events on all evenings of the show. But
of course, we’ll listen to our visitors and exhibitors
and we take their criticisms and suggestions very
serious. That also includes discussing the
possibility of a location change once our contract
with Messe Hannover has expired. It’s not like
eroFame is forever bound to Hanover.
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The customers are realising that sex tech products

provide much more value than regular sex toys.
ex c l us iv e

T h is co ck ring kno ws mo re th a n its wea rer

With a development period of close to
two years, Lovely is definitely one of
the more elaborate products the
adult market has seen in recent
times – even though, at first
glance, it looks like an ordinary
cock ring, i.e. a product that
doesn’t normally require that much
time and work. But what makes
Lovely special can’t be seen from the
outside. With its modern software, this
piece of technology could become a
constant companion for
many couples. In our
interview, Lovely
Jakob Konik, founder of Lovely, feels that sex tech
will become a dominating force in the adult market

inventor Jakob
Konik explains how
his product works
and what sets it
apart from the
competition.
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„

After a long development process, you are
about to launch Lovely, a smart cock ring. Is this
an exciting time for you?
Jakob Konik: The last two years of Lovely’s
development have been like a crazy rollercoaster
ride, mostly upwards due to the manufacturing
challenges we overcame, but right now, we are
nearing a tipping point and are about to start the
most exciting part: sharing our Lovely with
customers and partners all around the world. I
have no doubts that the upcoming year will be the
most exciting of my life thanks to all the couples
who are about to enhance their sex life and sexual
wellbeing by using Lovely.
What makes Lovely different from other cock rings
that are on the market right now?
Jakob Konik: Highly personalised, sex-related
suggestions that the couples receive after sex via
the Lovely App. For example, we can suggest new
positions and stimulation techniques or other
sex-related ideas to try, everything based on your
preferences and desires. Therefore, you can diversify and explore your sex life together with your
partner, which leads to a better experience for
both of you. When couples are looking to reignite
the fire in the bedroom, their first idea is often to
get a sex toy or try new positions. With Lovely, they
are getting both, plus a wide array of other
sex-related tips & tricks prepared by our team of
sexologists. So they get much more value than
with other products on the market.
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„ LO V E LY, A S O P P O S E D TO
OT H E R S E X TOY S O N TH E
M A R K E T, C A N B E U P -

K O N I K

Apart from that, Lovely’s shape
was designed for maximum
contact with the clitoris during
intercourse which isn’t the
case with most cock rings on
the market.

How long did it take you to get
from the first idea to the final
product? What were the
J U S T A S YO U R
biggest challenges you had
to overcome?
SMARTPHONE OR TESLA
Jakob Konik: It took us more
CAR.“
than two years and we
encountered a lot of the normal
J A KO B KO N I K
manufacturing challenges, but
the biggest one was to achieve
the desired silicone quality and
finish. No one we met in Europe knew how to
create the silky-smooth finish we wanted. We had
to go to China for that, which was the second
biggest challenge – to source and establish
relationships with factories there. But everything
is working smoothly now and we are looking
forward to the product launch with excitement.

D AT E D O V E R - TH E - A I R ,

Lovely promises to be more than a sex toy; it is
also supposed to help the user have a better and
more varied sex life thanks to suggestions from the
app. This sounds like quite a feat of software
engineering. How satisfied are you with the results
of your app?

I N T E R V I E W

Jakob Konik: We are very happy with
how the Lovely App suggests new
sex-related ideas to the couples.
You don’t have to take our word on
that, as we are running closed and
open beta testing of the Lovely
App, which will help us fine-tune
it even more and ultimately make
Lovely a better product for
everyone. Unlike other sex toys
on the market, Lovely can be
updated over-the-air, just as
your smartphone or Tesla car.
This means Lovely and its
algorithms will improve over
time, making it a better and
better product for the users.

of hardware, software, and also
input from sexologists who work
with you. Which role do these
sexologists play for Lovely?
Jakob Konik: They supervise all
stages of the Lovely and the
Lovely App development, advise
us on the communication and
mechanisms Lovely uses, and
add the suggestions and
ideas that couples get
from the Lovely App.
They also analyse the
anonymised data coming
from our Lovelys. So
basically, they are vital part
of the Lovely ecosystem;
without them, it would be just
a vibrating toy.

Some customers might worry
that the data collected by Lovely
Could you tell us more about
ends up in the wrong hands.
the software? What exactly
Which measures did you take to
can the user expect from the
make sure that the personal data of
app? What’s the main
your users are secure?
benefit?
Jakob Konik: First of
Jakob Konik: Both
all, we have a clear
partners can use the
privacy policy and
„W H E N C O U P L E S A R E
Lovely App to view
users have to explicitly
personalised suggestigive us their permission
LO O K I N G TO R E I G N I T E
ons for new positions,
to analyse the data. If
stimulation techniques,
they do not agree to
TH E F I R E I N TH E B E and other sex-related
that, they can still use
ideas to try. For
the Lovely and all its
D R O O M , TH E I R F I R S T
example, if the couple
features. Secondly, we
likes oral fun, we can
are using a customI D E A I S O F T E N TO G E T A
suggest new positions
developed encryption
S E X TOY O R T RY N E W P O - to them that enable
on all stages of
good oral stimulation,
communication. And
S I TI O N S . W I TH LO V E LY,
or a choice of different
finally, by design, our
oral stimulation
system doesn’t
TH E Y A R E G E T TI N G B OTH ,
techniques that should
connect the data to any
fit their style. If the
personal data, email or
P L U S A W I D E A R R AY O F
couple is looking to
address, so even if
the data was stolen, it
OTH E R S E X - R E L AT E D TI P S have more passionate
sex, we can suggest
would be just worthless
one of dozens of ideas
gibberish.
& T R I C K S P R E PA R E D BY
on how to get there,
O U R T E A M O F S E X O LO so they can try,
Lovely is designed to
explore, and achieve
be more than a cock
GISTS.“
more passionate sex
ring with an app;
together. Or if they’re
instead, you want to
J A KO B KO N I K
looking to have longer
create a whole
intercourse, we can tell
ecosystem consisting
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them to switch
positions more often or try
positions that provide less
stimulation, and we actually show
them which positions they should try.
What’s even more important is that the Lovely
App encourages sex-related communication
between the couple, which is one of the most
important factors of a good sex life.
It also shows both partners how many calories
they burn during sex, which is a nice addition – sex
is the best fitness activity there is.

easy to create
sex tech products,
but it has already
started and you can’t
stop progress. Of course,
normal, vibration-only sex toys will
persist as they are serving their purpose
just fine if they’re designed well. But the market
will shift towards sex tech products.

The development of Lovely took over two years
and already now, copycats start popping up. How
can small and innovative companies protect
themselves against such practices?
Jakob Konik: There are various ways of doing it,
from legal to aggressive business practices.
However, we believe that, ultimately, the best way
of protecting ourselves from copycats is to create
better products and a better user experience, and
that’s what we’re all about.

When will Lovely be available for consumers and
retailers?
Jakob Konik: The first early-bird customers are
going to receive their Lovelys in early December.
We are ready to send samples to retailers
immediately and bulk orders will be ready to
ship from 1st of January. We have unique,
wonderful packaging and awesome marketing
materials that get people’s attention, so we
can’t wait to work with retailers to make
millions of couples enjoy sex even more.
Interested retailers can reach out at
hello@ourlovely.com

Lovely uses modern software and well-designed
hardware, created and combined in a long
development processes. Do you think the adult
industry in general will become more
technology-driven in the future?
Jakob Konik: I’m sure of it. Lovely and other sex
tech start-ups lead the way and represent a
change. The customers are realising that sex tech
products provide much more value than regular
sex toys so a market change is inevitable. It might
take some time and tinkering because it’s not so

Were you able to implement all the ideas you had
for Lovely or are there ideas that will have to wait
until Lovely 2.0?
Jakob Konik: We had to leave out a lot of ideas
due to time and cost restraints, but the current
Lovely is fully functional and awesome, and thanks
to over-the-air updates it will be getting better and
better with each update, offering better
suggestions and features. There’s also another
product in the pipeline, but we’ll have to talk
about that later! Thanks!
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The ‘Mr. Grey’s Darker Choice’

selection is all about value for money.
ex c l us iv e

S ca la h e lp th e tra de p rep a re f o r th e nex t Fif ty Sh a des bo o m

Fifty Shades Darker, the second movie based on the Fifty Shades trilogy, will hit
theatres on Valentine’s Day. There is every indication that it will create quite a
stir, and (hopefully) the adult market will also be able to benefit from the hype.
But in order to respond to the expected demand, trade members need
the right products. That’s why Scala Playhouse put together a collection of Fifty Shades-inspired products that include everything
fans of the second film may need. Scala also bundled up several
products in a more romantic 'Valentine's Day' selection, geared
towards consumers who are looking for that special lovers’
day gift. In our interview, Maeglin Harmsen from Scala’s marketing and communication department tells us everything
you need to know about these new collections.

„

It’s still a few months
away, but Valentine’s Day
2017 and the next instalment
of Fifty Shades are fast approaching. What are Scala
Playhouse’s expectations on the
return of this juggernaut franchise?
Maeglin Harmsen: We definitely expect
an increased demand in 50 Shades-inspired products. Did you know that the movie trailer for Fifty Shades Darker – the upcoming instalment – was the ‘most watched trailer’ in 24
hours ever? It was viewed 114 million times in
just one day, breaking the previous record set
by Star Wars: The Force Awakens. Even though
opinions about the first movie have been mixed
– some people love it, some hate it - you can’t
deny that everybody still wants to see it. The
fact that the books are turned into films has only
broadened the audience – and therefore the potential target group – for BDSM and fetish products, meaning this is the perfect time to stock
up on these 50 Shades-inspired products from
Scala Playhouse and prepare for the next wave
of the hype to hit in February.

Maeglin Harmsen points out the great
price-quality ratio of the 'Mr. Grey's
Darker Choice' collection and the
'Valentine's Day' selection

No matter how much of an impact the next Fifty
Shades movie has at the box office, everybody
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„IN OUR ‘MR. GREY’S
DARKER CHOICE’
S E L E C TI O N W E ’ V E
I N C L U D E D O P TI O N S FO R
B OTH B E G I N N E R S A N D
A D VA N C E D C O N S U M E R S . ”
MAEGLIN HARMSEN
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wants to be prepared. Is that the reason why Scala is
now offering the 'Mr. Grey's Darker Choice' collection?
Maeglin: Absolutely, that is exactly the reason. Preparation is key in assuring you have the right stock at the
right time to profit from the 50 Shades hype. As there is
so much choice in BDSM-inspired novelties, our special
‘Mr. Grey’s Darker Choice’ selection helps retailers
source out the best value products for their own assortment.
What makes the products in this collection special?
Maeglin: The ‘Mr. Grey’s Darker Choice’ selection is all
about value for money. As we said, there is so much
choice in kinky products in our industry, our selection
will help guide retailers to products that truly are worth
their price tag. The selection has been carefully comprised by our expert team, highlighting items from our own
and third-party brands that will definitely give consumers
a 50 Shades experience.
How do you decide whether a product from Scala’s
comprehensive range of private and third-party brands
fits into this collection? Which criteria do you apply?
Maeglin: We have based the ‘Mr. Grey’s Darker Choice’
selection on a variety of criteria, the main one being value for money in a variety of price ranges. Other factors
we’ve taken into account are colours, product types,
packaging and also creating a great mix of own and
third-party brands. We’re confident our selection will
provide plenty of naughty inspiration for retailers to select their favourite brands and items, enabling them to
provide their consumers with the ultimate, best value for
money choice in kinky pleasure providers.
It is to be expected that the next Fifty Shades film will
get many “newcomers” interested in BDSM and adult
products in general. But of course, you have to take it
slow with people who are new to this world. Does that
mean that you can’t get too kinky with your products so
as not to overwhelm these newbies?
Maeglin: In our ‘Mr. Grey’s Darker Choice’ selection
we’ve included options for both beginners and advanced consumers. The list includes a number of items that
are more suited for consumers who’ve already experimented with BDSM-play, but also contains items to introduce beginners to the pleasures of kinky fun. We’ve
noticed that ‘newbies’ or beginners to this genre are still
quite adventurous. The whole idea of the ’50 Shades’
hype is that consumers are more interested in exploring
their boundaries and we’ve therefore selected the best
products for them to do this in a safe, comfortable, and
pleasurable way. The selection is quite extensive when it
comes to product types, but limited when it comes to
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„ P R E PA R ATI O N I S K E Y
I N A S S U R I N G YO U H AV E
T H E R I G H T S TO C K AT
T H E R I G H T TI M E TO
P R O F I T F R O M TH E
50 SHADES HYPE.”
MAEGLIN HARMSEN

H A R M S E N

the toys included in each category; this to create an organised
overview and really highlight the
best products instead of providing too much choice. We hope
retailers can use the ‘Mr. Grey’s
Darker Choice’ selection as a
guide, introducing them to the
right products, without having to
browse endlessly through a
massive assortment. Effective,
straightforward, and rational.
In an official press release, Scala
emphasised the exceptional
price-performance ratio of the
products in this collection.
Would you mind telling us more
about that?
Maeglin: Of course! Each company in the adult novelties industry tries to find a way to
incorporate the hype into
its marketing activities
and has its own approach to the hype.
When we researched
this subject, we
found that although there

'Mr. Grey's Darker
Choice' includes
products from
Scala’s private
brands and from
their renowned
suppliers

I N T E R V I E W

are many ‘50 Shades’ lists and selections, almost none
focus on the best value for money balance. We’ve therefore decided to carefully comb through our assortment to find products that truly are worth and exceed
what you pay for them; matching premium quality and
design with attractive pricing that makes them affordable to all. We’re confident that if your consumers try
these items, they’ll be so impressed by the value for money that they will keep coming back to your store for
more.
Will Scala support the trade with POS materials for the 'Mr.
Grey's Darker Choice' collection?
Maeglin: As we’ve selected items from our existing assortment, we’ve already got existing POS materials for these
items available. This isn’t 50 Shades themed, but will still
draw your consumers’ attention. If you do require
some additional ‘Mr. Grey’s Darker
Choice’ themed POS-options, our
marketing and artwork departments are more than happy
to create some custommade materials specifically for your store. So,
do not hesitate to contact us and share your
POS-desires with our
expert team.

„TH I S I S TH E P E R F E C T
T I M E TO S TO C K U P O N
THESE 50 SHADES
I N S P I R E D P R O D U C T S AT
S C A L A P L AY H O U S E A N D
P R E PA R E FO R TH E N E X T
WAV E O F TH E H Y P E TO
H I T I N F E B R U A RY. ”
MAEGLIN HARMSEN

The 'Mr. Grey's Darker Choice' collection
caters to all fans of adult products,
newcomers and aficionados alike
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Couples are a big
audience for the
adult industry, and
Valentine’s Day is
the perfect time
for togetherness
and special, exciting experiences.
However, not
every couple will
feel inspired to tie
each other up,
etc. after seeing
Fifty Shades Darker. Is that the
group you are catering to with your
'Valentine's Day Collection'?
Maeglin: That is
exactly why we’ve
created our special romantic Valentine’s Day selection. At Scala Playhouse we
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truly believe we have something for everyone, meaning
that only highlighting the kink side of our assortment
wouldn’t do our brands and products justice. The ‘Valentine’s Day’ selection includes products from our own
and third-party brands that have a gentler, softer touch;
capturing a ‘vanilla’ target-group that is more about rose
petals and massage lotions than whips and cuffs.
What products are part of the new collection?
Maeglin: It’s not a collection, but a selection. The ‘Valentine’s Day’ selection includes a great variety of items associated with romance, ranging from sweet rose petals
you can spread on the bed to a list of quality massage
oils and abstract, non-intimidating toys. The selection is
mostly centred on the colours red, pink, and purple;
echoing the colours of love in its lovely products. We’ve
also included some of our favourite romance-themed
gift sets, which are a great choice for consumers who
want to try it all for one, attractive price.
Will consumers find more products from Scala’s private
brands such as TOYJOY in this Valentine’s Day Collection, or does it also include third-party pleasure givers?
Maeglin: The ‘Valentine’s Day’ selection includes a
great mix of our own and third-party brands, striking a great balance between different products
and pricings.

„W E H O P E R E TA I L E R S
C A N U S E TH E ‘ M R . G R E Y ’ S
DARKER CHOICE’ SEL E C TI O N A S A G U I D E ,
I N T R O D U C I N G TH E M TO
TH E R I G H T P R O D U C T S ,
W I TH O U T H AV I N G TO
B R O W S E E N D L E S S LY
TH R O U G H A M A S S I V E
A S S O R TM E N T. ”
MAEGLIN HARMSEN

The price-quality ratio
played a big role in the
selection of the products

Many product collections are tied to certain
themes, seasons, events, etc. How did you
make sure your products fit the Valentine’s
Day theme?
Maeglin: We made a list of criteria that we
associate with Valentine’s Day gifts and used
that to make our selection. These criteria include questions such as ‘Can couples use the
product together?’, ‘Does the colour match Valentine’s Day?’, ‘Is this a gift we’d like to receive from
our partner?’ We have also looked at other factors
such as pricing to make sure the selection includes
products in each price point, from basic to highend, to make sure it offers a right toy for
each budget.
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For a closer look at the collection,
go to www.scalaplayhouse.com

Valentine’s Day is traditionally a time when consumers become more adventurous, which can also
result in a visit to an adult store and the purchase
of an adult product? What does the retail trade
(brick and mortar/online) have to do to tap into
the potential of Valentine’s Day?
Maeglin: It’s all about making a visit to your store
attractive, regardless if that is online or in a
physical store. By creating interesting, playful, and
eye-catching Valentine’s Day marketing campaigns for your store, you can invite your targetgroup to come and find their perfect gift-idea in
your store. Find a method that matches your
company values and get creative! If our
customers need any help tapping into their own
potential to profit from Valentine’s Day, they are
more than welcome to contact us for advice and
help. After all, if our customers thrive, we thrive;
making it a win-win situation for all.
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We already mentioned the newcomers who try
adult products due to Fifty Shades. How
important is a comprehensive product range and
a fair price-quality ratio to appeal to this group?
Maeglin: Very important. For consumers who are
taking their first steps in the world of BDSM and
50 Shades-inspired pleasure, it is important to
create a selection that offers them value for
money choices, suited to a smaller budget. As a
lot of kinky novelties are in the higher price-points,
it can be daunting for newbies to BDSM to spend
a lot on a product they might not like. Therefore
the ‘Mr. Grey’s Darker Choice’ includes a variety
of budget-friendly, best value for money options
that allow consumers to experiment and discover
their preferences; inviting them back to your store
to buy new, high-end versions of the toys they
loved most. We felt this selection was still missing
in the world of adult novelties.
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We are now in a position to bring Topco’s entire range to

distributors, wholesalers and retailers throughout Europe.
ex c l u s ive

To p co Sa les strikes f ull-line distributio n p a rtnersh ip with a 2z euro pe

To further consolidate their position in Europe, US company Topco have expanded their
partnership with a2z europe, so as of now, the Netherland-based distributor carries the
entire Topco range. Helen Clyne, Sales Director at a2z europe, tells us more about the
collaboration and the advantages for the European trade in our EAN interview.

„

a2z europe is now distributing the
entire range of US brand Topco
Sales. How many products
are we talking about here?
Helen Clyne: Approximately 800 SKUs. This
comprises the historic
brand’s complete
product line, including the latest
releases and the
best-selling
Penthouse collection.
What does this step
mean for your company?
Helen: This means we are now
in a position to bring Topco’s
entire range to distributors,
wholesalers and retailers
throughout Europe.
Which advantages does
it offer?
Helen: It means
European customers no
longer have to wait for
containers arriving from
USA and/or China. The
stock is physically in
Europe. European
customers now have
even easier and faster
access to the growing
Topco catalogue.

distribution agreement?
Helen: Speed! No more waiting for
new orders or reorders of
best-selling products,
hence preventing
shipping and invoicing
delays.

Helen Clyne, Sales Director
a2z europe, proudly announces that her company now
carries the entire Topco range

„W E R E LY O N TO P C O FO R
P R O D U C T S E L E C TI O N A N D
Q U A L I T Y, W H I C H E N A B L E S
U S TO D O W H AT W E A R E
G O O D AT – P R O M OT E A N D
SELL!“
H E L E N C LY N E

How will the European
trade benefit from this
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Is a2z europe the
exclusive distributor
of Topco in Europe?
Helen: Topco has
been in business since
1972 and works with
many distributors all
around the world. So, no,
a2z europe is not the exclusive
distributor of Topco in Europe.
However, a2z Europe is in a
unique position in Europe due
to the fact that we solely sell
Topco products.
If not, would that be
your next goal?
Helen: To grow with
Topco. Going forward,
this also involves selling
Topco private goods.
Why didn’t you immediately become a
full-line distributor for
Topco after you started
a2z europe?
Helen: a2z europe was
founded in August
2015. So, we are still a
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very young company. We wanted to learn to walk
first, so we started by identifying what we thought to
be the 300 strongest selling Topco articles for the
European market. We are in the fortunate position
that Topco has a lot of evergreen products, which
just continue to sell. However, during our first year of
business we realised that there is a demand for the
complete Topco range in Europe.
Can this step also be considered as a sign that
Topco wants to be a more international company
again?
Helen: Topco never stopped being an international
company. It was in the unfortunate position however,
that for a certain period of time it was unable to fulfil
existing orders. Let’s say Topco is re-establishing its
market positioning in Europe.

„DURING OUR FIRST YEAR
OF BUSINESS WE REALIS E D TH AT TH E R E I S A D E M A N D FO R TH E C O M P L E T E
TO P C O R A N G E I N
EUROPE.“
H E L E N C LY N E

And what’s the company’s reputation in our present
climate?
Helen: Good! Our 3 goals are: Building trust. Consistent delivery. Commitment to quality.
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The traditional supply chain (producer-wholesaler/distributor-retailer) is slowly but surely being
eroded. What is your opinion on
this development?
Helen: As long as the manufacturer is not located in Europe,
this supply chain will exist. Most
retailers really do not wish to
have the hassle of importing
goods from USA and /or China.
Each link in the supply chain
should concentrate on their own
strengths.

Would you mind giving our readers some more information
about the latest additions to the a2z europe range?
Helen: The latest additions were presented at the
eroFame 2016: Cyberskin stealth strokers, Vulcan cyberskin strokers, Climax anal range, Climax V-Balls,
Climax Spinners, Climax Elite Vibrators.

How big is Topco in Europe right now?
Helen: Growing. There is still room for expansion.
Which means that it is definitely a good time for distributors and retailers alike to order Topco products.

While most distributors offer a mix of third-party and
private brands – with an increasing focus on the latter
– a2z europe relies entirely on third-party products?
Why have you decided to stick with this
concept?
Helen: Topco USA
has been in business
since 1972.They really do have a range
of quality products
from a to(2) z which
are high-selling and
high in demand. We
decided to choose
a well-established
USA manufacturer
with their own
factory in China as
our source of affordable, accessible and strong-quality
brands. We rely on Topco for product
selection and quality, which enables us to do
what we are good at – promote and sell!

C L Y N E

800 SKUs are available from
a2z europe as of now – here
is a selection from the Topco
showroom in their US headquarters

And what can the trade be looking forward in the upcoming months?
Helen: New articles from the following product lines
will be presented at the ANME 2017: CyberSkin,
Penthouse, Climax, Vulcan, Stealth. More details to
follow in January 2017!!
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EDC Wholesale goes where no one
else goes; think global, act local.

ex c l u s ive

Andre Visser, E DC Wh o lesa le‘ s Interna tio na l Sa les Directo r, lo o ks back at t he pas t year

For EDC Wholesale, 2016 has been an exciting, eventful, and extremely busy
year. Getting the company started in the wholesale business, adding
new private and third-party brands to
the range, moving into new head offices, eroFame in
October, and in between, the daily business of a
wholesaling company. But it seems as though the hard
work has paid off for the company seeing how the positive clearly outweighs the negative in our end-ofthe-year review with Andre Visser, International Sales
Director of EDC Wholesale.

„

It has been a while since you moved into your new headquarters. Have you settled
in nicely? Are all the processes running smoothly?
Andre Visser: Like after every move, there will always be little things that need to be
done. But nothing major. Prior to the move, we thought we would need four days to
get everything sorted, but we were already up and running after three days. We definitely settled in nicely and all the processes are running smoothly.
How complicated is a change of location for a company with such an advanced
IT structure and large product range?
Andre: Most of the work goes into preparation and we have been planning this big move for about a year, which enabled us to start with
the preparations long before the actual move by assembling
teams who were responsible for certain tasks. We have been
planning and testing everything, we didn’t leave anything
to chance. It would have been a major disaster if we
didn’t get the systems ready in time. But with the
right people in the right places, we managed to
get the job done. We are very proud of the
EDC team, everybody participated in the
success of the company’s transition
Andre Visser,
to the new warehouse.
International Sales Director
of EDC Wholesale

Did eroFame meet your ex-
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pectations? Did the trade convention help you further
cement your position in the market?
Andre: eroFame definitely met our expectations and
even exceeded them. I already had a feeling we would
have a good show, but we never expected it to be this
great. Without exaggerating, we were meeting customers all day long, from start till end. Visitors were curious about our company switch, the company EDC
Wholesale – for those who didn’t know about it alreadyand of course the products. We received marvelous
feedback on our current collections, but even more so
on the newest collections. This has definitely helped us
strengthen our position in the market. We were very honoured to receive all the wonderful compliments for our
new collections; it showed us that we are on the right
track, and to receive this type of recognition is also the
cherry on top of the cake.
How did trade and industry respond to the new products you presented at the show in Hanover?
Andre: As mentioned above, everybody raved about the
new collections. Sway Vibes was already released in
August, but not everybody had seen the products or taken it on. The eroFame visitors got a chance to experience the products and to see for themselves how
powerful these wands are. We received positive feedback on the silicone material, the power of the 2 motors
-1 in the shaft and 1 the wand- and the interesting price
range. MyMagicWand was first introduced at the show
and received great responses for the heavy pulsation of
the motor, without any vibrations in the shaft. The responses on the newest editions of the EasyToys Fetish
Collection were also tremendous. Visitors raved about
the price, products, and beautiful packaging. Customers even pre-ordered to be certain they would receive
the product right from the first delivery. By now, the new
products have been released and the resell results are
amazing.
Since June, your company has made quite a name for
itself in the wholesale segment. What is your explanation
for this success?
Andre: I think we owe our success to being a young, innovative, and flexible company. The trade knows the
established players in the field and are looking for something new and exciting to benefit from. EDC Wholesale
goes where no one else has gone; think global, act local. We think about the possibilities and processes of
each individual customer. If you are not the creator of
We-Vibe or the womanizer, you need to be innovative in
other fields and that is exactly what we do. We also see
a shift in the customer structure. Online has become an
increasingly important aspect for the sale of erotic pro-
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EDC Wholesale had
a highly successful
eroFame, with an
EAN Award as the
icing on the cake

„ I D E F I N I T E LY E X P E C T

ducts, including the digital links
that come with it. EDC Wholesale
understands this process better
than most.

B I G C H A N G E S I N TH E

The wholesale segment of the
adult market is known to be comparatively stable, with many longY E A R S TO C O M E . ”
established players. How hard is it
to gain a foothold in a market
ANDRE VISSER
where the pie is already divvied
up?
Andre: I certainly agree that the
established players have earned
their stripes in this industry, but the majority of the trade
is looking for something different. It’s not easy to take
on the competition by offering something different, but it
wouldn’t be a good thing if it was because then everybody would be doing it, hahaha

A D U LT M A R K E T I N TH E

For years, we’ve seen the traditional supply chain (producer-wholesaler-retailer) come apart, so right now, getting into the wholesale business seems a little risky. Weren’t you worried about these developments?
Andre: No, not at all. Unfortunately, we also see the decrease in brick and mortar retailing, but on the other
hand, we see a tremendous growth in e-commerce.
EDC has a great knowledge of everything that comes
with e-commerce, therefore, we actually understand the
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needs of our customers and speak their
language. In the digital world, it is of great importance to multitask.

sortment to our customers. And we will continue
to develop our current house brands and design
new house brands. We have some exciting
things up our sleeve for 2017.

Your product range is comprised of renowned
third party products and private brands such as
A few weeks ago, it was announced that you
EasyToys. What’s the concept behind this mix?
made some adjustments to your customer serAndre: Naturally, we want to offer our clients an
vice. For instance, you are now providing longer
overall concept and as a wholesaler, you need to
sales service. How did the customers respond to
offer a wide assortment and be a one-stop-shop
these changes? What role does customer serfor your customers. EasyToys is also part of this
vice play in the wholesale segment?
assortment, and we are very proud to have introAndre: The longer hours of our customer service
duced this brand into the market. EasyToys origihave had a positive effect on our company.
nated from a wish Eric had to create his own
Today’s retailer demands extra service and we
brand. And our in-house design team made it
are able to offer it in this form. Our customer serpossible. We see Easyvice is open till 23:30h,
Toys growing in shops
which means that custoand online across many
mers can place their orcountries in Europe and
„ LO O K I N G B A C K O N 2 0 1 6 , ders till 23.30h, 7 days a
also worldwide.
week.

W E C A N S AY I T WA S A

Which criteria come to
2016 is almost over. What
T R E M E N D O U S Y E A R FO R
bear when you a) add
are EDC’s resolutions for
new third-party brands
2017?
EDC WHOLESALE.”
to your range, and b)
Andre: Looking back on
when you develop new
2016, we can say it was a
ANDRE VISSER
private brands or add
tremendous year for EDC
products to existing priWholesale. We have been
vate brands?
growing in every aspect,
Andre: It’s all about supply and demand. As a
with the opening of our new warehouse, the exwholesaler, you have to offer 3rd party brands.
pansion of our partners and the growth of our
You could compare it to McDonalds where they
baby EasyToys. We will continue on this traalways have hamburgers and fries in their assortjectory in 2017 and focus on further expanding
ment. It’s the same with a wholesaler’s assortand stabilising. We are looking forward to the
ment. But when it comes to 3rd party brands, we
new year and we will look for new opportunities
are always looking for special products, a new
to develop our business and find ways to reach
pearl in the industry, and we have found many of
out to our (future) customers.
them. You just need to know where to look. Our
house brands are also set up according to the
Do you expect big changes and developments in
the adult market over the course of the next few
current supply and demand strategy. One needs
years?
to listen to customer demand and the trends in
the market. It’s even better to predict and analyse
Andre: I definitely expect big changes in the adult
these trends before they occur. We are planning
market in the years to come. Sales will continue
to shift to e-commerce. Offering customers the
to do so in 2017 when we introduce a new line to
perfect mix of great products and service will be
our overall concept in Q1. Keep an eye on the
website and our newsletters.
the new way to compete. We have already experienced this change in the last view years at
You stated that you want to expand your product
EDC, so we can make a reasonable prediction of
range in both of these areas, third-party as well
what to expect and how to adjust. Last but not
as first-party. What are your plans?
least, we would like to take the opportunity to
Andre: As mentioned before, we will continue to
wish all our clients, colleagues, journalists, partadd 3rd party brands (hamburgers and fries) and
ners and vendors a very Merry Christmas and a
also look for new pearls to offer an interesting aswonderful and healthy 2017.
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I do believe that PULSE

was and is a game changer.
ex c l us iv e

PU LS E I I I S o lo a nd PU LSE III Duo a re a va ila ble no w

British sex toy brand Hot Octopuss has been busy these past months, and now they present
the first results of their hard work: PULSE III Solo and PULSE III Duo are available as of
now, with six more new products scheduled for launch next year. These innovations will
also include the Queen Bee, a product geared towards the female clientele. EAN
spoke with Adam Lewis about the new products and the development process
behind PULSE, the world’s first 'guybrator'.

„

Adam Lewis,
inventor of PULSE

In 2013, you launched the
world’s first 'guybrator', PULSE.
Some people called this product a
game changer. Do you agree?
Adam Lewis: Blush! Well objectively
speaking, I do believe that PULSE was
and is a game changer and that this can
be illustrated into ways:
Firstly, not only did the product bring
a new technology to the market
that had never been seen
before, namely
our patented

PulsePlate technology, but it was one of the
first male products that delivered stimulation
through technology rather than trying to
replicate human interaction. So
technologically speaking, I believe
that PULSE has been a game changer.
Secondly, I believe that the significant
mainstream press that PULSE has received
has gone some way towards helping to
change perceptions around male
masturbation and how male toys should
look and function. In the past, the phallic
nature of male products and the fact that,
unlike many female toys, the majority of
these attempt to replicate human interaction,
has led to a widespread perception that if a
man uses these devices it is because he is
unable to find a partner. Much of the
mainstream press that PULSE received
focused on the toys aesthetics and the
fact that it did not try to replicate human
interaction and I believe that this has
contributed towards encouraging people to
reconsider their perceptions and in turn has
helped male toys to become a little more
acceptable.
Looking back now, three years after launch,
what were the biggest challenges you faced
in the early days?
Adam: Where to start? I would say that the
biggest challenge by far was actually
inventing and developing the product.
Believe it or not, bringing the product to
market was actually comparatively easy.
Designing the look and ergonomics of the
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 1 2 / 2 0 1 6
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toy was extremely difficult and then getting all of
the moving parts to work correctly and quietly was
also a very big challenge. For example, just to
design the mechanism so that it ran smoothly
and didn’t sound like a lawnmower took us around
18 months! There were many times where I
feared that we would never be able to complete
the product.
Getting the product manufactured was also a
huge challenge. Everything about the product is
bespoke, which meant that we couldn’t use a
single manufacturer to make it and had to find
specialists suppliers to make certain components
and then get them to work together. Anyone who
knows anything about manufacturing in China will
tell you that factories don’t like working together,
so getting them to collaborate instead of
constantly blaming each other was a challenge
that I had not predicted.

L E W I S

“ I N O R D E R TO K E E P TH E
P R O D U C T I N TH E H E A D L I N E S YO U H AV E TO F I N D
WAY S O F K E E P I N G I T
F R E S H … W H AT B E T T E R
WAY TO D O TH I S B U T BY
C R E ATI N G O PTI M I S E D
VERSIONS?”
ADAM LEWIS

Adam: For us it has been very
much about looking outside of
the sex toy industry at best
practice being implemented by
other sectors. So for example,
we might look at the
bedding/mattress industry to
see what materials they are
developing and using or
perhaps the construction
industry to see what the latest
vibration technology currently
being used is.
There are many sectors
out there that are very well
funded with a large R&D focus.
It is our aim to try and harness
these competencies and apply
them to our own products.
Other than identifying suitable
technologies, one for the key

Now, you are introducing the third generation of
this product line in the form of PULSE III Solo and
PULSE III Duo. What’s new about this new
generation? What can these two products do
that their predecessors couldn’t?
Adam: As you have probably gathered by now,
these products are extremely difficult to manufacture and as we move through each production
run we learn a little more about how the products
can be improved.
The PULSE III series has progressed from the
old school Nokia type charging mechanism to
cutting-edge magnetic charging. They feature a
Turbo Mode, which allows the user to jump to
maximum power with the click of a button (extra
power just when they need it) and we have also
improved the secondary motor on the DUO,
so that the woman can experience even
greater power.
We have also included a speed sensor
which drives extra power to the PulsePlate to
compensate for any pressure exerted onto it and
lastly, the new versions are now near silent (at
last!). As you can see, the products are getting
better and better and we are still discovering ways
in which we can make improvements, so expect
more optimised versions to come.

challenges here is how to take these technologies,
redesign and adapt them not just to fit our purpose
but also our budget. Whilst a $10 component
might not be a lot in the manufacturing of a car, it
is hugely expensive component when you try and
apply it to a sex toy.

You emphasise that the combination of science
and technology in your products is one of the main
reasons for the special sexual experience they
provide. Would you mind telling us more about
this combination?

Critics might argue that it’s not exactly innovative
to launch optimised versions of existing products.
What do you say to that?
Adam: I would have to agree with them. I think the
way you phrase it is spot on; we are optimising the
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PULSE III Solo and
PULSE III Duo are
available from
distributors
Eropartner and
Orion and directly
from Hot Octopuss
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PUSEL III Solo brings a
Turbo Mode and
magnetic charging

Among other things, PULSE III Duo
boasts a stronger second motor to
increase pleasure for the user

product rather than innovating. When you
have a successful product, launching
optimised versions is something most
manufacturers will struggle to avoid. Firstly,
manufacturers learn so much from ongoing
production and therefore typically want to
keep improving their products for their
customers. The second reason is simply
a commercial one. Everyone wants NEW.
However great a product is, sooner or later it
is no longer new and therefore doesn’t get
talked about as much. This is true for
industry buyers (how many times have we
heard the question 'what’s new?') but also,
and for us perhaps even more importantly,
for the mainstream press. Once the press
has written about your product and all the
reviewers have reviewed it product, then
the publicity and exposure for that
product simply begins to wane.
Therefore, in order to keep the product in
the headlines you have to find ways of
keeping it fresh…what better way to do this
but by creating optimised versions?
Oh, and to all you critics out there, don’t
get too down about this as we have plenty of
true (non-optimised) innovations coming your
way soon!

summer. The last product is another one of
our extremely complicated never-beendone-before products, so although we are
hoping for this to be ready next year, the
truth is that we just don’t know when it will
be completed.
Two of these new products are also
'guybrators' whose names you’ve already
given away: Pocket PULSE and Pocket
PULSE Remote. Can you give us some more
information about these products?
Adam: Yes, these will be our entry level (no
pun intended) Guybrators one of which will
be remote control operated. Rather than
utilising our patented and very expensive
PulsePlate technology, we have applied a
different technological approach to make
these toys oscillate. The result being that
we have been able to create smaller
products at a lower price point. These toys
function really well and I believe they are
going to fly off the shelves at their
perspective price points, which will be a
good 30% cheaper than our current
PULSE III range.

The patented PulsePlate technology has also
been used in a product
called the Queen Bee
When will the PULSE III
that is geared towards
collection be available
women. Would you
in Europe and where
“IN TERMS OF PULSEmind telling us more
will retailers be able to
P L AT E T E C H N O LO G Y,
about the design,
get it?
functionality, etc. of
Adam: I am delighted
TH E R E A R E Q U I T E A F E W
this product?
to say that the
Adam: To start with, I
products are now
AV E N U E S W E C A N S TI L L
just want to say how
available directly
excited we all are
from us (enquiries@
E X P LO R E B OTH FO R M A L E
about the Queen Bee.
hotoctopuss.com) or
Not only does it
through our partners
AND FEMALE PRODUCTS.”
function differently to
Orion and Eropartner.
ADAM LEWIS
any other female toy
on the market, it will
You have also announalso look very different
ced that there will be
to anything that has
three more new
been seen before- as you can tell, we are
products next year. When will they hit
very proud.
the shelves?
The idea for the Queen Bee came from
Adam: Well, actually we hope to have five,
woman feeling the PulsePlate on our male
maybe even six new products available next
sex-toy PULSE and stating they had penis
year (we have been busy!). We are hoping
envy and that they would love to see a
that the first three will ship by CNY with the
product that delivered this kind of stimulation
next two being available around early
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“ TH E P R O D U C T S A R E
G E T TI N G B E T T E R A N D
BETTER AND WE ARE
Adam Lewis promises
more new products for 2017

S TI L L D I S C O V E R I N G
WAY S I N W H I C H W E C A N
MAKE IMPROVEMENTS, SO
E X P E C T M O R E O PTI M I S E D
V E R S I O N S TO C O M E . ”
ADAM LEWIS

for woman…so we went away and looked at how
we could integrate a PulsePlate into a woman’s toy
-the result being the Queen Bee.
The idea behind the Queen Bee was for us to
develop a clitoral stimulator that could compete in
terms of power with the wands yet be battery
powered. The unique properties of the PulsePlate
have allowed us to create a product where the
oscillations have a much deeper resonance than
those you would typically find in a wand. The
vibration range is also much wider than most
wands meaning that the product can go from very
gentle all the way to blow-your-brains-out. It will be
100% waterproof, offer magnetic charging as well
as all the other features expected from a premium
female toy.
Was it difficult to use this technology in a
female-oriented product? Is the experience
similar to the male-oriented PULSE products?
Adam: For once, I can gladly say no, it wasn’t too
difficult. Many of the technical challenges, in terms
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of the mechanism and
functionality, were overcome
during the development of
PULSE (thank goodness as I
couldn’t have gone through
that pain again).
The challenges were
more around how to optimally
apply the technology to a
female toy as for obvious
reasons the requirements
were going to be very different.
This meant that a lot of time
was spent on the form and
understanding the ways the
product could be used as
opposed to the more technical
challenges we faced when
developing the technology in
the first place for PULSE.

Products for men, products for couples,
and now also a product for women. Which
audience will be the main priority for
Hot Octopuss going forward? And are there
still new ways to use your PulsePlate
technology? How many more products
based on this technology would
be conceivable?
Adam: To be honest, I couldn’t tell you with any
certainty which audience our priority will be going
forward. I guess we will just have to see where our
inspiration takes us next.
In terms of PulsePlate technology, there are
quite a few avenues we can still explore both for
male and female products. Many people have
suggested developing an insertable toy using this
technology, so this is something we might look
into next.
eroFame is in the rearview mirror and the year is
nearing its end. What is your verdict on 2016 as
far as the developments in the adult market
are concerned?
Adam: I’ll be honest hear and say that this is a
difficult question for me to answer this year. My
head has been focused almost exclusively on
product design/development and I really haven’t
taken much stock to what else has been going
on in the industry. My feeling however is that it
has been another good year for the industry
and that 2017 looks like it is going to be
even better!
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I think that 2016 has been the year of major changes in

the market, on a wholesale and on a consumer level.
ex c l us iv e

O sca r H e ijn en is lo o king a t th e ro a d a h ea d

„

The end of a year is traditionally a good time for taking
stock, and also for looking
ahead at the things to come.
Oscar Heijnen is doing exactly
that in our end-of-the-year
EAN interview. And he does so
not just from the viewpoint of
his company SHOTS – which
is now also a force to be reckoned with in the USA – but
also on a general level, talking
about the changes in the market and the current and future
challenges facing the adult industry.

Let’s take a look at the European market
first: Are SHOTS BV happy with the way 2016
has gone in this territory?
Oscar Heijnen: We are more than happy about
how 2016 has turned out. It has been an incredibly busy year that began with the expansion
of our headquarters in the Netherlands and several additions to our teams in Europe as well
as in the USA. That aside, we have introduced
a large number of new brands, and, at the
same time, we have been able to gain a bigger
market share for our existing brands. The innovations among our own products have certainly
helped us climb a few rungs up the ladder.
Am I right in assuming that one can’t make
great leaps anymore because the pie is more
or less divided up?
Oscar: That all depends on what you call a
'great leap'. SHOTS is still rapidly growing in
the European market but that’s not comparable to the growth spurt we have had in the
USA. We aren´t finished in Europe yet because
there is still a market share to be gained with
new and innovative high-quality products.
We will continue our sales pace in 2017 as we
have done in 2016 and preferably kick it up a
notch or two. I must admit that it will get more
difficult now that our company has grown this
big, but that’s where the challenge lies for me
and my team.
Does this create more interest in markets outside the traditional adult market?
Oscar: We have already successfully penetrated (no pun) other non-adult markets. I think
that is something we do well and it has certainly had a huge impact on the growth spurt of
the past few years. I’m confident it will continue
to help us in the future.
We will of course never forget our own market
which is equally or even more important to us!
There are some parts of the market where we
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„W E W I L L S H I F T U P
A N OTH E R G E A R I N 2 0 1 7 ! ”
OSCAR HEIJNEN

would like to grow more. For instance, our lingerie department has room for improvement
and we are already looking for ways to expand
our market share. This will mainly concern designing our own products but also adding other
brands to our distribution branch.
As far as your product range is concerned,
SHOTS rely on a mix of third-party brands and
private brands. Could you imagine changing or
adjusting that concept?
Oscar: No, absolutely not. I believe in big assortments! I think that we have one of the biggest in Europe at the moment, and we still
don’t have all the available brands, which is our
ultimate goal, of course.
SHOTS wants to be your one-stop wholesaler
with large stocks for very fast delivery possibilities.
Our forte is the constant re-adjustment of our
business model and adapting to the demands
of the market. At least that’s what we try to
achieve. I’m not saying we are the best at it,
but we´re getting there. Apart from that, we
still have loads of new ideas and we are constantly on the move rolling them out! These
new ideas sometimes demand a change of direction but I don´t think ours will see too dramatic a change in 2017. It’s very difficult to
look ahead for more than 12 months but I’m
not ruling anything out. All doors are open now,
however, they can easily be closed!
One thing is certain: As soon as our new builw w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 1 2 / 2 0 1 6
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goal is more brand-awareness to speed up
sales for our retailers. Creating demand for our
products among the consumers will be one of
our main tasks in the coming year. The VIVE
website is a very good example of that so check
it out: www.vive4u.com
As far as third-party brands are concerned,
SHOTS traditionally had new additions on a
monthly basis. Recently, you didn’t announce
quite as many new products. Are you just finetuning your range, or were there other reasons?
Oscar: Yes and No! No, we are not fine-tuning,
and yes, there is another reason, we literally ran
out of space!
Unfortunately, we have to temper our urge for
expansion until the new warehouse is ready. By
then, there will be room for upwards of 2000
pallets, which will allow us to add new products,
but also to expand the machinery of Pharmquest. The new building will also improve the
delivery speeds given the possibilities we are
going to have for larger stocks per product.
ding is finished, we will continue adding new
brands to our assortment and expanding the
existing range, primarily with American brands.
When SHOTS launch a new product, you make
sure people know – for instance, just think of
the launch of VIVE. Could you tell us more
about your marketing strategy? And how do
the trade and the consumers respond to it?
Oscar: VIVE has been one of our biggest successes in the past year, and both consumers
and customers gave us the thumbs up for this
great brand in the high-end segment. I have to
admit that we did get lucky when other brands
announced a significant price increase just one
week before VIVE’s launch. So, the VIVE brand
got a big boost right away, and the rest is history!
Apart from that, our goal was to design and
distribute an attractive and outstanding quality
product and I think we have succeeded. Very
early in the process, we started working on the
marketing side of things with our clients, and
we have focused a lot on the end consumers
online. This doesn’t mean that we will start to
sell to them directly. On the contrary! We will
never compete with our loyal customers! It just
means that we will start with new, and expand
existing, marketing concepts in 2017. Our main
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Many of the core members of your team have
been with SHOTS for a long time. How important is this kind of consistency within the team?
Oscar: That is absolutely true! Ralf (Albers) just
celebrated his 15th year with the team and
many other members of the SHOTS crew have
been with us for a long time. This is very important for continuity and the quality of the service
we want to provide to our customers. Luckily,
we have few fluctuations within the team because there is a relaxed, creative atmosphere
within the company. It also helps that for the
last 21 years, we have been extremely successful, which is pretty unique. We have to
nurse this quality and hopefully, we’ll be able to
continue in the same way!
Some time ago, you added Joost Hensen to
the team. What exactly are his duties at
SHOTS?
Oscar: Joost stands in for me when I’m travelling. The team needed a leader who wasn't as
busy as I normally am. Joost has the right skills
for the job and helps with the day-to-day management which gives me more time to look at
the bigger picture. Joost is my operational saviour, which means I can focus on the planning
of our future and work deep into the night just
like in the olden days.
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Roughly two years ago, you started SHOTS USA to
carve out a niche for your company across the Atlantic – to the surprise of many people in the industry. Are you happy with the way this endeavour has
turned out?
Oscar: SHOTS America opened its doors in July
2015, and, this year, on the 31st of December, we
will complete our first financial year. Looking back at
it all, I can certainly be content. Working together
with Ruben is an absolute pleasure as we think and
act much the same. In October of this year, we expanded our American team with Joey (Teodoro) and
Jason (Miller) and I expect this to make a big difference. Together with Ruben, we have created a
good, strong foundation for a big American enterprise. Now it’s up to the young Shots America team
to take the company to even greater heights than
Europe has ever been before. No pressure there ;-))
The future looks bright and we are right on schedule.
It hasn’t been easy but we have had a lot of fun
doing it!
How hard was it to add something to the US market
that hadn’t been there before?
Oscar: Our products were distributed on the US
market for many years by an external party. That really didn't work out to our satisfaction. You know
what they say? 'If you want something doing
right, do it yourself'. Now, one and a half
years of hard labour later, we have
all the clients back again.
From here, it’s a matter
of expanding
these new
co-
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„W E A R E F I G H TI N G TO

operations and taking them to a
higher level, just like we did in
Europe.

GIVE OUR CLIENTS SUFFI-

Apart from the size and more
homogeneous nature of the US
CIENT MARGINS WHILE
market, what are the biggest
between this terriE X P L A I N I N G TO TH E M TH E differences
tory and Europe?
Oscar: The biggest difference is
D A N G E R S O F LO W - C O S T
that there are a lot more players
in the American market compaPRODUCTS FROM ASIA OR
red to the Europe, also most of
TH E M I D D L E - E A S T. ”
them are bigger in size. This
makes things a little more comOSCAR HEIJNEN
plicated. And then there is also
the fact that a lot of these players are already good and loyal
suppliers of Shots Europe on
the distribution side, which opens up new possibilities and makes for mutual respect.
The fact that Americans would rather buy American
products is well known, but those same Americans
know that European products are very good. The
decision of what is good and what is better I’d rather
leave up to my clients. I think that there is room for
both, and the more diverse the assortment, the better the ultimate quality of the products.
Why do so few European companies gain a foothold
in the US market?
Oscar: The distance between Europe and America is
wide and the running costs of an American company
are a lot higher than those in Europe. Only established companies with enough resilience can do this
and it takes a lot of 'balls' to go through with it, if I
do say so myself. Not all the bumps and pot-holes
on the road to success can be seen or assessed
from afar. History tells us that the number of European companies that have succeeded on the American market is very small.
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H A P PY A B O U T H O W 2 0 1 6
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Looking back, how would you sum up the developments in the international market for adult
products in 2016?
Oscar: I think that 2016 has been the year of major changes in the market, on a wholesale and on
a consumer level. I am happy to announce that
we have added to our market share, although it
gets more difficult when you are working on a
high level like us. I am grateful for the trust that
customers have in our company and year after
year it gives us a lot of strength! We keep working
hard on new technologies for our products and
for online and offline client tools. In January, we
will introduce a new logistic scan system, which
is another huge step to ensure even faster deliveries and an upgraded service level.
In your opinion, what are the biggest problems in
this market: the collapse of the traditional supply
chain? Amazon? Competition from the Far East?
Copies? A saturated market?
Oscar: These are examples of the 'standard'
threats in any industry. At SHOTS, we have been
paying attention to these problems for a considerable amount of time. We are fighting to give our
clients sufficient margins while explaining to them
the dangers of low-cost products from Asia or
the Middle-East. Our book-keeping is laden with
invoices from the lawyers who fight to eliminate
dangerous fake products and abuse of our trademarks. Basically, this has become a standard
routine which probably won’t change in 2017. It
has given us another year of experience in making it easier to stand our ground against these
pirates.
Do you expect big changes in this market in
2017? Which challenges will we be facing next
year?
Oscar: The challenge hasn’t changed compared
to other years and we would love to extend
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our market share for the 22nd year in a row!
We would like to grow within our circle of
customers, but also in territories and countries where we aren´t market leaders yet! Expansion is key and we are always on the
lookout for hard-working talent to add to our
team. We strive for larger and extensive
stocks in combination with faster distribution
techniques. We will also find the time to release more than 500 products!! I can’t wait!
There will be a new SHOTS production facility and office building in the Netherlands, the
SHOTS USA team keeps growing, you are
launching new products and product lines on
a regular basis ... would you say that your
company is ready for the future?
Oscar: I like to think that we are unprepared
for the future, which keeps me sharp and
motivated. One thing is sure, that as of February 2017, we will no longer be lacking
space in our warehouses. Furthermore, as of
April 2017, we will be able to move Pharmquest to seriously expand our production capacity. Not to mention that there are hundreds of other things to be taken care of, but
that keeps me off the street …
I always say that we are just getting warmed
up but I´m not sure anyone believes me anymore after 22 years! For me, I have the feeling that we have just started and the challenges of a big company are a lot more
engaging than those of a small one. We will
shift up another gear in 2017!
What are your wishes for 2017?
Oscar: I wish everybody a happy, prosperous, and healthy 2017, with a little extra luck
and wisdom for yourself, your family, colleagues, and friends. May the Force be with
you!!
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Our idea is mostly focused on

the mind, so this is our key asset.

ex c l us iv e

C lo se e co mbines h igh -tech a nd h yp no sis

Many vibrators on the market today are app-supported. But a dildo with app features – you
don’t see that very often. After all, how could a dildo benefit from an app? Claudio Pelloni
has the answer: Closee. Put simply, the app doesn’t control the toy, it makes suggestions to
the user. Employing techniques that are akin to hypnosis, Claudio hopes to open up new
horizons for the female audience. Of course, we were curious to find out how exactly the
product works – and when we can expect the concept to reach market maturity -, so we
asked the inventor for an interview.

„

Your product Closee
wants to be more than
just another sex toy.
Together with the Secret
Guide smartphone app,
it could actually be seen
as a guide towards
achieving better sex.
What exactly is Closee?
Claudio Pelloni: Closee
is a very technological
dildo with app (it's not a
vibrator, as some might
think at first glance).
Closee could be described as a prompter.

Claudio Pelloni is one of
the inventors of Closee

quality content that offers couples and singles
a unique experience.

„TH E H Y P N OTI S T ’ S A N D
TH E R A P I S T ’ S E X P E R I E N C E S A R E V E RY I M P O R TA N T TO U S , A S W E N E E D
TO C O L L E C T U S E R F E E D B A C K TO A DJ U S T TH E
PRODUCT IN ACCORDANCE
W I TH TH E I R N E E D S . “

How far along
C L A U D I O P E L LO N I
are you with
the development of Closee? Which
challenges will have to be overcome before we get to see the final
product?
Claudio Pelloni: We have
been working on the project
for over a year now. There
are still some elements
that need perfecting when
it comes to movement
recognition, and we are
busy designing an anal
version, but the real
challenge is creating

More and more vibrators with apps are being
launched. Aren't you
afraid that the market
will soon be saturated?
What does it take to
stand out of the crowd
in today’s market?
Claudio Pelloni: Our
Idea is mostly focused
on the mind, so this is
our key asset. “Closee”
your eyes and follow us.

Your product offers
three different modes:
Hypnotic, 2gether, and
Solo. How do these
modes differ from one another?
Claudio Pelloni: Hypnotic is based on the roleplay between game master (the hypnotist) and
slave (the users). In 2gether mode, our sex therapist will suggest various games for couples
(even unusual games), while in Solo, our advanced story reader software allows the user to
select a story from a list and “closee” her eyes.
In Hypnotic mode, a voice will guide the user
through a sexual experience, based on the
concepts of hypnotherapy and psychology.
What will such a ”session“ look like?
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Claudio Pelloni: There are many hypnotic MP3s on
the market, but with Closee, the hypnotist can use
voice recognition; the user must reply to the master's
request, and by using our movement recognition
software, the user must also move the dildo in the
right way or in the right velocity.
Closee also wants to help couples connect better
with their partner. How do you want to achieve this
goal?
Claudio Pelloni: In 2gether mode, Closee's voice will
suggest several types of erotic games. Users can
play in random mode or choose an mp3 pertaining to
the specific erotic practice they want to propose to
their partners, alongside special tips and suggestions
from our sex therapist.
In Solo mode, the imagination of the user plays an
important role, as she is guided through the stories.
What types of stories will be presented? What else
does this mode offer?
Claudio Pelloni: We will include many different kinds
of stories in our list. It's up to our reader to make the
difference.
For the best-possible experience, Closee and the app
have to get to know the user first. How does this
work? Which kind of data will you collect?
Claudio Pelloni: The hypnotist’s and therapist’s
experiences are very important to us, as we need to
collect user feedback to adjust the product in
accordance with their needs.
Unlike normal vibrators, Closee's design includes
sensors that tell the software what is going on.
What can be detected by these sensors and how
does this help create a more fulfilling sexual
experience for the user?
Claudio Pelloni: We have developed an algorithm
that can pinpoint Closee's position and movements
thanks to a G-sensor, which also allows both
hypnotist and therapist to suggest the right use.
We are thinking about offering the users additional
information on their Closee, such as the number of
movements\calories\frequency of use, but I'm not
sure whether this would be an interesting choice.

received financial support from a Czech company.
At 46, I’m the oldest member. While our engineers,
Antonello and Giovanni, are responsible for designing
the app and algorithms, another external Italian company took care of the electronics. Alessandro is a
famous Italian designer. This is our first foray into the
adult industry but we already have several projects in
store for 2017.
Which plans do you have to market the final product?
What can you tell us about the pricing?
Claudio Pelloni: The Indiegogo campaign wasn't
successful. We received some negative feedback
when we released our crowdfunding page, but the
product is innovative and therefore not so easy to
explain. We were, however, contacted by a few
important people in the industry. If we receive
financial support, we can go into business in six to
eight months. Our target is to sell the product in the
USA to stay near the American users. The price will
be approximately 149 Dollars.
Will additional content for the app be included or will
there only be paid content?
Claudio Pelloni: Certain content is included, such as a
Hypno mp3, a 2gether story (“The art of ass-licking”)
and three sex stories conceived for Solo Mode.

The Closee app offers
three different modes

Could you tell us a bit more about the team behind
Closee and the Secret Guide app? Do you have prior
experiences in the industry?
Claudio Pelloni: Our team is Italian and we have
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Natalie Mitchell (co-founder of Oivita)
and Iris Muller (Product Designer)

ORing is a wearable device that keeps track of health data
and improves users’ wellbeing in diﬀerent aspects of life.
ex c l us iv e

Na ta lie M itch ell a nd Iris Muller intro duce O ring

Proponents of the quantified self movement want to improve their lives by gathering and analysing their own, personal data. This philosophy emerged about ten
years ago, and in the meantime, several trackers have appeared on the market that
help with the collection of data such as pulse, number of steps made on any given
day, sleep time, etc. – in short: Everything that can be quantified is boiled down to
the numbers. It would be easy to also put ORing in that category – were it not for
the big plans the inventors have for their product. We interviewed Natalie Mitchell
and Iris Muller to learn about the advantages data collection can have for the user,
and to find out if ORing is also a great product apart from the digital technology.

„

You just finished a successful crowdfunding
campaign for your first product, ORing. What is
ORing and what convinced your backers to
support it?
Natalie: ORing is an unconventional vibrating
ring that combines advanced software and
hardware to greatly facilitate female orgasms
and add spice to sex – especially through climax prediction and sex data integration into
Apple Health.
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It’s truly a great honor to have so much support
from backers around the world. We believe
people are interested in ORing because it’s brilliantly unique. On the one hand, ORing has improved performance of conventional vibrating
ring to a new height—ORing’s world #1 vibration strength provides satisfying stimulation, the
ergo design considered women’s individual differences, the ring guarantees that ORing stays
perfectly in place, and no more hard-to-find
control buttons. Just to name a few.
On the other hand, ORing’s app allows it to detect and track useful data for individual users. In
this sense, ORing is a wearable device that
keeps track of health data and improves users’
wellbeing in different aspects of life. The sex
coach feature improves sex life of a couple,
real-time counts & rankings add a bit of fun in
sex, and data imported into Apple Health bring
users more comprehensive health/fitness planning.
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„ AT TH E E N D O F TH E D AY,
OUR SUCCESSFUL CAMPA I G N H A S S H O W E D TH AT
P E O P L E R E C O G N I Z E TH E
U N I Q U E VA L U E S O R I N G

major downfalls of the then-existing sex toys in the erotic market
or based on ideas to add fun to
existing sex toys. From the conception of ORing to its development, testing, modification, improvement, and mass
production, it has taken us almost two years. It was a lot of
work (and failures), but we’re
proud that we made it.

B R I N G S TO TH E M . ”
A core element of ORing: the app

We believe it’s both ORing’s superior utility and novelty that make people willing to back it. We really
have to thank our backers for their confidence in us,
and we promise to deliver the best ORings.

Natalie Mitchell
wants to spread
pleasure and
wellbeing with
her products

Has a product like ORing been missing in today’s erotic market and how long have you been working on it?
Natalie: In the erotic market, low-priced products
abound. There are a few high-end products, but to
us, they’re not innovative enough. Thus, we’re happy
to bring in some fun elements and surprises to the
erotic market.
The original purpose of ORing was to address deficiencies of conventional vibrating rings, so ORing precisely represents the missing piece of the erotic market. Overtime, ORing’s concept evolved, and
now it is a revolutionary product.
ORing has many pioneering features — some more important than
others — including the strongest vibration in the cock ring
category, improved ergo design, climax prediction,
Apple Health compatibility,
control via Apple Watch,
unlimited vibration pattern
sets, and Qi wireless charging. Other crucial
benefits of ORing
include bodysafe silicone
material and
waterproof
guarantee.
All these
features
were either
built on

N ATA L I E

What can you tell us about the
company behind ORing? Have
you been active in the erotic industry before?
Natalie: Oivita, the company behind ORing, was founded in 2014 by Natalie Mitchell
and William Anker in California. We are a young startup
of 7 members coming from different professional backgrounds but are equally passionate of bringing life
wonders to people around the globe. Our strength is
creative life solutions based on technology.
As a matter of fact, we’re rather new in the erotic industry, but we see it positively. Our freshness allows us
to look at the industry and current product offerings in
a different perspective and to apply our expertise in the
high-tech world to high-end erotic products, bringing
new benefits to consumers. Of course, there’s a lot to
learn in the erotic industry, but we’re having fun while
working and learning hard on our way to deliver more
“wows” to our supporters.
You describe the form of ORing as a „golden curve“.
How is the design different from competing products?
Iris: Clitoral stimulation is a key part of a vibrating ring.
Before ORing, a common “shape” problem of vibrating
rings is comfortable touching of the clitoris was not
guaranteed, mainly because: 1) the ring does not stay
in place and easily slips away from the clitoris, and 2)
the touching pad has an imperfect shape, sometimes
too short/small to reach the clit, sometimes too flat to
make the touching pleasant.
ORing’s “ring” part is extremely flexible so all penises,
regardless of the size, could feel comfortable wearing it
without the ring moving around unwantedly. The touching pad of ORing has a mild curve—the golden
curve—wide enough to guarantee a smooth touch on
the clit.
ORing is a product that aims to enhance sex for both
partners. What do you as a designer have to keep in
mind when creating a couples’ product?
Iris: At Oivita, we’re convinced that technology should
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Psychologically, we too know that two sexes
have differences; especially, female’s ability to
enjoy sex is often subject to “feelings” and it
can be subtle. That’s why ORing’s app has the
function that guides a man to understand and
satisfy his woman’s sexual preferences. She
doesn’t need to say a word!
We hope ORing takes care of not just “sexual
receptors” but also the mind. Sparking lives
with insight, innovation, and fusion of leading
technology to fulfil users’ desires has always
been our only, ultimate purpose.

The ORing is
designed for
clitoral
stimulation

work for humanity, so we’ve always worked toward this goal.
When designing ORing, same
„ S PA R K I N G L I V E S W I T H
as designing any good product, we considered both phyI N S I G H T, I N N O VAT I O N ,
sical and psychological eleAND FUSION OF LEADING
ments of human being. But
different than normal designs,
T E C H N O LO G Y T O F U L F I L
we had to take care of the
need of both sexes, making
U S E R S’ D E S I R E S H A S A Lsure both sexes enjoy using
ORing.
WAY S B E E N O U R O N LY,
Physically, men and women
are completely difU LTI M AT E P U R P O S E . ”
ferent. In order
IRIS
to ensure physical comfort
and sex
functionality
facilitation, we put a lot of efforts in ORing’s shape (ergo)
and material. Just to give you
an example: the “golden
curve” makes sure a woman’s
clitoris is touched pleasantly, and
for the man, the slight tightening
of the ring makes blood in
the penis flow back
(just a bit) and
affect swelling of
the penis (just a
bit), creating a
different —
more pleasant
One of Iris Muller’s main goals was
to make sure that the ORing experi— experience
ence is equally pleasant for both
in ejaculation.
partners
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Being able to chronicle speed, time, and calories
burned during sex seems rather gimmicky.
What's the real added value the user draws from
the collected data?
Natalie: As you’ve noticed, recording and tracking data during sex such as speed, time and
calories burned are just the first step. The true
value lays in the utility of these data and, thus,
improved health/wellness of ORing’s users. This
can be achieved in several aspects:
I. Health/fitness planning: We know that, in an
extensive health/fitness plan, tracking of calorie
intake and calories burned is essential, and
energy burned in sex is not negligible. With
ORing’s data imported into Apple Health, one’s
overall health/fitness record becomes more comprehensive and complete.
II. Pregnancy planning: Under “Reproductive
Health” of Apple Health, once ORing’s data
are introduced, tracking and planning for
personal & family health—pregnancy,
pregnancy prevention, and other related activities— are considerably improved, because ORing’s data are the
extremely relevant.
III. Detection of abnormal health conditions: In our sex life, few people
would notice signs of health problems
that emerge during sex. ORing
“visualizes” a man’s physical conditions by detecting and displaying fluctuations in
his performance—push
strength, velocity,
time duration,
etc. (With the
use of Apple
Watch, his heart
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sex enjoyment. In contrast, ORing boosts multiple orgasms…and people love it.
On the other hand, if you look at ORing from a more “techie” perspective, ORing is actually a wearable device,
with sex activity and sex acts counts, calorie tracking,
personal history, ranking, etc. It’s really not more expensive than Fitbit, for instance.
At the end of the day, our successful campaign has
showed that people recognize the unique values ORing
brings to them.

rhythms are also tracked.) These data can be used as
personal and/or professional health reference.
Note: ORing’s users have full discretion in using their
data: revelation to others, with other applications, etc.
Oivita does not use these data for any other purposes.
Data security is important, especially when it comes to
sex toys. How will you make sure that the customer
can use ORing without having to worry about personal
information getting into the wrong hands?
Natalie: Frankly speaking, we shouldn’t really disclose
our information safety measures in order to fully protect
our customers, but we’re willing to share a bit with
EAN’s readers. We not only have SSL encryption but
also ensure that not a single server has all the data and
user information ORing records. In other words, even if
a server is hacked—which rarely happens— only partial
data will be revealed, and these incomplete data are
pretty much useless. In addition, we don’t use user
data for activities that bear user names and/or violate
user privacy. So, ORing’s users need not worry about
personal privacy; just enjoy the smart benefits that
ORing brings to you.
A penis ring is usually a rather low-priced product. Are
good design and software enough to convince the customers to pay for a premium ring?
Natalie: Indeed, the price range of cock ring is extremely stretched. ORing is positioned in the high-end category, whose price is solidly justified by its (functional
and mental) benefits, which we mentioned a lot earlier.
ORing bring better value than cheaper penis rings that
have much weaker vibration, inferior ergo, lack of real
waterproof protection, and less durability, etc. Without
these essential features, a penis ring is much less enjoyable and not always delivers what it’s supposed to-
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Will you work also with distributors, and when can retailers start placing orders if they want your products in
their shops?
Natalie: We are still talking with several distributors. Our
product is ready for placing orders. For those retailers
who want to test their market can purchase the retailer
pack (10 Pack Deal) in our Indiegogo campaign site immediately. https://igg.me/at/oring/x
We’re highly interested in wor„ O F C O U R S E , TH E R E ’ S A
king with distributors, no matter
the region, who would love to
LOT TO L E A R N I N TH E
spread our passion and idea to
better satisfy consumers. We
E R OTI C I N D U S T RY, B U T
would love to see ORing used
W E ’ R E H AV I N G F U N
and loved by more people, and
we believe companies that
WHILE WORKING AND
constantly improve offering and
quality that exceed consumers’
LEARNING HARD ON OUR
expectations are the ones we
should be working with.

WAY TO D E L I V E R M O R E

“ W O W S” TO O U R S U P P O R TERS.”
N ATA L I E

What will be the next steps for
Oivita? What are your plans for
the time after the launch?
Natalie: The successful campaign of ORing has given us a
great confidence boost to continue in the erotic market, so
definitely we’ll keep working on

more erotic innovations.
Next month, ORing will go into mass production, and in
2017, we’ll start with a campaign for our highly expected project, OVibe. OVibe is a temperature-control
vibrator that automatically swells and strengthens vibration when a user is near climax. As you can imagine,
again, there’s technology behind it, and this time quite
sophisticated. We already obtained a patent for it.
Before mid-2017, we’ll launch several other erotic and
non-erotic products. We truly hope our products can
bring joy and wonders to people’s lives. There’s not limit
to happiness.
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„

Theatre director, animal rights
activist, lawyer, or maybe
Prime Minister – the list of career options Lucy Litwick considered as a child are just as
interesting as the list of companies she worked for with
when she decided to get into
the lingerie business: Victoria’s Secret, La Perla, and
David Beckham Bodywear.
With these references, it’s no
wonder that Lovehoney happily added her to their team in
April 2014. Since then, Lucy
has been in charge of the
Coco de Mer brand.

In your career, you have worked for and
with well-known brands. Why are there so
few brands in the erotic industry?
Lucy Litwack: This is a very specific market
where trust in brands is key and so the
integrity of Coco de Mer is paramount. It is
not an easy market to enter as you have to
combine market knowledge and a passion
for the brand with an understanding of
what the customer wants. Coco de Mer is
a luxury brand which is aspirational and
always there to be shot at by new entrants
to the market.
What was your childhood ambition?
Lucy Litwack: There were so many – Theatre
Director, Animal Right’s Activist, Lawyer,
Prime Minister. But as soon as I entered
the lingerie industry, I knew that I’d found
my passion!
How did you get into the sex toy industry?
Lucy Litwack: Head hunted by Lovehoney
after an international career in lingerie with
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Victoria’s Secret, La Perla and David
Beckham Bodywear. My passion for lingerie
was evident, but it was Richard Longhurst
and Neal Slateford’s passion for Lovehoney
and this industry which inspired me to
dedicate my time to Coco de Mer. The best
decision I ever made!
If you weren’t in this industry, what would
you be doing now?
Lucy Litwack: I would always have ended up
in a creative role. Bringing new product to life
is what inspires me. But then again, I’ve
always thought Food Critic would be a great
job – eating for a living?
What was the biggest step in your career?
Lucy Litwack: I have had several senior
managerial roles in the past, but taking on
the Coco de Mer role was a truly exciting
challenge. Reshaping a well-known brand and
realising its true potential – driving sales and
profit, seeking fresh revenue streams (such as
wholesale) and developing the team.
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Lucy Litwack
Qu e s ti ons & A ns w e r s

customer feedback. My day will then be filled with
meetings – part product and part focusing on the
growth of the business worldwide. Finally, I like to
finish the day catching up with our suppliers and
factories. We’ve worked with some of our
suppliers for 15 years – and then this year we
have developed some amazing new suppliers
as we’ve had great success with wholesale
and are now sold in some of the world’s
premier luxury retailers including Selfridges
and Harrods.

Where do you see yourself in 10 years’ time?
Lucy Litwack: I am very happy at Coco de Mer and
want to continue the work I have done over the last
two years in growing Coco de Mer as an international brand. I would like to see it as defining luxury
erotica right across the globe with products
available at appropriate retailers in all the key
territories. Overseeing all new opportunities while
maintaining our position at the top of the luxury
market. There is still so much work to do.
How do you envisage the future of the love toy
industry?
Lucy Litwack: It is a very bright one. The Daily
Telegraph says the sexual wellbeing market is
estimated to be worth $8 billion now and set to
grow to $20 billion by 2025. That is a whole lot of
vibrators! We have come such a long way in the
last ten years as an industry. Look at how sex
toys were sold a decade ago – it was so
unsophisticated and products predominantly
aimed at women were being marketed in a very
sexist way by men who often didn’t understand
how to sell to women. That has all changed and
I like to think that Coco de Mer has been at the
forefront in bringing about that change.
What is your idea of a perfect working day?
Lucy Litwack: I get up early, check my emails, walk
the dog, see my trainer and then head to the office
for 9am. I take the lead on all lingerie and product
design so I love to sit down with my team of
designers and brainstorm new product ideas.
Then as soon as our Monmouth Street boutique
opens, I like to pop down there and see how the
whole offering can be refreshed. It’s always
fascinating to see who’s browsing there – we have
a lot of A-list clients who know discretion is
assured at Coco de Mer. Our retail team are at the
centre of the brand and I always want to hear
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“ D O N ’ T R U I N A N A P O LO G Y
W I TH A N E X C U S E ! ”
L U C Y L I T WA C K

How do you relax after work?
Lucy Litwack: Playing with my
little Maltese Charlie, having a
nice dinner with friends or
catching a sneaky episode
of Nashville!

Who would you consider your
role model and why?
Lucy Litwack: Jo Malone.
She came from nowhere, built up a fantastic global
brand through having a great idea, great products
and real guts and determination. She sold up,
overcame serious illness (breast cancer) and then
did it all again. What a woman! She is an
inspiration to all luxury retailers.
And my Mum. She inspires me every day with
her beauty, kindness and strength.
Imagine you have been asked to award a medal to
someone. Who’s the lucky winner?
Lucy Litwack: I have so many people I admire in
fashion and retail who deserve an award but let’s
go back in history and award a real trailblazer how about Emmeline Pankhurst, the leader of the
British suffragette movement who helped women
here win the right to vote. And of course, we
named our Pleasure Wand after her!

I N T E R V I E W

Which personal success are you proud
of?
Lucy Litwack: Refreshing the whole
Coco de Mer brand and introducing it
to a new audience globally through
award-winning initiatives like X, the
film we made with Rankin and
TWBA\London
What do you particularly like
about yourself?
Lucy Litwack: That I nurture
talent and I am not afraid to
admit when I am wrong. The
best quality in any boss is
the ability to listen and learn.
Which vice could you never
forgive?
Lucy Litwack: Of the seven
deadly sins – probably anger.
Life is just too short for hate.
Live and let live.
What song do you sing in the
shower?
Lucy Litwack: Here Comes The
Sun by The Beatles. I am an
optimistic.
Who would you never ever like
to see naked?
Lucy Litwack: I hate to single
anyone out but…how about
Donald Trump!
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With whom would you like to go to the
cinema and what film would you watch?
Lucy Litwack: I’d watch The Thomas Crown
Affair – with Steve McQueen of course.
He’d be able to tell me how he made that
film so magical.
You have a month’s holiday. Where would
you go?
Lucy Litwack: I would struggle to leave Coco
de Mer for a month – but a water villa in The
Maldives would help overcome the pain!
Which three things would you take with you
to a deserted island?
Lucy Litwack: Gorgeous lingerie, a pillow,
and George Clooney.
If you could swap lives with somebody for a
day, who would it be?
Lucy Litwack: Oprah Winfrey – a really
inspiring woman - who once said:
“I was raised to believe that excellence is
the best deterrent to racism or sexism.
And that’s how I operate my life.”
She has broken down so
many barriers.
Is there anything you would never do again?
Lucy Litwack: Camping
Do you have some good advice you want to
share with our readers?
Lucy Litwack: Don’t ruin an apology with an
excuse!
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